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The aim of this study is to describe how sustainability is taken into account throughout the 

luxury supply chain. Also, to identify the key enablers for this success, and at the same time 

explore the challenges that arise with it. The context of this study centralizes attention to 

specifically the luxury fashion industry. The theoretical background gives a profound overview 

to the supply chain sustainability, as well as the enablers and obstacles theme. The research 

design involved the use of qualitative descriptive research in addressing the research questions. 

The empirical part was executed by utilizing multiple case study and content analysis. 

Moreover, the material used was from existing written material, examining world’s biggest 

luxury brands that are: Gucci, LVMH, Burberry and Stella McCartney, and their sustainability 

reports. The findings of this study were divided around three main themes: protection of and 

respect for the environment, protection of and respect for the animals, and protection of and 

respect for human rights and employee rights. The importance of following sustainability 

policies, standards, procedures, and guidelines, when pursuing sustainability, had come up in 

each of these themes. In addition, the findings of the enablers and obstacles of each luxury 

company were revealed and the most important aspects are being illustrated in this thesis. By 

underlining the obstacles that each of the companies have, helps them in developing solutions 

for the issues and subsequently increase the sustainability practices inside organizations. 

Climate change, carbon emissions and pollution are all part of current and future challenges. 

That is why, rapid actions and plans should be taken with the purpose to enhance the 

implementation of sustainability, and focus on a strategy that is viable for companies in the 

luxury fashion industry.  
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Tämän tutkimuksen tarkoituksena on kuvata, miten vastuullisuus otetaan huomioon koko 

toimitusketjussa luksusmuodin toimialalla. Lisäksi tutkimuksessa keskitytään tunnistamaan 

vastuullisen toimitusketjun keskeisiä mahdollistajia ja esteitä. Tutkimus on rajattu koskemaan 

luksusmuodin toimialaa. Teoreettinen tausta antaa syvällisen yleiskuvan vastuullisesta 

toimitusketjusta, sekä mahdollistajista ja haasteista. Tutkimus toteutettiin laadullista 

tutkimusmenetelmää käyttäen. Tutkimuksen empiirisessä osiossa hyödynnettiin 

monitapaustutkimusta ja sisällönanalyysimenetelmää. Tutkimuksessa käytetty materiaali on 

olemassa olevasta kirjallisesta aineistosta, jossa tutkitaan maailman suurimpia luksusbrändejä, 

kuten Gucci, LVMH, Burberry ja Stella McCartney, sekä niiden vastuullisuusraportteja. 

Tutkimuksen tulokset on jaettu kolmeen pääteemaan: ympäristön suojeluun ja 

kunnioittamiseen, eläinten suojeluun ja kunnioittamiseen, sekä ihmisoikeuksien ja 

työntekijöiden oikeuksien suojeluun ja kunnioittamiseen. Vastuullisuusperiaatteiden, -

standardien, -menettelyjen ja -suuntaviivojen noudattamisen tärkeys nousi esille kussakin näissä 

teemoissa, kun vastuullisuutta tavoiteltiin. Lisäksi tulokset paljastivat kunkin luksusyrityksen 

vastuullisuuden mahdollistajat ja esteet, josta tärkeimmät näkökohdat on kuvattu tutkielmassa. 

Korostamalla esteitä, joita kullakin yrityksellä on, auttaa heitä kehittämään ratkaisuja ongelmiin 

ja lisäämään myöhemmin vastuullisuuskäytäntöjä organisaatioiden sisällä. Ilmastonmuutos, 

hiilidioksidipäästöt ja saastuminen ovat osa nykyisiä ja tulevia haasteita. Tästä syystä on 

toteutettava nopeita toimia ja suunnitelmia vastuullisuuden täytäntöönpanon tehostamiseksi, ja 

keskityttävä strategiaan, joka on toteuttamiskelpoinen luksusmuodin toimialalla toimiville 

yrityksille. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter explains why supply chain sustainability in the luxury industry is worth studying 

for. Following this, background to the subject is presented, the aim of the study, research 

questions, and delimitations are provided, as well as existing academic literature is addressed. 

Furthermore, a theoretical framework and key concepts of the study are demonstrated, and lastly 

research methodology and outline of the study are described.  

 

1.1 Background 

“Everyone can do simple things to make a difference and every little bit really does count”  

– Stella McCartney 

Global textile consumption is predicted to be over 30 million metric tons per year, causing 

significant environmental, social and economic impacts within an organization supply chain. 

Natural resources and social assets are being overused and the growing pressure on world is 

stuffed down. (Chen & Burns, 2006) Sustainability focuses on respecting people, preserving the 

planet, and at the same time generating profit without endangering environmental and societal 

rights of future generations. These days, sustainability has become more and more important for 

all companies, across all industries, but especially for the luxury industry. There is a pressing 

need to integrate sustainability within energy and labour intensive industries before it causes the 

earth to overheat, disturbing weather, people, animals and much more. (Karaosman, Brun & 

Morales-Alonso, 2018a) The luxury manufacturers have grown interest regarding 

environmental and human aspects together with the product characteristics such as rarity, brand 

name, as well as quality of products (Achabou & Dekhili, 2013). This is mostly due to 

consumers increasing awareness of the social and environmental issues, and the pressure that 

nonprofit organizations and media are giving on manifesting sustainability (Cervellon & 

Shammas, 2013). Both researchers and practitioners focus have shifted towards this subject as 

they confront the challenge of achieving a balance between business and environmental needs 

(Ho & Choi, 2012; Li, Choi & Chow, 2014). 
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Sustainability is considered to be the new miracle marketing tool for luxury companies as it can 

lead to numerous innovative business operations strategies. By embracing sustainability 

completely, luxury companies can achieve competitive advantage, as it can offer brand 

differentiation and increases the brand image for their products. (Rahman & Yadlapalli, 2015)  

In this competitive environment, companies need to change their institutional logics to restore 

trust, aspiration and credibility. Therefore, many luxury companies have started taking into 

account sustainability-related strategy as a necessity to stay ahead of the competition. (Kiron, 

Kruschwitz, Haanaes & Von Streng Velken, 2012; McDonald & Oates, 2006) According to 

McKinsey & Company (2018): “Sustainability will grow from being a menu of marketing-

focused Corporate Social Responsibility, CSR, initiatives to an integral part of the planning 

system where circular economy principles are embedded throughout the value chain”. 

Developing sustainable supply chain is the main linkage, as luxury companies aim to promote 

sustainability, making sustainable supply chain management an increasingly important part of 

the luxury industry. The secret to long term success is to genuinely embrace sustainable business 

ideas and practices. (Fawcett, Brockhaus, Knemeyer & Fawcett, 2015)  

 

In the last years, numerous luxury fashion brands have gone towards being eco-friendly by 

reconstructing their business processes (Caniato, Caridi, Crippa & Moretto, 2012; Choi & Li, 

2015) and setting up their formal sustainability programs to carry out the 5 R’s of sustainability: 

re-imagen, re-design, reduce, recycle and reuse (Esty & Winston, 2006; Ho & Choi, 2012; Li et 

al., 2014). More and more luxury companies will plan for recyclability from the fiber stage of 

the supply chain and a lot of them will apply sustainability via tech innovation with the purpose 

to unlock efficiency, transparency, mission orientation and ethical upgrades (McKinsey & 

Company, 2018). Companies are also looking for ways to enhance the performance of their own 

operations as well as their suppliers. This is due to the suppliers’ unethical actions that could 

tarnish a buying companies’ sustainability performance. (Karaosman, Perry, Brun, & Morales-

Alonso, 2018b; Fritz, Schöggl, & Baumgartner, 2017) The key is in creating luxury goods and 

services with total understanding and alertness of the environmental and social challenges that 

are facing the world’s population and to embed sustainable development in luxury business 

thinking and also in the practices linked with the sustainable supply chain (Armitage, Roberts 

& Sekhon, 2017). 
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One of the biggest cultural changes of this century must considered to be the growing concern 

of consumers with respect to environmental and social issues. Before, companies focused 

mainly in the identification of effective systems of production. Importance was mostly placed 

on containing the price of the end products and reducing lead times in the supply chains. Now, 

the debate on how the industrial world should meet sustainability goals has increased greatly 

from the environmental and social point of view. (Pedersen & Andersen, 2015) Thus, it may be 

time to ask the questions how and to what extent the luxury fashion industry could label and 

fully integrate sustainability when the earth matters. The justification of sustainability is not 

easy to assess in global luxury supply chains where there seems to be most likely multi-tier 

suppliers in which material and information flow occurs. Still, the time has come to act in a 

responsible way and look beyond traditional roots toward sustainability integration and 

performance appraisal. Even though traditionally luxury's higher price points have shielded it 

from negative media attention and consumer activism around sustainability responsibility, this 

is no longer the case. (Karaosman et al., 2018b) 

 

1.2 The aim of the study, research questions and delimitations 

The aim of this thesis is to describe how sustainability is taken into account throughout the 

luxury supply chain from the company perspective. In other words, how sustainability is 

successfully manifested from planning to action. In addition, this study aims to identify the key 

enablers for this success, and at the same time explore the challenges that arise with it.  

 

As the results of the empirical study are analyzed and reflected to the literature, this study aims 

to answer the following main research question: 

 

RQ. How sustainability is manifested in luxury industry supply chains? 

 

The main research question is broken down into two sub-questions:  

sRQ1. What are the enablers of pursuing supply chain sustainability in luxury industry? 

 

sRQ2. What are the obstacles of pursuing supply chain sustainability in luxury industry? 
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There has been set certain delimitations for this study that impact the applicability of this thesis. 

The research phenomenon is supply chain sustainability, and the context of this study centralizes 

attention to specifically the luxury fashion industry, thus putting the other industries outside the 

scope. The theoretical part is not put together through organizational theories, but rather consists 

of scientific studies and literature on how supply chain sustainability is manifested, how it is 

reported, what sustainability practices are there, and how sustainability is assured and associated 

with the corporate strategy. Furthermore, the empirical part does not include any interview or 

surveys, which could possibly provide a broader range of information instead of using only 

luxury companies’ sustainability reports and websites, that are based on the author’s 

interpretation of the texts. Also, in order to get the best possible outcome of the creation of 

sustainable supply chain, the research revolves around the world’s most valuable and popular 

luxury fashion brands where sustainability plays a key part of their strategy. More on the 

methodology of this thesis can be read in the research methodology sub-chapter. 

  

1.3 Literature review 
 
The purpose of a literature review is to provide a foundation of knowledge on the main topic of 

the study based on the academic literature. Therefore, this part will sum up what has been 

discussed in academia about sustainability, sustainable development, luxury, sustainable supply 

chain management in the luxury industry, sustainability impacts of luxury fashion supply chains 

along with sustainability practices, enablers of pursuing supply chain sustainability as well as 

the obstacles that arise with manifesting sustainability. 

 

The concept of sustainability is not a new thing, it has a quite long history and has developed 

ever since. One of the first publications regarding the population growth and its consequences 

for the consumption of resources was ‘An Essay on the Principle of Population’ written back in 

1798 by Thomas Malthus. It was suggested that the future growth in population was 

unsustainable, population grew rapidly while resources grew arithmetically, and at any given 

moment the population would outgrow the resources available to them leading to plague war 

and famine. (Malthus, 1798) Needless to say, this did not take place as was predicted thanks to 

the advances in public health, food distribution, technology and population growth slowing 
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down, though the overall theory is still a relevant thing nowadays. As populations continue to 

grow, technology continues to advance, nonrenewable resources are being consumed, which 

reduces the resources that are available to future generations.  

 

Before, sustainability was referred to as green initiatives (Rahman & Yadlapalli, 2015). The 

word sustainability has become very popular in the recent years. There are countless definitions 

of sustainability existing in the literature. Nevertheless, there is still no standard in terms of what 

can be identified a sustainable product or process. Many studies link sustainability with only 

one pillar, out of the three pillars: environmental, social and economic pillars (Yan, Chen, & 

Chang, 2008; Blengini & Shields, 2010; McDonald & Oates, 2006) Other studies have linked 

two or more pillars (Frame & Newton, 2007; Collins, Steg, & Koning, 2007; Kirchgeorg & 

Winn, 2006). Only some of the studies referred included the economic pillar either 

independently or together with the other two pillars. (Collins et al., 2006; Kirchgeorg & Winn, 

2006) The environmental, social and economic factors are also characterized as the three pillars 

of performance within the accounting framework called: The Triple Bottom Line – TBL, people, 

planet and profit - 3 P's, introduced by John Elkington in his book Cannibals with Forks. 

(Elkington, 1997) 

 

The concept of sustainable development gained a lot of attention in businesses after the World 

Commission of Environment and Development (WCED), also known as the Brundtland report, 

introduced it (Brundtland, 1987, 43). However, few researchers have found this definition to be 

a bit debatable (Lele, 1991; Taylor, 2002; Jabareen, 2008) still, many do believe that it meets 

most aspects of sustainability in its broad applications (Adams, 2001, 6; Dale, 2001, 5). Despite 

some differences that these researchers have, they do agree on one thing, sustainability is one 

of the key factors for future competitive success and business survival. According to Lele 

(1991), the mainstream formulation suffers from an inadequate perception of the issues of 

poverty and environmental degradation, along with the confusion regarding the role of economic 

growth and the concepts of sustainability and participation. Taylor (2002) is pointing out that it 

is not easy to determine the future needs of people in the next generation as the needs may 

change over time. He further adds that developed countries view the concept of needs entirely 

differently from the ways the developing countries view them. Even though the Brundtland 
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definition of sustainability development has brought up some controversies, it still covers the 

two primary issues: the crucial problem of environmental degradation resulting from economic 

growth, as well as the need for such growth to lessen poverty in the society.  

 

Luxury has also been characterized and categorized in different ways. For instance, Chevalier 

and Mazzalovo (2008) and Alleres (1990) divided luxury into three levels. The first one being 

inaccessible luxury, the second one intermediary luxury, and the third one accessible luxury. 

Reddy and Terblanche (2005) split luxury into two wide categories based on the technical 

characteristics and customer perceptions. Brun, Caniato, Caridi and Castelli (2008) say that the 

most common features that consumers recognize as luxury are: elitism (distinction), product 

quality together with high prices, power of the brand, and personal emotional elements. They 

also point out that even though there is no singular definition for luxury, it is mainly perceived 

as a symbolic dimension which reflects values related to the culture of the society. Last of all, 

in the literature, some argue that sustainability and luxury are the opposite terms and cannot be 

achieved at the same time. Using anything more than the basic needs risks life of the future 

generations and is regarded as unsustainable (Kapferer, 2010) and others are in the opinion that 

these two are not far from one another (Hashmi, 2017). 

 

In last years, the academic literature on supply chain management (SCM) has expanded its focus 

on sustainability. There has been numerous of studies on sustainable supply chain management 

(SSCM). Literature on SSCM wraps up many key themes, including motivations for 

sustainability manifesting, resources required, the importance of upstream supplier integration 

as well as the impact of contextual variables. (Karaosman et al., 2018b; Tachizawa & Wong, 

2014) However, many of them revolve mostly around environmental sustainability (Laari, Töyli 

& Ojala, 2017; Caniato et al., 2012; Wu & Pagell, 2011) Little attention have been thus given 

to social and economic sustainability (Sancha, Gimenez & Sierra, 2016; Fritz et al., 2017; 

Missimer, Robert & Broman, 2017a; Missimer, Robert & Broman, 2017b). Also, many 

empirical SSCM studies have been done in manufacturing industries, but with little investigation 

in fashion and luxury supply chains (Karaosman et al., 2018b).  

The relevance of sustainability practices has grown in the luxury environment as sustainability 

issues have become more severe (Resta, Dotti, Pinto, Bandinelli, Rinaldi & Ciarapica, 2014; 
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Seuring, Sarkis, Muller & Rao, 2008). The significant negative sustainability footprint of global 

luxury fashion supply chains is unquestioned (Karaosman, Morales-Alonso, & Brun, 2017a; 

Karaosman, Morales-Alonso, & Brun, 2017b). The high energy consumption and amount of 

waste, water (Aiama, Carbone, Cator & Challender, 2016; Caniato et al., 2012; McCarthy, 2018) 

and CO2 emissions (Laari et al., 2017) animal treatment (McGregor, 2012) workers’ rights 

(Stillman, 2013) are merely some of the sustainability issues related to luxury fashion supply 

chains. It is not surprising that researchers’ have actively investigated sustainability practices in 

the source area of SCM because suppliers and all purchasing activities are involved in 

sustainability issues within their own operations (Krause, Vachon & Klassen, 2009). The 

academic literature highlights the importance of 5 R’s of sustainability: re-imagen (Ho & Choi, 

2012) re-design (Esty & Winston, 2006; Karaosman et al., 2017a) reduce (Cooper, Kininmonth, 

Townsend & Hughes, 2013) recycling, and reusing (Li et al., 2014). Also, having in mind 

sustainability certifications and standards (Lakhal, Sidibe & H’Mida, 2008) clean technologies 

(Chouinard & Brown, 1997) sustainable logistics practices (De Brito, Carbone & Blanquart, 

2008) sustainable retail practices (Burnes & Towers, 2016) as well as many options to prevent 

animal cruelty (Kapferer & Bastien, 2012; Wolfe, 2017) In terms of social dimension, attention 

has been given to selecting the right partners and suppliers (Chevalier & Mazzalovo, 2012) 

building lasting relationships with communities, customers, employees and suppliers 

(Kirchgeorg & Winn, 2006; Theuws, 2015) good coordination between supply chain partners 

(Sancha et al., 2016; Karaosman et al, 2017b) selecting the right employees and training them 

(Hitzler & Muller-Stewens, 2017) monitoring and evaluating suppliers, involving employees in 

terms of sustainability at every hierarchical level, and lastly, adopting different international 

standards, sustainability certifications, and regulations (Savitz & Weber, 2006) as well as 

supplier code of conduct (Lindgreen, Maon, Vanhamme & Sen, 2016). 

In the literature, many enablers for SSCM have been recognized. Top management commitment 

and their involvement and support, as well as a supportive culture for sustainability are 

constantly mentioned as internal enablers (Carter & Jennings, 2004; Day & Lichtenstein, 2006; 

Alvarez, Pilbeam & Wilding, 2010; Oelze, 2017). Also, the existence of an environmental 

mission and the history of an organization, including the participation of employees (Andersen 

& Skjoett-Larsen, 2009; Pagell & Wu, 2009) the existence of a sustainability strategy for SCM 

and its alignment with the general corporate strategy (Hervani & Helms, 2005) as well as 
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strategic supplier cooperation (Gold, Seuring & Beske, 2010) have been identified as crucial 

and are essential to achieve a competitive advantage through SSCM. Moreover, resources, 

expertise and insights, especially, the availability of resources and the overall size of a company 

(Alvarez et al., 2010) the development of capabilities related to sustainability and overall supply 

management (Andersen & Skjoett-Larsen, 2009) as well as evidence for well performing 

operational metrics constitute enablers for SSCM (Clift, 2003). In regards to external enablers, 

prior studies identify national culture of a supplier (Oelze, 2017; Cohen & Nelson, 1994) 

technological and logistical integration of supply chain members (Vachon & Klassen, 2006) and 

information sharing (Khan, Hussain & Saber, 2014) as external enablers and conducive to 

successful implementation. Long-standing collective structures within and outside the supply 

chain usually support SSCM. This refers especially to cooperation within a sector with non-

governmental organizations, or with competitors. (Oelze, 2017; Pagell & Wu, 2009; Vachon & 

Klassen, 2006) 

Internal obstacles for the implementation of SSM are mostly people-related issues. Previous 

studies have identified a lack of commitment and support by the top management, having other 

priorities and a lack of awareness and understanding (Rao Tummala, Phillips & Johnson, 2006; 

Giunipero, Hooker & Denslow, 2012; Sajjad, Eweje & Tappin, 2015). Also, a lack of corporate 

structures and processes, a lack of strategic prioritization for sustainability issues or financial 

limitations (Ageron, Gunasekaran & Spalanzani, 2011; Sajjad et al., 2015; Walker, Di Sisto & 

McBain, 2008) a lack of necessary management skills (Zhu & Sarkis, 2006) sufficient training, 

knowledge or incentives (Walker & Brammer, 2009; Rossetti & Dooley, 2010) act as internal 

obstacles. In terms of external obstacles however, they are mostly regulatory and customer-

related issues. Regulation requires compliance at a minimum standard, which in turn, hinders 

innovative SSCM processes or inhibits proactive behaviour (Sajjad et al., 2015). Customer-

related issues are price-conscious buying decisions or a lack of demand for sustainable goods 

and services (Orsato, 2006). Another crucial external hindrance is related to buyer-supplier 

relationship: suppliers lack of information sharing or compliance with introduced policies as 

they do not see the need for it (Hall, 2001) and a lack of capabilities and resources or 

understanding because of unappropriated communication or vague criteria (Peters, Hofstetter, 

Hoffmann, 2011). Also, cultural differences may hinder the implementation of SSCM practices; 

suppliers consider environmental and social criteria as additional costs and an intervention in 
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their businesses (Schneider & Schwerk, 2010). Lastly, public-related issues have also been 

mentioned. Sustainability practices can be misunderstood as an attempt at greenwashing, which, 

limits their positive impact on companies’ reputations (Min & Galle, 2001). 
 

1.4 Theoretical framework 
 
Theoretical framework sums up some of the key concepts that has been used in the study in one 

figure and illustrates their relations to one another. The theoretical framework of this thesis can 

be found below in the Figure 1. Luxury fashion companies manage sustainability impacts, more 

specifically, the environmental, social and economic impacts through sustainable supply chain 

management, and adopt several sustainability practices, which can have a significant impact in 

the long run. Potential enablers and obstacles are a part of this framework as they affect the 

implementation of supply chain sustainability in the luxury industry. Some of these concepts 

are shortly described in the next sub-chapter and defined in a more detail in the theoretical part. 

 

 

Figure 1. Theoretical framework  
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1.5 Key concepts of the study 
 
Concepts can have many different interpretations, even though they are viewed as the same 

thing. Thus, it is not surprising that sustainability and other phenomenon’ are addressed 

differently in different papers. This section assembles together the main concepts that will be 

used in this thesis and defines them. 

 

Sustainability 

Close to the definition of sustainable development in the Brundtland report, sustainability is 

described by Hart and Milstein (2003) as the intentions of improving the environmental and 

social performance of the present generation without comprising the ability of future generations 

to meet their environmental and social needs. Herman Daly’s measurement-based definition of 

sustainability brought more environmental accuracy to the frame, a sustainable society needs to 

meet three conditions: its rates of use of renewable resources must not overcome their rates of 

regeneration, its rates of use of non-renewable resources must not exceed the rate at which 

sustainable renewable substitutes are developed, and its rates of pollution of emission must not 

exceed the assimilative capacity of the environment. (Elkington, 1999, 55) 

Sustainable development 

Due to global challenges such as climate changes and the need to act responsible, sustainability 

term comes up more frequently than before. As stated in the literature review, one of the most 

acceptable definition is given by the World Commission of Environment and Development 

(WCED), also known as the Brundtland report. (Brundtland, 1987, 43) They define 

sustainability development as that which “meets the needs of the present without compromising 

the ability of the future generations to meet their own goals”. Thus, bringing together the three 

aspects of environmental, economic and social development. 

Luxury   

French fashion designer Coco Chanel has described luxury as “a necessity that begins when 

necessity ends” (Okonkwo, 2007, 7). Luxury can be divided into three different categories: the 
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inaccessible luxury, the intermediate luxury, and the accessible luxury (Chevalier & Mazzalovo, 

2008, xi). The inaccessible luxuries are unique and made to measure products such as haute 

couture, crystal, and high-end jewellery. The intermediate luxuries are the traditional luxury 

sector with prêt-à-porter and leather goods. Lastly, the accessible luxuries are sensations and 

pleasures luxury such as gastronomy and perfumes. (Riguelle & Van Caillie, 2017) 

Sustainable luxury 

The notion of sustainable luxury is becoming an integral part of leading luxury companies brand 

image in the sense that it is related with the possibility for people to express their deepest values 

in a reasonable way regarding social and ecological issues and some degree of positive social 

value creation. This is reflected in the WWF report: Deeper Luxury, where authentic luxury 

companies are defined as the ones that provide the utmost positive contribution to all affected 

by their creation and they identify their consumers as having the means and motivation to respect 

both people and planet. (Hashmi, 2017) 

Supply chain management (SCM) 

Cooper, Lambert and Pagh (1997) define SCM as, “the process of planning, implementing, and 

controlling the efficient, cost-effective flow and storage of raw materials, in-process inventory, 

finished goods, and related information flow from point-of-origin to point-of-consumption for 

purpose of conforming to customer requirements” and Mentzer, DeWitt, Keebler, Min, Nix, 

Smith, and Zacharia (2002) as, “the systemic, strategic coordination of the traditional business 

functions and the tactics across these business functions within a particular company and across 

businesses within the supply chain, for the purposes of improving the long-term performance of 

the individual companies and the supply chain as a whole”. 

Sustainable supply chain management (SSCM) 

Sustainable supply chain management incorporates the management of material, information 

and capital flows as well as the collaboration between actors throughout supply chains, while 

simultaneously taking into account all three dimensions of sustainable development. (Seuring 

& Muller, 2008)  
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1.6 Research methodology 

The research design in this thesis involved the use of qualitative and descriptive research 

methods in addressing the research questions - A qualitative descriptive research design. 

Qualitative methodology was appropriate for this study as, the purpose of this research is to 

describe how sustainability is implemented in the luxury industry supply chains based on the 

empirical data and previous literature used in this thesis. The empirical part will be executed by 

utilizing multiple case study and content analysis. According to Shapiro and Markoff (1997, 14) 

content analysis is “any methodological measurement applied to text, or other symbolic 

materials, for social science purposes”. There are two analysis levels in which content analysis 

can be converted into. The first one analyses the content of texts and documents by statistical 

approaches. The second one, latent content of the text and documents is excavated, thus requires 

explanation of the underlying meaning of terms and arguments. (Mayring, 2000) The second 

level is applied in this thesis. 

 

The empirical material used in this study is from existing written material. This thesis examines 

world’s biggest luxury brands, and their sustainability reports. The companies are elected based 

on their commitment to continuously pursue sustainability throughout the entire supply chain. 

The primary data for the research will be gathered with the sustainability reports of the biggest 

luxury brands: Gucci, LVMH, Burberry and Stella McCartney. The secondary data will be 

collected by the selected companies’ websites, more specifically the sustainability sections, as 

well as other reports and guidelines if additional material is required alongside sustainability 

reports. In the chapter four, the research methodology is illustrated in a more detailed way.  
 

1.7 Outline of the study  
 
This thesis consists of simply two parts: theoretical part and empirical part. It goes without 

saying, chapter one starts off the thesis. Chapters two and three then combine the theoretical 

part, and chapter four and five the empirical part of the study. Discussion and conclusions sum 

up the whole thesis in the final chapters.  
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Chapter one presents the introduction and background of this thesis, by giving an overview 

about why this study has been conducted, what sort of things it wants to discover, what are the 

delimitations of this study, who are the scholars that have been writing about the study, what 

theories and concepts are bound to the topic, and lastly, what the methodology is that will draw 

out the outcomes. Chapter two concentrates closely on what is known about the theories and 

concepts that mean a great matter to this study. It describes what is known about pursuing 

sustainable supply chain in the luxury industry by first explaining luxury and sustainability. 

After that sustainability impacts of luxury fashion supply chains are described more closely, 

following sustainable luxury and sustainable supply chain management. Finally, sustainability 

practices of luxury industry are presented. 

 

Chapter three then focuses on what the enablers and obstacles are when pursuing supply chain 

sustainability in the luxury industry. These include both internal and external enablers and 

obstacles. Chapter four introduces the research methodology of this study. It illustrates what the 

research method in this study is, how the data is collected and analyzed, the reliability and 

validity of the research, and ends with the presentation of the elected luxury companies. 

 

Chapter five lays out the research findings of this study by demonstrating the outcomes in the 

best possible way, which are divided around the main themes. Then, chapter six brings these 

results true to life by taking the findings from the empirical part and reflecting them to the 

theories that were presented in the first chapters. It answers the main research question and sub-

questions, after which providing an answer to the important question: “What’s In It For Me?” 

(WIIFM) for different sustainability pursuing luxury companies. Furthermore, the final chapter 

gives suggestions for future research around this thesis subject, and discusses the limitations 

that this study has. Ultimately, chapter six sums up the whole thesis. 
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2 SUSTAINABILITY IN THE LUXURY SUPPLY CHAIN 

 
The global fashion market has been undergoing a period of exceptional growth over the last 

years. The value of the global fashion industry totaled 1,249.2 billion euros in 2017 and is 

forecast to reach 1,620.2 billion euros in value in 2022, an increase of 29.7 percent since 2017. 

(MarketLine, 2018) Luxury segment is one of the fastest growing parts within the fashion 

market compared to others. The overall luxury market, both luxury goods and experiences, 

increased by five percent at persistent exchange rates in 2018, with total positive performance 

across all segments, while personal luxury goods outperformed the market, posting six percent 

growth. Moving forward, this positive growth trend is expected to continue in the range of three 

to five percent per year through 2025. (Bain & Company, 2014)  

 

The luxury industry, despite the growth, is facing with multiple sustainability related issues. 

Fashion and luxury are among the most polluting industries in the business world because of 

their tremendous use of chemicals and non-renewable resources for production processes, for 

instance dyeing, drying, and tanning or finishing. (De Brito et al., 2008; Pedersen & Andersen, 

2015) The pressure to fulfil the triple bottom lines, environmental, social and economic 

performance, has increased as consumers have become progressively aware now than ever of 

the ethical and environmental impact of products and services. They express new concerns 

giving rise to the consumption of products which are less poisonous, made from recycled 

materials, and are more durable, thus demanding higher transparency of fashion businesses’ 

operations. Because of this, it is important for the luxury fashion industry to have a multi-tiered 

action plan for sustainability. (Karaosman et al., 2018a) Companies all around the world have 

started to realize that sustainability can present them a unique possibility to enhance 

competitiveness, drive innovation, and also generate bottom line outcomes by reducing costs 

and increasing revenues. Sustainability practices can have an impact on product and process 

design as well as on the brand equity and more in general company reputation. (Nidumolu et 

al., 2009) 
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2.1 Luxury  

Luxury has been characterized and categorized in many different ways, and the meaning of 

luxury goods and services differs through time and space, and across social, economic and 

cultural contexts. The concept of luxury gets its origins from the history. As reported by the 

Oxford Latin Dictionary, the Latin word luxus is where the term luxury emerges from, meaning 

exaggerated life, comfort, wealth and glamour. (Brun & Moretto, 2012) Back in the olden days, 

luxury goods were linked with power, exclusivity and wealth. At the end of the nineteenth 

century, the second industrial revolution, also known as the technological revolution, gave 

luxury’s modern meaning of being enjoyable beyond the necessities of life. The luggage of 

Louis Vuitton, the jewellery of Cartier, the raincoats of Burberry and the leather goods of 

Hermes are some of the top signature luxury products of that century. (Karaosman et al., 2017a) 

 

In former times, a simple mobile telephone was a luxury good and service, and today it is 

regarded as a necessity in the developed and developing countries. Moreover, the possession of 

an Internet-connected computer may be regarded as a luxury good and service in present day 

developing countries, yet many sees a computer as a necessity in the developed nations. 

Consequently, luxury goods and services are not fixed economically, temporally or spatially 

but, somewhat, are relative and socio-culturally constructed concepts, goods, services, and 

practices. (Armitage et al., 2017) Following the development of the fashion business in the 

twentieth century, exceptional quality, performance, design and durability have become the 

most relevant aspects in the luxury market. (Karaosman et al., 2017a)  

 

According to Armitage et al. (2017) nowadays the word luxury is often linked with expensive, 

refined and elegant goods and services of the highest quality in addition to a rich, sumptuous 

and comfortable lifestyle. They state that, such goods and services are also associated to 

excessive quantity and looked upon by many as unnecessary, superfluous, an indulgence or a 

waste of resources. Thereby, it can be noted that luxury goods and services do differ from normal 

goods and services in a substantial way, which makes distinct managing tools and strategies not 

only optional but a necessity. Luxuries are the few top end items along price ranges within 

categories and offer specific features making them one of a kind. Having this in mind, 
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consumers who buy luxuries opt to buy goods that are disproportionately high-priced, most 

often in a non-linear fashion within their categories. In case this takes place, those products must 

provide a great perceived consumer value that entices the purchase. (Heil & Langer, 2017)  

Luxury goods and services have been categorized and classified in terms of their accessibility 

to three levels of luxury goods and services: inaccessible, intermediate and accessible. The 

inaccessible luxuries are exclusive and special and made to measure products such as haute 

couture, crystal, and high-end jewellery. The intermediate luxuries are the traditional luxury 

sector with prêt-à-porter and leather goods; high-priced replicas of unique luxury goods and 

services. Lastly, the accessible luxuries are sensations and pleasures luxury such as gastronomy 

and perfumes, mostly factory produced and in large production runs. (Riguelle & Van Caillie, 

2017) The accessible luxury goods and services may be differentiated from normal goods and 

services, largely due to higher prices, with consumers willing to pay more to display their social 

position. In addition, for those luxury goods and services that have been defined as inaccessible, 

with the meaning of being exclusive and unique goods and services, their high price relative to 

normal goods and services is most likely to be determined by the greater costs of production. 

Furthermore, for even if the high price of such inaccessible luxury goods and services will attract 

and draw consumers who gain benefit from communicating their social station, the price of such 

luxury goods and services will mainly be based on the high costs of production rather than 

entirely on demand derived from the desire of consumers to demonstrate their elevated social 

position. (Alleres, 1990; Chevalier & Mazzalovo, 2008) 

It goes without saying, that without the normal there cannot be luxury. Luxury needs values, 

norms and standards, which are then exceeded, hence leading to a unique experience. 

Nonetheless, as noted, exceeding norms can be a facilitator or a limiter to luxury depending on 

the amplitude. Additionally, exceeding norms means that production and supply chain aspects 

are usually much more tough and complicated compared to normal goods. There are only few 

products to be produced but with a high amount of craftsmanship and complexity along with 

the utilization of extreme and rare materials which are not easy to find or harvest. Those aspects 

substantially complicate production of luxury goods, and make a highly effective supply chain 

in regards to minimization of negative footprint during production processes challenging if not 

impossible for many luxury goods. (Langer & Heil, 2013) 
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A luxury yacht will continually require a very complicated, even to the extreme, sourcing supply 

and production setup where practically every single detail is highly personalized and numerous 

modifications and refinements are made throughout the production process. This is the case with 

many luxury items and in principle not different, for instance haute couture clothes use merely 

the finest materials, are difficult and timely to produce, require many fittings were either the 

buyer or the tailor have to fly in for. Luxury mansions utilize a high amount of space, 

technology, material and often overcome difficult architectural hindrances. And supercars have 

a very powerful engines and component parts that are in need of extreme materials to withstand 

extreme forces, high personalization of features, colors and materials. The list can be extended 

to include islands, red wine, watches, jets and many more. (Heil & Langer, 2017) 

The demoralisation of luxury goods and services that started in the eighteenth century has 

unchained a seemingly ever growing demand for high-priced, unique, exquisite and refine goods 

and services, which specifically from the point of view of sustainability, can be seen as 

contributing to the wasteful use of world’s resources and detrimental to the alleviation of poverty 

and inequality. Additionally, rising concerns about climate change and resource depletion has 

implications for the growth of consumption, and especially consumption of luxury goods and 

services. (Armitage et al., 2017) Yet, maybe there is a matter for what Berry (2016, 47) calls the 

remoralisation of the notion of luxury. The researcher’s view of remoralisation is on the concept 

that there is a realistic and sustainable approach to luxury in the world we live in now. He has 

identified three grounds for such a remoralisation of the concept of luxury in the present age, 

which are: social, ethical and ecological. Berry sees the ecological argument among these as 

having the uppermost possibility for changing moral attitudes and behaviour towards 

consumption since an ecological crisis will force a change of consumption patterns.  
 

2.2 Sustainability 

Sustainability as a term has been applied and defined in many different ways throughout out the 

years, as far back as the very first publication: “An Essay on the Principle of Population”, written 

by Thomas Malthus in 1798, regarding the population growth and its effects for the consumption 

of resources (Malthus, 1798). There are most likely as many definitions as there are people who 

are trying to define it. Regardless of so many definitions, this is not an issue, seeing that 
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everyone has a different approach of looking at things. On the contrary, having different 

definitions of sustainability provides plenty ways to discuss this difficult concept. Close to the 

description of sustainable development in the Brundtland report, which was that, “sustainable 

development is a development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the 

ability of the future generations to meet their own goals”, Hart and Milstein (2003) have 

described sustainability as the intentions of enhancing the environmental and social performance 

of the present generation without comprising the ability of future generations to meet their 

environmental and social needs. 

 

At a broader level, the term sustainability has come to revolve around the notion of the triple 

bottom line (TBL) where sustainability is divided to three components: the environmental, 

social and economic components. The TBL components are also commonly called as the three 

Ps: people, planet and profits. (Elkington, 1997; Savitz & Weber, 2006) Figure 2 below presents 

a visual illustration of these three components. The triple bottom line is a theory developed by 

John Elkington back in 1997, which simultaneously takes into account and balances 

environmental, social and economic intentions from a microeconomic perspective. According 

to Savitz and Weber (2006, 8), the TBL theory seizes the essence of sustainability by measuring 

the impact of an organization’s business activities on the world, this including both its 

profitability and shareholder values and its human, social and environmental capital. Not only 

does a company’s utmost success constitute traditional financial bottom line, but it also 

encompasses environmental and social considerations. Organizations may encounter scarcity of 

time and capital to more efficiently manage environmental and social matters. Nevertheless, the 

integration of environmental and social considerations into decision-making structures is 

immensely important to meet global standards along with societal needs. (Karaosman, et al., 

2017a) 
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Figure 2. The TBL and the 3 P’s (Elkington, 1997) 

Within this framework, organizations distinguish that sustainability is not solely a matter of 

good corporate citizenship – “earning brownie points for recusing noxious emissions from your 

factory or providing health care benefits to your employees”. At this moment sustainability is a 

essential principle of smart management. (Savitz & Weber, 2006, xiv) Hence, the triple bottom 

line theory indicates that at the intersection of environmental, social and economic performance, 

there are activities and actions that organizations can undertake in which. 
 

2.3 Sustainability impacts of luxury fashion supply chains 
 
In the luxury fashion industry, it is possible to manage and monitor sustainability throughout 

the supply chain. Starting from the raw material sourcing up to the final consumer use and 

disposal, in each stage of the supply chain there are different factors that have an impact on the 

environment. There are many processes included in the luxury fashion supply chains. They go 

through the stages of: raw material sourcing, fiber production, fabric production, garment 

production, distribution, use and disposal stages. (Karaosman et al., 2017a-b) Figure 3 

demonstrates the sustainability impacts along with the luxury fashion industry supply chain. 
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Figure 3. Luxury fashion industry supply chain (Adapted from Karaosman et al., 2017a-b) 

It goes without saying that there are many enormous sustainability impacts of luxury fashion 

supply chains that continue to grow, in line with customer demand, thus making sustainability 

matter for fashion. On top of that, consumer behaviours and rapidly evolving technology will 

shape and challenge the luxury fashion industry in unforeseeable ways. It is without a doubt; 

the luxury fashion industry has to adapt. That is why having an understanding of the supply 

chains are important in the luxury fashion industry, and is critical to explore in details regarding 

the sustainability impacts each supply chain stage generates. 

 

Raw material sourcing 

As population grows, resources decline and consumption increases, thus having a strong bond 

with each other. All these result in the risk of volatility in global markets, unsteady commodity 

prices, and substantial water, carbon and waste footprints. Even without sustainability, sourcing 

is already difficult as price, time, quality, supplier relations and geographical problems are 

complicated enough. (Laari et al., 2017) However, sourcing should be proceeded with 

awareness. In regards of raw materials, cotton is the most important natural textile fibers of plant 

origin and accounts for roughly one third of the total world production of textile fibers. Having 

said that, cotton production is associated with numerous environmental, social and economic 

challenges. It provides income for more than 100 million households globally, who rely on it 

for their income. (WWF, 2017)  
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Over the last 30 years, the price of cotton has declined, yet the production costs are rising. As a 

consequence, in places such as West Africa, Kyrgyzstan and India, wages are getting below the 

federal minimum wage for farmers. Living wage is a problematical concern in Asia as well as 

in Europe. It has been predicted that the current minimum wage for instance in Bangladesh only 

covers half of the cost living in a slum, and in Cambodia and China the minimum wage would 

need to be nearly twice to cover the basic cost of living. Moreover, the garment workers in 

Turkey, Romania, Ukraine and Bulgaria also have issues with low wages, which are even lesser 

those in China. Also, in Italy, immigrant workers were reportedly working in secret workshops 

producing for high-end fashion brands. (Clean Clothes Campaign, 2015a) 

Forced and child labour is another major concern all over the world. It is alarmingly common 

in the cotton industry. A majority of the cotton producing countries worldwide, such as 

Uzbekistan, Pakistan, India and China, have been reported as using forced or child labour, ages 

from five to seventeen, below the minimum wage. Child labourers are for the most part 

employed by factories producing textile and garments to fulfil the needs of consumers in 

developed countries. Furthermore, due to the exposure to pesticides and other chemical hazards 

used in the fields, children working in the cotton industry are at particular risk. (Trusted Clothes, 

2017) When using extremely toxic pesticides, as well as the overuse and misuse of it in general, 

it can have a dramatic impact on the health of farmers and their communities, as well as 

ecosystems (WWF, 2017). 

Furthermore, in luxury fashion supply chains, there are many crucial phases that generate an 

enormous impact on environment. For instance, a significant amount of waste is being generated 

in the luxury fashion supply chains. Starting from raw material sourcing and fabric production 

to garment production and distribution. In terms of waste, each stage constitutes a signature 

impact. Wool and cotton production requires large amounts of water and pesticides, while 

synthetic fibers are extracted from non-renewable resources and require a great deal of energy 

to produce. Also, nearly eight thousand synthetic chemicals are utilized to turn raw materials 

into finished goods, among which many are released into freshwater sources. (Aiama, et al., 

2016; Caniato et al., 2012) Moreover, land use and farming have become important topics to 

take into account during this first stage. Forest degradation and deforestation generate 

approximately 10 to 15 percent of the earth’s greenhouse gas emissions. Addressing 
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deforestation is important to meet international goals to fight against climate change. (Rainforest 

Alliance, 2018) In many regions, a steady supply of good quality fresh water, however, might 

no longer be ensured. By 2030 a 40 percent global shortfall in supply is predicted. (Karaosman 

et al., 2017b) Globally, 73 percent of cotton production relies on irrigation, and water use can 

be substantial. The wold average water footprint of seed cotton is 3,644 cubic metres per tonne, 

the equivalent of approximately 1.5 Olympic swimming pools. (WWF, 2017) 

Lastly, global cotton production generates carbon emissions of around 220 MtCO2-e of global 

emissions, which is about 0.8 percent of total global CO2 emissions. It is estimated that by 2030, 

the sector’s emissions are to increase by more than 60 percent, if change towards a sustainable 

luxury fashion industry fails to materialise soon. Nearly 30 percent of CO2e emissions related 

with cotton production are embodied in the international trade of cotton as raw cotton, this is 

before the cotton is transformed into textiles, clothing and other final goods. (Carbon Trust, 

2011a) Also, reliable and price supply emerge as other crucial hindrances for the sourcing of 

raw material (Laari et al., 2017). 

Fiber production 

The initial source for textile goods are provided by fibers. Composition of a typical garment 

contains natural fibers like wool, flax silk and cotton and manufactured fibers like viscose, 

polyurethane, polyamide, acrylic, viscose, and polyester. Depending on the garment type, the 

number of fiber used differs. For instance, polyamide is the leading component of swimwear 

and polyester accounts for one third of a gown, while cotton is the prime fiber used for 

underwear production. By supplying for over 85 percent of all fiber used in clothing, cotton and 

polyester alone dominate global clothing fiber inputs. (Carbon Trust, 2011b) Cotton meets 28 

percent of fiber demand whereas man-made fibers meet a substantial 58 percent of the demand. 

Polyester is the main synthetic fiber, and its stability as well as its high performance makes it 

the most widespread polymer, for instance every year nearly 11 million tons of polyester is 

produced, accounting for one half of the entire yearly production of all synthetic fibers. Polyester 

consume a substantial number of energy followed by toxic additives and it comes from limited 

resources. Thus, polyester cannot be taken into consideration as ideal given most polyester is 

manufactured while antimony is used as a catalyst. Antimony trioxide leaking from polyester 
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fibers during the high-temperature dying processes emerges in the wastewater, causing chronic 

bronchitis. (Karaosman et al., 2017a) 

Furthermore, for many years’ animals have been used for a variety of luxury products. Due to a 

number of daunting facts, animal treatment is a broadly discussed topic. Fur remains in fashion. 

It is used on a mass scale for luxury goods, is not a by-product of the meat industry. One of the 

world’s largest producers of factory-farmed fur is The European Union. Animals killed annually 

for fur are around 70 million, whereas for food 150 billion. Around 42 million minks, 2 million 

foxes, 200,000 chinchillas and 150,000 raccoons are massacred every year in the European 

Union only for their fur. From 2005 to 2015, the production increase has been over 65 percent. 

(Fur Europe, 2015) In addition, angora fiber is produced by Angora rabbits, and is the largest 

animal fiber industry worldwide after mohair and wool, with an estimate output of 10,000 tonnes 

annually. Further, the most commonly-used rare natural animal fiber is Mohair, forming the 

long lustrous coat of the Angora goat. (McGregor, 2012) 

Fabric & Garment production 

In terms of garment production, the techniques should be optimized via technical and non-

technical components. Goods with high technical quality in regards to sensitivity, resistance, 

and wash ability are referred as technical. Non-technical aims at a better wardrobe management 

as a principle to avoid purchasing items. Optimization of process is more tied with the upstream 

part, emphasising the interactions between buyers and manufacturers. Consequently, through a 

better supply chain execution this could be secured. (Rissanen, 2008) In spite of the substantial 

nature of fabrics, the process of fabric production occurs in which many stages, such as wet 

processing, contribute to waste generation. Also, garment production phase generates an 

outstanding number of fabric waste, nearly about 20 percent of the fabric swept off the floor of 

a cutting room. Natural fibers decompose chemicals and release methane after fabric waste ends 

up in landfill. However, synthetics take great deal of time to decompose. (WRAP, 2012)  

Moreover, fabric and garment production is not at all times secure. For instance, in 2015 luxury 

fashion company Mulberry failed to protect its suppliers’ worker rights located in Turkey. 

Workers in Mulberry’s Turkey supplier were laid off after they had joined a trade union, in spite 

of a list of global sourcing principles set by Mulberry. (Clean Clothes Campaign, 2015b) Also, 
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without informing the buying company, manufacturers at times subcontract certain production 

processes to other factories in order to meet strict deadlines. To this end, the contractual supplier 

might transfer the orders to so called hidden suppliers, such subcontracted factories are not 

considered in the boundaries of the buying company’s supply chain, hence audits are not 

performed there, including numerous risks. Such workplaces can have insufficient conditions, 

and could be informal companies that are unregistered where no taxes are paid, and where 

governmental labour inspections are not performed. Increasing levels of unauthorized 

subcontracting in production countries has resulted due to the growing pressure in the industry. 

(Karaosman et al., 2017b) 

Distribution 

Fashion goods are distributed to distribution centres and/or warehouses to be delivered to retail 

stores to reach final consumers after the stages of raw material sourcing, fiber, fabric and 

garment production. In other words, distribution encompasses the infrastructure to provide 

goods and services from assembly location to retail stores. Given its global dimensions, it is 

important to understand the gravity of emissions generated throughout the supply chains linked 

with the luxury fashion industry, including the emissions generated in the distribution of the 

goods across oceans and vast tracts of land. The fashion industry generates over 1 billion tons 

of greenhouse emissions annually. This is more than the amount created by shipping and 

international flights together. These emissions ultimately lead to global warming. (Carbon Trust, 

2006) About 65 percent of the initial input is delivered to final consumers as new clothing. This 

means, 35 percent of the initial input becomes waste in the supply chain stages till the goods get 

to the end consumer. For instance, the UK market are supplied onto an estimation of 1.14 million 

tonnes of clothes annually and in order to produce these clothes, some 1.76 million tonnes of 

raw materials are utilized whereas about one-third of this turns into waste in the supply chains. 

(WRAP, 2012) 

Further, in fashion, uncertain working conditions have been a big issue. For instance, the 

deadliest disaster of its time is known to be the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire in New York 

City, 1911, claiming the lives of 146 workers, most of them young immigrant women, and 

following the Rana Plaza disaster in Bangladesh 2013, killing 1134 people. (Stillman, 2013) 
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Moving on, through its continued use of single-use plastic packaging and labelling the fashion 

industry also remains unsustainable (Blengini & Shields, 2010). Plastic packaging and the 

plastic microbeads cause many forms of harm, including starving and choking animals through 

ingestion, and altering the reproductive development of marine species when ending up in the 

environment. The use of harmful chemicals and plastic means that the core requirements of 

genuine sustainability have not yet been met. (Wakefield-Rann, 2017) 

Use  

As consumers purchase and use clothing it results in the release of over 800 million tonnes CO2 

annually, accounting for about 3 percent of world production CO2 emissions. The use stage of 

a regular t-shirt’s life cycle emissions account for around 50 percent emissions. (Carbon Trust, 

2011a) The use stage of such as a pair of trousers contributes over 60 percent of initial energy 

consumption, production of household waste and human toxicity. Also, the use phase accounts 

for nearly 35 and 59 percent of water eutrophication, and between 10 and 34 percent of ozone 

layer depletion and water. (Bain, Beton, Schultze & Mudgal, 2009) During the use stage, an 

estimation of about 10,000 tons of waste is generated. This primarily takes place when clothes 

are damaged while getting cleaned, like discoloration or shrinking. (WRAP, 2012) To this end, 

luxury fashion supply chains need to work as a whole to take efficient steps to minimize 

footprints. Thus, in need of an integration.  

Disposal 

Post-consumer waste is when then the majority of clothing waste footprint is generated. On a 

global scale, 80 percent of discarded textiles are doomed for the landfill or incineration, and 

recycled only by 20 percent each year. When clothing ends up in landfills it can sit there for 200 

or more years, and when it decomposes, it releases methane, which is a greenhouse gas more 

powerful than carbon. (McCarthy, 2018) For instance, in the UK, an estimation of 350,000 

tonnes of used clothing goes to landfill annually (WRAP, 2012). Also, 287,000 tonnes of 

clothing waste go to landfill in Turkey and it constitutes about 2.6 percent of municipal solid 

waste. American consumers send nearly 10.5 million tons of clothing to landfills annually. 

(Buyukaslan, Jevsnik S. & Kalaoglu, 2015) More post-consumer clothing waste needs to be 

gathered for reuse and recycling purposes, when taking into account that the average active 
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duration of clothing is about 2 years. (Ditty, 2015) Each tone of discarded textiles reused can 

potentially save 20 tons of CO2 from entering the environment. In the event that 5 percent more 

clothing at the end of its first life is reused, the world waste footprint could be decreased by 0.7 

percent. (WRAP, 2012)   

 

2.4 Sustainable luxury 
 
Sustainability and luxury are two words that for a quite some time were not expected to be find 

in the same sentence. The belief was that, as a term, sustainable luxury might best be found in 

the dictionary under the entry for oxymoron, since the two notions seemed quite paradoxical. It 

is argued that luxury is the exact opposite of sustainability given that it is excessive, superfluous, 

and conspicuous devoid of any utilitarian use. (Kapferer, 2010; Guercini & Ranfagni, 2013) 

Defining the term has made it difficult due to these facts. Nonetheless, a paradigm change is 

presently happening in the luxury world as consumers are more and more worried about 

environmental and social issues in all social classes, and favour ethical and environment-

friendly goods that reflect their personal values and beliefs. Leading luxury companies have 

begun to make the concept of sustainable luxury an integral part of their brand image in the 

sense it is associated with the possibility for consumers to express their deepest and genuine 

values in a reasonable way with ecological and social issues and some extent of positive social 

value creation. (Hashmi, 2017) As the notion of sustainability, especially insofar given that it is 

driving growing expectations about environmental and corporate performance in the production 

and consumption of luxury goods and services, is of critical environmental, communal and 

economic importance (Armitage et al., 2017). 

 

Giron (2009) points out that it can undoubtedly be said that sustainability is a part of luxury, 

when going beyond appearances and returning back to the definition of luxury. Both sustainable 

and luxury goods share the same main characteristics. They are rare and expensive, request 

exceptional creativity and design, and they require extraordinary materials, along with good 

quality, thus the two concepts do not differ far too much from one another. This awareness has 

led to the notion of sustainable luxury; a return to the essence of luxury with its traditional 

meaning, to the thoughtful purchase, to the artisan manufacturing, to the beauty of materials in 
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the widest sense, and to the respect for environmental and social issues. (Giron, 2009) Becoming 

leaders in sustainability is a possibility for luxury companies as they, embrace preciousness in 

experiences rather than in goods, originate desire via innovative design, and influence 

consumption processes. Additionally, due to the fact that they are very profitable, luxury 

companies have a unique duty to harness its potential in creating the most environmentally and 

socially responsible goods. Hence, in the creation of environmental and social value, the luxury 

industry has a much greater responsibility towards society. (Hashmi, 2017) 

 

Luxury companies usually present a sustainability strategy entangled with the company culture 

and a widespread level of trust, which are two key drivers for to build a sustainable company 

(Carcano, 2013). According to Hart and Milstein (2003) a sustainable luxury company is one 

that delivers the triple bottom line: environmental, social, and economic, benefits all at once, 

thus contributing to sustainable development. As stated by Elkington (1997) companies would 

need to prepare the three P’s, if they are engaged in the production of luxury and other goods 

and services. Firstly, (profit) the traditional profit and loss account. Secondly, (people) a 

measure of how socially responsible the company has been. And lastly, (planet) a measure of 

how environmentally responsible the company has been. Hart and Milstein (2003) continue to 

point out that the motivation for company level sustainability practices differs from sector to 

sector, from that of a self-understood moral responsibility to a reluctant response to external 

government regulation. Having sustainability in the core values and company culture is the 

profound connection that all companies have in common. The luxury ecosystem is made by a 

wide range of professions who share values within a strong corporate culture. (Carcano, 2013) 

Moreover, Nidumolu et al. (2009) mention four stages (Figure 4) that companies go through 

when starting a process on becoming sustainable:  

 

 
Figure 4. Sustainability process (Nidumolu et al., 2009) 

 

1: Compliance with 
sustainability norms as 

opportunity

2: Making supply 
chains more 
sustainable

2: Developing 
sustainable goods

3: Developing 
sustainable 

business models
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I. As long as companies focal point stay on emerging norms, they may save some time to 

try out new materials, processes and technologies ahead of their competitors and enjoy 

a fist mover position. Also, the compliance to crucial worldwide sustainability principles 

aids companies to save money, rather than being compliant to countless various local 

environmental regulations, which could be very expensive and time consuming. 

 

II. Companies attempt on being effective by decreasing the consumption of coal, petroleum, 

water and gasoline throughout the supply chain. As an example, providing suppliers with 

encouragements to develop sustainability practices in their activities and tools to 

measure their environmental impact. Certain companies may decrease or even eliminate 

the travel time and costs as well as energy consumption, as a result of making use of 

employees working remotely.  

 

III. Companies offer customers with environment-friendly offerings that will fulfil their 

needs. Furthermore, they hope to develop innovative products by looking for sustainable 

goods and services. 

 

IV. Having the capability to improve customer value propositions by searching for new 

approaches for meeting customer needs. It is relevant to highlight how, if the path 

towards a sustainable development time and again begins from the top management. The 

transform will be quicker and broader given the entire supply chain could gain of it. 

 

Luxury companies view sustainability more so as a business opportunity given it provides scope 

for enhanced effectiveness, reduced risks and costs. By increasing revenues and market share 

via innovation, and for image and reputation improvement, all of which provide a positive means 

of setting a company apart compared to its opponents. (Rahman & Yadlapalli, 2015) Plus, 

luxury and other companies could view sustainability as a way to attract and secure resources 

for the future (Kiron et al., 2012). Yet, when economy is rising, the adoption of sustainability 

does tend to be popular with business, and when it collapses, it is likely to be seen by many 

companies as a luxury. Likewise, luxury consumers are particularly more willing to pay for their 

goods and services in booming periods than when the economy is in recession. Still, luxury 
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consumers gladly pay a sustainability premium to show their wealth through the acquisition of 

luxury goods and services, when stimulated by conspicuous consumption. Those who are truly 

wealthy, are unaffected by economic downturns and hence continue to purchase sustainable and 

other luxury goods and services.  

 

2.5 Sustainable supply chain management in the luxury industry 
 
Nowadays, in order to remain competitive on the global market, supply chain management is 

vital. Companies must provide the safe delivery of products to end customers and match product 

characteristics with customer needs and wants. The term supply chain management (SCM) can 

be defined as, “the systemic, strategic coordination of the traditional business functions and the 

tactics across these business functions within a particular company and across businesses 

within the supply chain, for the purposes of improving the long-term performance of the 

individual companies and the supply chain as a whole”. (Mentzer et al., 2002)  

 

Sustainable supply chain management (SSCM) however, covers the environmental, social and 

economic issues. Sustainable management is a process of channeling the company towards its 

objectives, and SSCM seeks for ways in design and configuration of supply chains in order to 

achieve them. (Varsei, Soosay, Fahimnia & Sarkis, 2014) In other words, sustainable 

management includes consideration of environmental factors and social elements of 

organizational activities, along with their integration with conventional economic performance 

(Seuring & Muller, 2008). SSCM seeks to enhance companies environmental and social 

performance in their supply chains. It deals with the companies’ internal practices like process 

design, product design and external concern of cooperation with suppliers and customers. Thus, 

from a business point of view, sustainable supply chain management addresses the hindrances 

of sustainability opportunities, risks and trade-offs. (Varsei et al., 2014) 

 

The pressure to adopt environment-friendly business practices tend to reverberate throughout 

the entire supply chain, however, for those organizations whose name are closest to the public 

consciousness are especially strong (Seuring et al., 2008). To a company’s reputation, image 

and its attractiveness to the market, this presents a considerable risk, seeing that it has to take 
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responsibility regarding its suppliers in front of all stakeholders, like the media and non-

governmental organizations. That is why, companies have to seek ways to incorporate 

environmental, social and economic issues into their supply chain management practices. 

(Caniato et al., 2012) Additionally, Vachon and Klassen (2006) emphasize the value of 

cooperation in the move of becoming sustainable and the need for managers to take into account 

the sustainable issues throughout the supply chain. The spotlight is on the inter-organizational 

interactions between supply chain factors, considering aspects in particular, sustainability joint 

goal settings, shared sustainability plans, and joint action plans to cutting pollutions and other 

issues. 

 

2.6 Sustainability practices 

Building a strong brand on the global market and protecting its identity and its exclusive status 

is the main goal of the luxury industry. Companies need to be clear on where they are getting 

their raw materials, under which conditions they are obtained and processed, and if the 

mandatory operations and work steps are sustainable, ethical and morally defensible. (Hitzler & 

Muller-Stewens, 2017) Two of the main values that characterise luxury is choosing quality over 

quantity and a reduced rate of consumption. Thus, to be genuinely sustainable, luxury 

companies should emphasise these. (Wakefield-Rann, 2017) Even though as a concept and 

practice, sustainability is complicated, sustainable business concepts and practices can create 

value. Identifying in what ways supply chains can translate sustainability principles into 

operational practices has become more and more relevant. Companies are aiming to reduce their 

sustainability footprint through sustainability practices. They differ among industries and are 

usually specific to the company type and the goods or services it produces. (Seuring et al., 2008; 

Resta et al., 2014) 

Genuinely embracing sustainable business ideas and practices is the secret to long term success 

for luxury companies (Fawcett et al., 2015). This can be done for instance, by lowering the level 

of material consumption and pollution, by developing new, disruptive technologies that 

diminish the size of the human footprint on the earth, by operating at broader levels of 

transparency and responsiveness and, by meeting the needs of those at the bottom of the globe 

income pyramid in a way that it makes inclusive wealth creation and distribution easier. (Hart 
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& Milstein, 2003) The ever present challenge of producing luxury goods and services in a time 

of climate change, widespread inequality and resource reduction, consequently, needs ensuring 

that sustainable development stays a main part of luxury business philosophy, discourses, and 

practices. The key is producing luxury goods and services with full understanding and alertness 

of the environmental and social hindrances facing the globe’s population and to embed 

sustainable development in luxury business thinking and also in the practices associated with 

the sustainable supply chain. (Armitage et al., 2017) Sustainability practices are critical for 

companies trying to become more sustainable, and thus a closer look at them are presented.  

Reducing carbon, water & waste footprints 

During the product design and production, a substantial environmental impact of the product is 

determined. However, sustainability should be considered also in the supply chain design and 

management. Luxury companies can carry out the 5 R’s of sustainability (Figure 5): re-imagen, 

re-design, reduce, recycle and reuse. (Esty & Winston, 2006; Ho & Choi, 2012; Li et al., 2014) 

Companies should first take into consideration the re-imagination of their products and 

processes, before the process of re-designing. The aim of re-imagining is thinking environment-

friendly; designers can create products by considering the environment. Designing a low-impact 

product is far less expensive than managing or rebuilding a high-impact product. (Ho & Choi, 

2012) An item that is developed in a way that lessens environmental impacts in its life cycle 

journey from supplier inputs to product to disposal is what a re-designed product means. The 

process includes product design (the use of materials) and process re-design (e.g. business 

process re-engineering strategy) By streamlining their business processes, companies can try to 

improve their efficiency. (Esty & Winston, 2006) Changing or simplifying business processes 

help in reducing logistic-related wastes and improving workflows (Li et al., 2014). By making 

changes in design and production practices, considerable improvements could be made on how 

long the clothes could last before they wear out. In this regards, luxury goods could offer various 

possibilities within the clothing life cycle through enhanced longevity. (Cooper et al., 2013) 

The quality of fabric is crucial to increase the usable life of a piece of clothing, as good quality 

fabrics could endure wear and use much better. Less resource intensive, more durable and 

longer-lasting fibers, fabrics and materials in products is the key to decreasing water, waste and 
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carbon footprints and extending the useable life of the items. Also, embodying classic styles 

side by side with supreme technical performance in luxury goods could result in the use for 

longer durations. (Cooper et al., 2013) In regards to reducing, the use of more environment-

friendly materials, organic fibers, are some great alternatives. Simply put, fibers that follow 

standards that nurture the soil or animal from which they originate and do not use insecticides, 

toxic, fungicides or herbicides. Organic wool, organic cotton, silk and kapok are some of the 

examples of these organic fibers. They help decrease the collateral impacts of chemical goods, 

the scarcity of natural resources, as well as carbon emissions. (Na & Na, 2015; De Brito et al., 

2008) However, in regards to organic cotton, yields of them are lower and immensely substantial 

quantities of water are still needed, which presents the greatest obstacle of organic cotton 

cultivation (Karaosman et al., 2017a). The quality of fabric depends on many variables, for 

instance fiber type, yarn blends, yarn structure, fabric construction, dyeing as well as finishing. 

Fabrics with the same description, such as 100 percent cotton, often vary greatly in performance 

and durability. Carbon, water and waste footprints can be reduced by about 20 to 30 percent 

each when extending the life of products by nine extra months. (WRAP, 2015) 

 

Figure 5. The 5 R’s of sustainability (Esty & Winston, 2006) 

In recycling, materials are gathered, processed into reusable forms and afterwards used as raw 

materials for new goods, and in reuse, an item or product is used in its original form for 
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numerous times rather than discarding it (Ho & Choi, 2012; Li et al., 2014). Companies could 

easily replace and repair some components. Each tone of reused, recycled, and disposed clothing 

and household textiles could reduce carbon footprint. Carbon emission reductions require the 

efforts of not only retailers but also consumers, from everyday life actions to design and 

production processes. It is predicted by The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) 

that by 2020 cooperative emissions reduction initiatives including companies, cities and regions 

could provide an equivalent of 3 billion tonnes of carbon reductions. Optimizing high energy 

and inefficient production processes, transportation activities, and textile disposal techniques 

must be done. (Carbon Trust, 2011a) Companies approach to reuse and recycle include materials 

like old clothes, manufacturing bottles, tyres, and scraps (Chouinard & Brown, 1997). However, 

solely 20 percent of textiles are recycled annually (Ditty, 2015). Recent recycling practices are 

in fact downcycling which leads to a reduction in the value, and the life cycle of a recycled fiber 

becomes somewhat shorter than the virgin ones. To soften the negative impact, innovative 

solutions are needed. As an example, switching to 10 percent of cotton fabric to a 50:50 

polycotton blended fabric could reduce carbon footprint by 0.4 percent, water footprint by 3 

percent and waste footprint about 1.7 percent. For all uses however fabric recycling is not 

suitable. (WRAP, 2012)  

Although it is worth emphasizing that luxury fashion designers and design teams need to work 

under superb commercial pressure, and hence producing clothing via accurately sourced 

materials, making sure that each and every element of the collections is genuinely sustainable, 

manufacturing under fair trade principles are not at all times possible. At the start of the design 

phase, companies need to make strategic design decisions to nurture ingredients and materials 

like eco-intelligent composes. (Karaosman et al., 2017a) Industry-specific regulations need to 

be considered as well. Companies that operate in jewellery, for instance, will be more focused 

on the ethical standards in sourcing of diamonds and other valuable stones, whereas those 

operating in wine or champagne will be more pressed on the eco-friendly side. Some product 

categories will be affected more from climate change than others. (Carcano, 2013) Green 

certifications, for instance Global Organic Textile Standards (GOTS), Ecolabel, Global 

Reporting Initiative (GRI), Global Recycling Standards (GRS), and Apparel and Footwear 

Sector Supplement (AFSS) are some of the certifications that offer proof about companies’ 

business environmental claims (Lakhal et al., 2008). The most important standard within the 
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ISO series is ISO 14001. It is revisited every year for the purpose of achieving the latest roadmap 

for companies that must audit, manage, correct, and communicate their environmental systems 

to reduce occurring damages and to safeguard against major hindrances such as climate change. 

(Serdari, 2017) 

As mentioned in the beginning, luxury companies must also re-design processes to mitigate 

unfavourable impact and decrease energy as well as water use. Thus, green product and process 

design are crucial, taking into account the production technologies, the product features, and the 

materials utilized. Traceability of the product is an important practice, when looking at the entire 

supply chain, especially for organic fibers, which need a constant control of product and 

information sharing. (Caniato et al., 2012; Lakhal et al., 2008) Closing the loop on material 

flows could be secured in an eco-friendly sound solely if the materials are designed to be 

environmentally safe. Alternatively, the closed loop turns polluted with lethal chemicals that 

trigger health issues and a descending twist in value. Shelf quality aiming at making the goods 

look good in store needs to be also enhanced towards durable high-quality. Through technology-

enabled fashion design and new product development applications, sustainable solution could 

be further developed, for instance using smart fabrics, digital textile printing and make-to-order 

clothing. (Loker, 2008) Thus, making clean technologies, old and new, and even information 

technologies one of the notable sustainability methods (Chouinard & Brown, 1997). 

Furthermore, if taking into account that the sales points of companies are often global, it 

naturally follows that the identification of sustainability practices regarding delivery is relevant. 

In terms of decrease in carbon emissions, if could be beneficial for sustainability performance 

to set-up sustainability logistics practices, like the optimisation of load factor or the choice of 

low-emission transportation. (De Brito et al., 2008) Also relating to retail practices, companies 

could reduce packaging volume and energy consumption, and improve the recycling activities 

as well as involve in the role of informing their customers with the sustainability policies and 

actions engaged by luxury fashion brands. (Burnes & Towers, 2016) 

Preventing animal cruelty 

There is no need for cruelty in the luxury fashion industry. Companies can deliver fashion with 

respect for the animal welfare in many ways. In the luxury textile industry, the use and 
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processing of real animal furs is often discussed. As stated by Kapferer and Bastien (2012, 103) 

it is, no doubt, inadmissible for companies to make use of rare animal species that are threatened 

with extinction or that the animals have to die under despicable circumstances. They propose 

backward integration, a type of vertical integration in which the company acquires its suppliers 

to ensure a more reliable or profitable supply of inputs. Also, companies can achieve a 

relativized effect by breeding rare races. Luxury companies could build up new business fields 

within the organization. On the one hand, this would give it the certainty that the animals are 

properly treated, and on the other it would create new job opportunities. In this manner, the 

business could publicize its responsibility towards nature and society. (Kapferer & Bastien, 

2012, 103) 

Moreover, Karaosman et al. (2017b) point out that animal skins and feathers could be sourced 

and supplied as a by-product from the meat industry, and rather than dumping the fish back into 

the sea, fish skin could be further used to make leather. Fish skin could be a great alternative to 

the utilization of exotic skins of snake and crocodile. Plus, there is a growing interest on the 

metal-free leather. (Karaosman et al., 2017b) Naturally, there is no denying that leather is a 

classic, durable material. Still, without costing the earth, companies could use vegan 

alternatives, known as pleather (plant leather) instead of animal leather. It should however be 

taken into account that not all vegan leather is created equally. Plenty of vegan leather is made 

from Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) plastic, which according to Greenpeace is one of the most 

environmentally damaging plastics. Leather alternatives can be for instance eco-friendly 

materials such as Pinatex, which is made from pineapple leaf fibers (Hitzler & Muller-Stewens, 

2017) MuSkin, a mushroom leather which comes from a type of fungus, recycled rubber, cork, 

which comes from cork oak trees, leaf letter, which comes from tree leaves, and waxed canvas 

or waxed (organic) cotton (Wolfe, 2017). 

Ultimately, luxury fashion companies could go for instance entirely fur-free. They can commit 

to supporting the shift to a more ethical and sustainable fashion industry by providing innovative 

and sophisticated alternatives to consumers. Companies could focus on natural products such as 

cotton, wool, leather, silk and natural fur. Ceasing the production of fur in their future 

collections, companies ensure that they do not promote killing animals for the sake of fashion. 
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(Heil & Langer, 2017) Although it is hard to imagine fashion luxury industry without fur, 

companies are taking the right steps by going fur-free and committing to it.   

Preventing child or forced labour, low wages & unfair working conditions 

Luxury fashion companies need to be aware of their social responsibility as well. Policies 

against child or forced labour, low wages and unfair working conditions are a normal part of 

social responsibility. The entire fashion industry has recently been accused of paying minimum 

wages, and their manufacturing processes of shortcomings regarding to workers’ conditions. 

(De Brito, et al., 2008) Certainly, classical monitoring approaches are still being used, such as 

codes of conduct and inspections in place, despite that, many have missed to pay a living wage 

to their workers, they have misused human rights, have accepted child labour, and maintained 

minimum labour standards in the workplace. Plus, in spite of the progress against child or forced 

labour, they are still primarily employed by factories producing textile and garments to satisfy 

the needs of consumers in developed countries. (Carson, 2013) Companies in labour intensive 

industries need to urgently review their business models and reshape their operations as an 

outcome of the need for environmental protection and increasing demand on natural resources 

(Wu & Pagell, 2011).  

Regarding the social dimension, sustainable purchasing involves the identification of suppliers 

that take on practices respecting workers’ conditions and, all in all, improve social conditions. 

Thus, sustainable sourcing could require companies to carefully look into suppliers to confirm 

their environmental and social efforts, as the main company is accountable for the alignment of 

the sustainable actions of its entire supply chain. (Krause et al., 2009) For this reason, selecting 

the suitable external partners and suppliers is vital (Chevalier & Mazzalovo, 2012, 236). As 

designers make purchasing decisions in a responsible and careful way, they could in addition to 

provoking suppliers to pursue more environment-friendly and ethical production processes, but 

they would be attributed to today’s conscious consumers. Hence, starting from upstream 

(usually deals with suppliers, purchases and production lines) to downstream (covers the 

entire selling segment including negotiation, after-sales and recycling) levels of luxury fashion 

supply chains, responsibility and consciousness must be gradually transmitted. (Karaosman et 

al., 2017a) 
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It is important for the purchasing practices of the buying companies to respect human and labour 

rights at every stage of the luxury fashion supply chains. Plus, they are required to provide safe 

working conditions and honour labour standards, as well as need to consider corporate 

accountability when defining purchasing principles. Long-lasting and more stable relations with 

key stakeholders, including communities, customers, employees and suppliers must be built and 

maintained (Kirchgeorg & Winn, 2006; Theuws, 2015) adequate coordination between supply 

chain partners is required (Sancha et al., 2016; Karaosman et al., 2017b) and selecting the right 

employees, as well as training and educating them appropriately (Hitzler & Muller-Stewens, 

2017). In regards to child or forced labour, workers’ conditions and wages, to eliminate such 

problems, companies need to implement stricter controls and ensure them, to trace the 

company’s production chains by mapping their first tier productive plants and taking into 

account their subcontractors (De Brito, et al., 2008). The primary criterion is a good production 

planning. Buying companies and manufacturers have got to agree on more equal and more 

realistic contractual agreements that would not unequally penalize anyone for delays that take 

place outside the latter’s responsibility. That is why, luxury fashion retailers need to be alert of 

the locations where textiles and garments are produced. A strict monitoring and accountability 

secured as well as preventing human right violations becomes tricky, if there is no transparency. 

(Theuws, 2015) 

Companies need to perform supplier audits and evaluation through quantitative evidence and 

performance must be continuously evaluated. Also, involvement of employees at every 

hierarchical level regarding sustainability objectives is critical, as employees at all levels have 

the potential to contribute to reduction of sustainability footprint. To improve working 

conditions in fashion supply chain, different international standards, and sustainability 

certifications and regulations have grown. Adopting these could help companies to be more 

efficient and effective in their business. Certifications such as SA8000 addresses all the 

organisation’s activities, involving employees at every hierarchical level, and making them 

accountable for enhancing their companies’ sustainability footprints. (Savitz & Weber, 2006) 

Furthermore, operationalizing an ethical code of conduct is required by the luxury fashion 

retailers. It is of particular importance to preserve the rights and health of employees, codes of 

conduct for companies and their suppliers. Incidents occurring in supply chains highlight the 
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importance of performance assessment and strict monitoring of suppliers. (Karaosman et al., 

2017b)   

 

On a final note, according to Lindgreen et al. (2016) supplier code of conduct and sustainability 

guidelines of luxury fashion supply chains, regarding social dimension, can be for instance 

divided into two major groups: ethics and integrity, and labour and employment practices and 

workplace conditions. Ethics and integrity can consist:  

 

I. Fair dealings and compliance with laws – Following every applicable laws, regulations 

and company’s Code 

 

II. Confidential information and privacy – Only using company’s confidential information 

for its intended business purpose and not to an unauthorized party, as well as ensuring 

proper controls to gather, protect, maintain, and using company’s confidential 

information, including personally identifiable information and sensitive information  

 

III. Conflicts of interest – Avoid engaging in business activities that create a conflict or the 

appearance of a conflict of interest when dealing with the company  

 

IV. Export controls – Complying with every law and regulations associated to the 

exportation and re-exportation of goods; not using deceptive practices to intentionally 

misrepresent the country of origin of goods that will be used by the company in order to 

evade quota or import restrictions or duties 

 

Labour and employment practices and workplace conditions can consist: 

 

I. Safe working conditions – Providing a safe and healthy working environment for all 

workers; complying with every applicable laws and regulations related to safe working 

conditions  
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II. Child labour – Not employing anyone under the legal minimum age and complying with 

all relevant International Labour Organization standards 

 

III. Forced labour, human trafficking, and slavery – Not using forced labour or engaging in 

human trafficking and slavery 

 

IV. Harassment and discrimination – Support a diverse workforce that is free from all forms 

of discrimination and harassment; everyone must be treated with dignity and respect and 

no one be subjected to any physical, psychological, sexual or verbal harassment or abuse 

 

V. Wages – Complying with all standards set by law concerning wages 

 

VI. Lawful employment – Before hiring, ensuring the worker has the legal right to work in 

that jurisdiction  
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3 ENABLERS & OBSTACLES 
 
There are many enablers and obstacles of manifesting sustainable supply chain. A main 

challenge for luxury fashion companies in sustainable supply chain management is finding a 

balance between achieving a competitive advantage and being sustainable while managing the 

stakeholders’ expectations for the purpose of maintaining credibility, reputation, and 

legitimation. Companies are facing a strong reputational risk of negative public perception 

mostly by relevant stakeholders, in particular customers, regulators, shareholders, media and, 

non-governmental organizations (NGOs). (Cervellon & Shammas, 2013) Moreover, focal 

companies are usually the ones held accountable for the actions of all their suppliers. 

Nevertheless, environmental and social concerns constitute operational risk, which includes 

incoherent and insufficient goods quality or supply chain disturbances. As a consequence, 

sustainability concerns alongside the supply chain could lead to a decrease in financial 

performance or a defeat in competition. (Sajjad et al., 2015) This risk-based strategy for 

managing sustainability alongside supply chain processes is executed through supplier 

assessment, while a spotlight on supplier development seeks to develop a business case from 

sustainable supply chain policy implementation (Oelze, 2017). 

 

Consequently, the strategic approaches adopted by organizations appear to be focusing either 

on managing the supplier base to lower risks and ensure performance, or on managing supply 

chains to create sustainable goods or services (Seuring & Muller, 2008). If companies want to 

be genuinely sustainable, a supply chain would at worst do no net harm to social or natural 

systems whilst still producing a profit over a long period of time. A genuinely sustainable supply 

chain should, customers willing, keep doing business infinitely. Best to our knowledge, that 

kind of supply chain does not exist today. (Pagell & Wu, 2009) Therefore, SSCM is an important 

issue specifically and addressed by companies of all sizes. As all companies who are pursuing 

in becoming sustainable, luxury companies need to take into account all the enabling factors for 

the manifesting of sustainability policies alongside the supply chain, and all the obstacles that 

occur during it. In the following sub-chapters both internal and external enablers as well as 

obstacles are presented. 
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3.1 Internal enablers 
 
Having a successful implementation of supply chain sustainability standards requires primarily 

the compliance of company’s people. An important feature of the internal management tasks is 

having the right kind people with the right kind of unique skills mix. (Day & Lichtenstein, 2006) 

Alvarez et al. (2010) mention top management commitment and their involvement and support. 

The commitment of top management is necessary to integrate sustainability for instance in the 

company’s operational agendas. This is because top management is determined to assure that 

their customers will be pleased with their operational performance results, which includes 

product quality, responsiveness, as well as delivery lead times. They are in addition, excited to 

present their distinctive features by actively translating potential market necessities into their 

production strategies. For instance, top management start a sustainability-based programs and 

exclude some chemicals long before their customers even ask for strategic changes. (Alvarez et 

al., 2010) Carter and Jennings (2004) further add that the support of top management is a 

primary enabler for organizational transformation and the implementation of new programs and 

activities, and further point out the importance of a supportive culture alongside top 

management for sustainability as an internal enabler. It all starts with a company culture. 

Sustainability has never truly been integrated until it has become a part of the company’s culture. 

What it is that organizational culture does is it helps in guiding day to day working relationships 

and influences how employees act and behave within the organization. A supportive culture 

leads to a higher productivity, better employee morale and the ability to keep skilled workers 

when pursuing sustainability. (Oelze, 2017) It goes without saying that when people are not 

really on board, it is tough to get anywhere.  

 

According to Pagell and Wu (2009) the existence of an environmental mission is acknowledged 

enabler for SSCM. It is the base of a company’s sustainability efforts, presenting the 

organization and its stakeholders with an understanding of why specifically sustainability is 

important to the business, what are the environmental goals and how the company will look 

when the sustainability goals are achieved. Andersen and Skjoett-Larsen (2009) also point out 

the history of an organization including the participation of employees as crucial. Organization 

history, in particularly, a tradition of working with environmental and social issues, is prone to 
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ease the introduction of a code of conduct and the daily performance of the related practices. A 

historical track of being engaged in environmental or social issues, and a tradition of choosing 

ethically sound suppliers, enhances the ease with which a company takes up the idea of 

sustainability practices. Plus, having a history of long-term relationships with suppliers 

establishes a good precondition for a relatively plain implementation. (Andersen & Skjoett-

Larsen, 2009) By participating employees in sustainability, it excites them, as it gives them a 

sense of belonging, passion, drive and purpose. Also, freeing their potential to make a difference 

in a world, and inspiring them to do something more that they can connect themselves with and 

feel great about. It will also resonate into their personal lives and influence their decisions to 

make better choices that serve them, their families, communities as well as the environment, 

when done properly. Hence it is essential that sustainability trickles down to every employee 

who integrates it into their own work. (Hermes, 2013) 

 

Hervani and Helms (2005) recognize the existence of a sustainability strategy for SSCM and its 

alignment with the general corporate strategy. It is important that the entire supply chain is 

included in a promising sustainability strategy. A well-designed and executed sustainability 

strategy can reinforce luxury companies brand value and improve their competitiveness in the 

symbolic competition. It is noted that strategic approaches of successful companies are shaped 

by the power of all stakeholders, their values and the participation that they can make to the 

society within which they exist; such a contribution will be formed by its sustainability strategy 

(Carcano, 2013). Further, Gold et al. (2010) highlight strategic supplier cooperation as crucial 

to achieve a competitive advantage through SSCM. The requirements of successful 

environmental and social collaboration in supply chains is competences and resources of 

building and maintaining efficient relationships with suppliers held by single companies or 

rather by entire supply chains.  

 

Moreover, resources, expertise and insights, especially, the availability of resources and the 

overall size of a company represent enablers as they determine what possibilities the company 

has in managing sustainability (Alvarez et al., 2010). This is due to larger companies, given that 

they have the required resources and bargaining power to shape their supply chain in becoming 

sustainable, whereas smaller companies are more reactive to supply chain pressures. (Caniato 
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et al., 2012) However, although the environmental and social impacts of actions taken by 

individual micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) may be small, they can become 

a part of the sustainability movement, as their collective consequence may be substantial. Thus, 

consideration of organizational and contextual variables that could affect sustainability 

implementation is indispensable. (Karaosman, et al., 2018b) 

 

As stated by Andersen and Skjoett-Larsen (2009) the development of capabilities related to 

sustainability and overall supply management are essential, particularly, this relates to the 

training of employees. The researchers divide knowledge into two parts: internal and external 

knowledge. Internal knowledge improvement is first and foremost achieved through employee 

training aimed particularly at the code of conduct and sharing of experiences amongst the 

various organisational members involved in the code of conduct work. Their enhanced 

knowledge and capabilities have in turn presented them with a much greater positive opinion 

towards working with environmental and social challenges. External knowledge improvement 

includes the creation of a joint frame of reference between the organization and its suppliers. 

That kind of external knowledge improvement can be achieved via constant communication and 

visits to suppliers as well as formal and informal supplier training. 

 

Lastly, well performing operational metrics (measures of the efficiency and effectiveness of an 

operation or process) act as an enabler for SSCM. Ecometrics such as the Overall Business 

Impact Assessment (OBIA) can be utilized to identify extremely unsustainable activities, or to 

distinguish between discrete options or scenarios. This method provides ways to screen goods 

or business areas which should be targeted for environmental enhancement or substitution. Also, 

companies can use BASF method to evaluate eco-efficiency and consequently choose potential 

goods and processes for commercial development. (Clift, 2003) The internal enablers are 

gathered and listed in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Internal enablers of sustainable supply chain management 

Author & year Internal enablers  

Day & Lichtenstein (2006) The compliance of company’s people 

Alvarez et al. (2010) Top management commitment and their 

involvement and support; The availability of 

resources and the overall size of a company  

Carter & Jennings (2004) Supportive culture 

Pagell & Wu (2009) The existence of an environmental mission  

Andersen & Skjoett-Larsen (2009) The history of an organization; The 

development of capabilities related to 

sustainability  

Hervani & Helms (2005) The existence of a sustainability strategy for 

SSCM and its alignment with the general 

corporate strategy 

Gold et al. (2010) Strategic supplier cooperation  

Clift (2003) Well performing operational metrics   

 
 

3.2 External enablers 
 
External enablers are highly connected to the overall context in which a company operates and 

serves. In this sense, an enabling factor for SSCM can be the national culture of a supplier. 

(Oelze, 2017) As stated by Hofstede (1984, 51) culture can be described as the joint 

programming of the mind which distinguishes the members from one category of people to 

another category. According to Cohen and Nelson (1994) it is essential that the national culture 

is included in a full discussion of the sustainability phenomenon. The impacts of culture on 

normative ethical beliefs with regard to what is customarily appropriate behaviour creates the 

mechanism of a bond between culture and the environment. These ethical beliefs are the key 

factors of an everyday business practices and necessary government regulations of business 

activities. Above all, an environment that reflects these perceptions is led by a widely held 

perceptions of acceptable business actions within a given society. The researchers further 

suggest that the environmentally responsible behaviour perceptions can vary across countries 
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substantially. Environmental sustainability is only possible to achieve if people comprehend and 

confront the deeper-level issues and challenges in the culture and consciousness.  

 

Furthermore, technological and logistical integration of supply chain members (Vachon & 

Klassen, 2006) and information sharing (Khan et al., 2014) act as external enablers and are 

conducive to successful implementation. Integration amongst a buying organization and its 

suppliers is set to enhance the operations in the buying organization and the supply network. 

Integration can be set at a tactical level, or at a higher strategic level. These two types of 

integration are called logistical and technological integration. They can happen upstream with 

suppliers and downstream with customers. (Vachon & Klassen, 2006) According to Lee, 

Padmanabhan and Whang (1997) supply chain integration provides one ways by which 

uncertainty can be lessened or decreased for operations, either on the demand side or supply 

side of the supply chain. As for instance, logistical integration with its information sharing is 

known to be an efficient remedy to the bullwhip effect. They further add that uncertainty 

reduction, in turn, can aid with the development and implementation of new eco-friendlier 

supply chain practices, which usually require understanding of complex inter-firm linkages. 

Vachon and Klassen (2006) further state that technological integration with the main suppliers 

and big customers is positively linked to environmental collaboration and environmental 

monitoring. Still, logistical integration only has an effect on green supply chain practices with 

the main suppliers but not with the big customers. Plus, as the supply base shrinks the degree of 

environmental cooperation with the main suppliers’ rises. (Vachon & Klassen, 2006) 

 

Khan et al. (2014) point out how information sharing in a sustainable supply chain is the solution 

to reducing cost. The exchange of information increases the service level and reduces the cycle 

time of a supply chain, following decrease in the annual cost and inventories of the supply chain, 

which would be a win-win situation for all the stakeholders involved. Benefits depends on the 

level of structure and operational characteristics of a supply chain. They further add that mature 

supply chains, which are already utilizing green technology, can benefit from information 

sharing as their environmental cost will be low. Vice versa, developing supply chains, where 

sustainability practices are less observed, the use of information sharing cannot be 

beneficial if environmental cost is too high. Sustainability practices will have a cost linked 
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with its implementation, and though it may deal with the issue of sustainability footprint 

quite well, supply chain may not benefit from information sharing. Contrarily, information 

sharing is of considerable importance when the environmental cost is lesser. Thus, there 

should be a growing justification for adopting and investing in information sharing, with 

the growing urge to further reduce sustainability footprint.  

 

Finally, long-standing collective structures within and outside the supply chain usually support 

SSCM. This refers especially to cooperation within a sector with non-governmental 

organizations (NGOs) or with competitors. (Oelze, 2017; Pagell & Wu, 2009; Vachon & 

Klassen, 2006) As a result of these collaborations, companies can achieve logistics costs and 

service improvements, by sharing costs, knowledge, and supplies. Naturally this makes sense 

when the collaboration creates value for both parties; both organizations are treating these 

entities as knowledge suppliers, not potential sources of trouble. Consumers will win from these 

collaborations too, for instance a luxury environment-friendly product, or reduced wait times 

regarding returns, saving expenses on new product, and higher quality products. Companies 

who successfully collaborate have appreciated reductions in inventories and costs, teamed up 

with improved service, speed, and satisfaction. (Pagell & Wu, 2009) In Table 2 below, the 

external enablers are listed.  

 

Table 2. External enablers of sustainable supply chain management 

Author & year External enablers 

Oelze (2017) The national culture of a supplier 

Vachon & Klassen (2006) Technological and logistical integration of 

supply chain members  

Khan et al. (2014) Information sharing 

Oelze (2017); Pagell & Wu (2009); Vachon 

& Klassen (2006) 

Long-term collaborative structures within 

and outside the supply chain 
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3.3 Internal obstacles 
 
Internal obstacles for the implementation of SSM are mostly people-related issues. A lack of 

commitment and support by the top management is recognized to be one of them. Top 

management is accountable for directing sustainability efforts, thus pursuing a variety of 

sustainability strategies is going to get blocked by a lack of standards that otherwise would push 

company’s sustainability initiatives. (Giunipero et al., 2012) Having a lack of clarity with regard 

to sustainability and what it means to an organization amongst business leaders is not a good 

thing. This can mean that, when discussing sustainability, companies do not have a standard 

definition or language for it, some define it more narrowly, others more widely, and few do not 

have a corporate definition. Moreover, the reward for actions taken are too vaguely defined and 

not mutually understood within the organization. Many times, once actions are set, there is not 

an understanding of how to measure progress. (Berns, Townend, Khayat, Balagopal, Reeves, 

Hopkins & Kruschwitz, 2009) 

 

Continuing on the people-related issues, Rao Tummala et al. (2006) point out companies having 

other priorities, as sustainability is not the highest priority for most of them, resulting that 

sustainability initiatives are not altogether implemented at their business units. This issue can 

be overcome if the senior management at the corporate and division level presents a strategic 

and operational environment for SSCM support. Furthermore, Sajjad et al. (2015) mention a 

lack of awareness and understanding as well as negative perceptions as strong internal obstacles 

to SSCM implementation. Psychological and behavioural challenges with the organizational 

workforce often act as a hindrance to the implementation of sustainability strategy. 

Unfavourable perceptions and organizational cultural transformation challenges often create 

obstacles for management to introduce and implement SSCM practices. The researchers also 

state that sustainability can be seen as a nice fluffy thing that the company can do but it requires 

additional recourses and there is no real benefit to it.  

 

In regard to strategic-related issues, a lack of corporate structures and processes as well as 

product traceability act as internal obstacles. In socially responsible purchasing, despite the fact 

companies acknowledge the relevance of corporate social responsibility, numerous purchasing 
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managers do not know how to concretely and systematically include social issues into their 

purchasing decisions. They are mainly used to addressing effectiveness and governance issues 

into their interactions with suppliers, and have limited experience with broader, social demands. 

In order for companies to operate efficiently, checking that the organizational structure is 

meeting the needs and requirements of its sustainable business is important, as it grows, adapts, 

and changes. (Walker et al., 2008) Moreover, Sajjad et al. (2015) bring out a lack of strategic 

prioritization for sustainability issues. A lack of interest by top and middle level management 

may decrease organizational capacity to commit in sustainability initiatives. A strategic 

leadership is a substantial challenge for sustainable procurement. They further add that 

necessities for SSCM strategy are the development of supply chain infrastructure, systems and 

processes, which may raise the costs of operations. 

 

Still in terms of strategic-related issues, a lack of financial limitations also acts as an internal 

obstacle. Finance plays a significant part in allocating investment to sustainability pursuing 

companies and projects and hence speed up the transition to a low-carbon, circular economy. 

The financing requirements for the environmental, social and economic dimensions of 

sustainable development are necessarily vague, studies conclude, without exception, that 

requirements are extremely large. (Ageron et al., 2011) In this context, because of a lack of or 

limited available financial resources, a small overall firm size can hinder the level of 

engagement in SSCM. Also, in order to overcome many of the internal organizational limits and 

pressures, as mentioned previously, top management needs to provide both financial and 

strategic support for environmental, social and economic implementation and comprehend that 

the types of support may differ along the implementation lifetime. (Hervani & Helms, 2005) 

 

In addition, there are function-related issues, such as a lack of necessary management skills (Zhu 

& Sarkis, 2006) and sufficient training, knowledge or incentives (Walker & Brammer, 2009; 

Rossetti & Dooley, 2010). Companies can recognize the importance of sustainable supply chain 

management and try to put it into practice starting from the design stage, but many of the 

companies can lack experiences as well as necessary tools and management skills (Zhu & 

Sarkis, 2006).  As a result of the lack of coverage of sustainability, employees are not prepared 

to face the growing needs of sustainability practices. Also, absence of motivation moves 
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business and people far away from success. (Walker & Brammer, 2009) Proper education and 

training may benefit organizations from a better understanding of how sustainability practices 

are implemented (Rossetti & Dooley, 2010). Developing sustainability skills is important, and 

businesses need to do more to prepare for the shift to a sustainable organization. This concerns 

those at senior, middle and customer-facing levels. Sustainability-based thinking needs to 

become embedded at a personal level around the business and not limited to particular functions. 

Promoting employees to own the processes they do daily and embed sustainability in such way 

that they come up with ideas of how to make those processes more sustainable. A range of skills 

are vital, for instance the ability to consistently work towards a longer term vision, the ability to 

inspire, the ability to empower, the ability to innovate, the ability to work collaboratively, 

commercial awareness, sufficient knowledge, as well as effective and persuasive 

communication. Further, all components of the business needs to be aimed but aimed in different 

ways. Companies require a combination of specific job skills and general awareness, everyone 

will need skills development, but some will need one hour of training and others will need more 

days. It is everything from specialist courses to the everyday basics. (Business in the 

Community, 2010) Internal obstacles are listed next in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Internal obstacles of sustainable supply chain management 

Author & year Internal obstacles 

Giunipero et al. (2012) A lack of commitment and support by the 

top management 

Berns et al. (2009) A lack of clarity in regard to sustainability 

Rao Tummala et al. (2006) Companies having other priorities 

Sajjad et al. (2015) Negative perceptions; A lack of strategic 

prioritization for sustainability issues 

Walker et al. (2008) A lack of corporate structures, processes and 

product traceability  

Ageron et al. (2011) A lack of financial limitations  

Zhu & Sarkis (2006) A lack of necessary management skills 

Walker & Brammer (2009); Rossetti & 

Dooley (2010) 

A lack of sufficient training, knowledge or 

incentives 
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3.4 External obstacles 
 
External obstacles for SSCM strategy implementation also create challenges. In terms of 

external obstacles however, they are mostly regulatory and customer-related issues. Regulation 

requires compliance at a minimum standard, which, in turn, hinders innovative SSCM processes 

or inhibits dynamic behaviour. Environmental regulations are usually referred as a main driver 

for SSCM adoption. The cost of non-compliance, with environmental regulations, for 

companies are strong legal fines and penalties, which may or may not negatively influence their 

performance. (Sajjad et al., 2015) Besides inappropriate or insufficient regulations, obstacles 

such as weak demand for sustainable goods or services and a lack of sustainable supply chain 

performance measures possibly restrain an organization’s involvement in SSCM programs. 

Nevertheless, company’s environmental proactivity can be limited due to costly and inflexible 

environmental regulations. Companies are simply required to meet the minimum regulatory 

standards, which decreases their potential to develop innovative technologies and solutions to 

enhance environmental performance beyond regulatory criteria. (Faisal, 2010; Brewer & Speh, 

2001) Moreover, customer-related issues are price-conscious buying decisions or a lack of 

demand for sustainable goods and services. Sustainability speaks to the heart as it plays on a 

connection for the greater good. Companies must meet consumer demands by considering 

factors such as style, uniqueness and quality, as consumers use their heads to make purchases 

and consider these factors. Usually money is a deciding factor but not always. The added cost 

of sustainable goods is unaffordable for those on tight budgets while for others it is not a 

concern. The true value of sustainability needs to be costed in to products as a norm. This way 

consumers can see that sustainably sourced products not only reflect their values, but in addition 

provide a much better value. (Orsato, 2006) 

 

Another crucial external hindrance is linked to the buyer-supplier relationship; suppliers lack of 

information sharing or compliance with introduced policies as they do not see the need for it. 

The dominance of a strong focal company has major implications towards environmental supply 

chain innovation. Suppliers have less incentives to engage in environmental innovation, as they 

are frequently not under the same levels or types of pressure compared to their larger focal 

company. Plus, large focal companies are often under pressure, or would like to preempt 
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potential pressure, in order to address systemic environmental challenges, such as those assigned 

to their suppliers. (Hall, 2001) In spite of the many attempts coming from high-end buying 

companies, suppliers often fail to properly implement sustainability initiatives. In view of these 

demands, compliance with code of conduct has become more challenging for suppliers 

throughout fashion supply chains. (Karaosman et al., 2017b) Hall (2001) further adds that laying 

off suppliers can however be costly and risky, thus making supplier intervention a better option. 

 

Additionally, suppliers lack of capabilities and resources or understanding because of 

unappropriated communication or vague standards. Modern voluntary sustainability initiatives 

are considered to be both time inefficient and resource inefficient in their development and 

implementation, often lacking support from strategic stakeholders and supply chain partners. 

The fundamental rationale is that suppliers’ capabilities provide resources for the focal 

company, as they are viewed the same. Sustainable development has to become a competitive 

priority for supply, manifested through the purchasing function’s supplier selection and 

development decisions, in case companies progressively include sustainability into their overall 

business strategies. (Peters et al., 2011) Both the focal company and the suppliers are required 

to have the necessary knowledge, when aiming to become more sustainable. Evidently, a lack 

of knowledge at any stage of the supply chain seems to hinder a company’s ability to more 

efficiently face sustainability issues. Thus, minimizing information asymmetries to imposing 

sustainability along the entire supply chain is essential. Companies with great deal of experience 

in the field of implementing sustainability criteria overcome the issue of knowledge gaps by 

employing intermediaries who are aware of both sides’ knowledge and issue stages, that is both 

those of the company and the suppliers. (Oelze, 2017) 

 

Differences in cultural expectations and styles may also hinder the implementation of SSCM 

practices. By not acknowledging cultural differences, companies get a weak starting point when 

working across cultures and it also decreases effectiveness. Suppliers may consider 

environmental and social criteria as additional expenses and an intervention in their businesses. 

Genuinely understanding the role of culture in international business is the key for companies 

to being successful in business internationally. No matter what sector a company is operating 

in, differences in cultural expectations and styles will have a direct impact on its profitability. 
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In other words, insight into cultural differences may increasingly enhance the competitive 

advantage in implementing sustainability. To be able to adapt to a culture, companies will have 

to reside in the culture, it is not sufficient enough to grasp the cultural differences only 

cognitively. (Schneider & Schwerk, 2010)  

 

Lastly, there is also a mention of public-related issues. Sustainability practices can be 

misunderstood as an attempt at greenwashing, limiting their positive impact on companies’ 

reputations. Greenwashing is the corporate use of deceptive advertising, and will persist as a 

disingenuous means for corporate reputation enhancement. It is an attempt to promote 

companies’ appearances of goods and commodity consumption as environmental or green, 

whilst deliberately disclaiming environmental impacts. (Min & Galle, 2001) Regardless whether 

it is a deliberated activity of a company or not, greenwashing is not a small issue for all the 

entities in the market. It can harm the environment, either natural or organizational. The 

marketing activities promote consumers to the actions that cause negative or neutral 

consequences. The socially responsible messages reaching the consumers causes indifference. 

This is especially the case when consumers find out they have been mostly fed false or unreliable 

information. Also, consumers suffer substantial losses, more so financially, as they pay for the 

value which is not delivered. Eventually, once the truth is revealed, trust in the company, 

industry, or even in all the entities that communicate social responsibility is lost. Consequently, 

the company reputation is damaged, what in the long term results in financial losses. (Kubiak, 

2016) The external obstacles are listed on the following page, in Table 4. 
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Table 4. External obstacles of sustainable supply chain management 

Author & year External obstacles 

Sajjad et al. (2015) Non-compliance with regulations 

Faisal (2010); Brewer & Speh (2001) A lack of sustainable supply chain 

performance measures  

Orsato (2006) Price-conscious buying decisions; A lack of 

demand for sustainable goods and services 

Hall (2001) Suppliers lack of information sharing or 

compliance with introduced policies 

Peters et al. (2011) Suppliers lack of capabilities and resources 

or understanding  

Schneider & Schwerk (2010) Cultural differences 

Min & Galle (2001) Sustainability practices misunderstood as an 

attempt at greenwashing 
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4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter will elucidate how the empirical part of this thesis has been carried out. First sub-

chapter will go through the research method. The aim of this first sub-chapter is to justify why 

this research method was chosen and why the thesis is implemented in the chosen way. 

Following this, the data collection method and material used in the study will be presented. Then 

the data analysis will be demonstrated, after which the reliability and validity of the research 

will be evaluated. This chapter ends with the presentation of the elected luxury companies. 

4.1 Research method 
 

This study utilized a qualitative descriptive research design. The aim of qualitative descriptive 

research is not to explain or seek to understand as is the case in ethnography, not to explore a 

process as is presumed in a case study, not to describe the experiences as is in phenomenology 

or to discover as is with grounded theory. On the contrary, qualitative descriptive research seeks 

to provide an abundant description of the experience illustrated in easily comprehended 

language. (Sullivan-Bolyai, Bova & Harper, 2005) A qualitative descriptive approach is the 

design of choice when a straight forward description of a phenomenon is desired (Lambert & 

Lambert, 2012). It is a way to discover and understand a process, a phenomenon, or the 

worldviews and perspectives of the people involved (Caelli, Ray & Mill, 2003). A qualitative 

descriptive method, thereby, provides the possibility to bring together abundant descriptions 

about a phenomenon which very little may be known about. During the process, the researcher 

usually seeks to stay close to the surface of the data and events, where the experience is 

described from the point of view of the participants. (Sandelowski, 2000) 

The aim of the researcher is to provide a description of the experiences, processes and events 

that researchers and participants would agree are accurate. Focusing on producing abundant 

description in regards to the phenomenon from those who have the experience offers a unique 

and rare opportunity to gain inside information and learn how they see their world. (Sullivan-

Bolyai et al., 2005) An underlying qualitative description design is valuable in its own right. 

Qualitative description studies are generally directed toward discovering the who, what, why, 

and where of experiences or events. It is not a necessity in a qualitative descriptive method that 
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the researcher moves as far from the data and it is also not a necessity to render a highly abstract 

data compared with other qualitative designs. (Lambert & Lambert, 2012) Still, it does result in 

some interpretation. The outcomes from these studies can often be of special relevance to policy 

makers and practitioners. (Caelli et al., 2003) Nevertheless, a number of methods can be 

employed in a qualitative description research as long as they are consistent with the research 

questions and the aim of the research. In terms of research methods, researchers can approach: 

ethics, sampling, gathering and analyzing abundant data and comprehensive interaction with 

participants. A flexible plan of inquiry that is responsive to real world contexts, realistic study 

methods, and rigor can as well be included in research methods. (Sandelowski, 2000) 

Qualitative descriptive design is a valuable approach and appropriate for this study as, the aim 

of this research is to describe how sustainability is implemented in the luxury industry supply 

chains based on the empirical data and previous literature used in this thesis. Qualitative data is 

in general complex to measure and quantify, it can however uncover valuable perspectives and 

attitudes that can by no means be accessed through a traditional quantitative method (Yilmaz, 

2013). Qualitative research is a valid option due to the research questions of this study, as they 

could not be answered by employing quantitative methods. The aim is not to measure or quantify 

something, but to enhance knowledge of the phenomenon. Considering fieldwork is done 

without predetermined categories of analysis, qualitative studies generally provide depth and 

detail. Contrary to quantitative methods, which can statistically measure and evaluate the 

reactions of a large number of people due to a limited set of questions and standardized answer 

categories, a qualitative study can however never reach the same extent because of the decreased 

quantity of cases. (Patton, 2002) Therefore, this study entails qualitative and naturalistic data 

free of any intervention or manipulation of variables, and with a more descriptive approach, 

focusing on describing what has occurred and analyzing the data qualitatively. 

Furthermore, a multiple case study was utilized as a research strategy. A case study is an ideal 

of choice when a comprehensive, in-depth investigation is required. Case studies, nevertheless, 

are designed to focus on the details from the point of view of the participants by using multiple 

sources of data. (Feagin, Orum & Sjoberg, 1991) Due to various reasons case studies can be 

either single or multiple. Researchers have to first identify the case and the particular type of a 

case study that will be implemented. Some of the types of case studies can be exploratory, 
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explanatory, and descriptive. Plus, researches have to take into account if it is wisely to make a 

single case study or a multiple case study, for the understanding of the phenomenon. The context 

is also a crucial thing to take under consideration. (Yin, 2003) For the purpose of having more 

than one single case, a multiple case study is required. This is often linked with numerous 

experiments. The difference between these two is that in the last mentioned, multiple cases are 

studied to comprehend the distinctions and the similarities between the cases. (Baxter & Jack, 

2008) One more difference is that the researcher is capable analysing the data within each 

situation and across situations. Multiple case studies can be utilized to either augur contrasting 

outcomes for expected reasons or either augur similar outcomes in the studies. (Yin, 2003) 

Thereby, the researcher can specify if the findings are valuable or not. As the case studies are 

compared to one another, the researcher can also present the literature with a valuable influence 

from the differences and similarities. (Eisenhardt, 1991) A comprehensive fact is that the 

evidence created from a multiple case study is measured persistent and reliable. Further upsides 

with multiple case studies are that they create a more compelling theory when the suggestions 

are more acutely grounded in various empirical evidence. Therefore, allowing broader exploring 

of research questions and theoretical evolution. (Baxter & Jack, 2008) 

 

Naturally, a multiple case study has both advantages and disadvantages. They can be very costly 

and time consuming to carry out. (Baxter & Jack, 2008) The existence of a phenomenon can 

richly be described by single case studies. They are a better choice than multiple case studies, 

when creating a high-quality theory, as a single case study creates an extra and a better theory. 

Additionally, the more case studies a scientific article has, the less observation time the 

researcher has studying the case studies. Yet, the more probable it is, that the case studies are 

absolute in their representativeness. (Dyer & Wilkins, 1991) The number of a case study depend 

on how much new knowledge the cases provide and how much is known (Eisenhardt, 1991). 

The key issue alone is not the quantity of cases, the page length or the length of the researchers’ 

stay in the field. Instead, the significant issue is if the researcher is able to describe and 

comprehend the context of the scene in question in a way that the context can be understandable 

to the reader and to provide theory linked to that context. However, it is not a certainty that 

abundant theoretical insights will be provided when studying a single case study in detail, and 

it is neither a certainty that multiple case studies will provide this kind of insight. (Dyer & 
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Wilkins, 1991) Taking into account these advantages and disadvantages of a multiple case study, 

it has brought up more consideration about whether to select a single case study or a multiple 

case study. Nevertheless, given the circumstances, a multiple case study is a valid choice for 

this study, as it can possibly be studied to understand the differences and the similarities between 

manifesting sustainable supply chain in the luxury industry, as well as the enablers and obstacles 

that come along. Also, when case studies are compared to one another, existing literature can 

be provided with a valuable influence from the contrasts and similarities. 
 

4.2 Data collection method 
 

In qualitative descriptive studies, the data collection is generally directed towards discovering 

the what, where, and who of experiences or events, or their basic nature and shape. It entails the 

use of data to comprehend and explain the phenomenon, focusing on discovering the nature of 

the specific events under study. Therefore, data collection entails minimal to moderate, 

structured, open-ended, individual and/or focus group interviews. Focus groups can beneficially 

be seen as the qualitative counterpart to the quantitative survey, in that they are usually 

employed in qualitative research to acquire a large range of details about events. (Sandelowski, 

2000) The primary sources are often semi-structured in-depth interviews. However, other data 

collection methods are not discounted. It can contain observations, and examination of reports, 

records, documents and photographs. (Lambert & Lambert, 2012) Still, the use of interviews 

allows the researcher to explore issues with participants through encouraging deepness and 

rigor, which facilitates emergence of new concepts and issues whilst contributing to the richness 

of information required in qualitative description designs. (Doody & Noonan, 2013)  

 

Nonetheless, examination of reports, records, and/or documents are also an effective and 

efficient approach of collecting data as they are manageable and practical resources. They are 

commonplace and come in different forms, making them remarkably accessible and reliable 

source of information. Obtaining and analysing reports, records, and/or documents is usually far 

more cost effective and time efficient than conducting own research or experiments. 

Additionally, they are stable, non-reactive data sources, which means they can be read and 

reviewed number of times and remain unaltered by the researcher’s influence or research 

process. (Bowen, 2009) Furthermore, reports, records, and documents can present background 
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information and large coverage of details, and are for that reason advantageous in 

contextualizing one’s research within its subject or field. They can also entail information that 

can no longer be observed, provide data that informants have forgotten, as well as can follow 

change and development. (Colorafi & Evans, 2016) 

That being said, the empirical material used in this study is from existing written material. The 

reason for this choice is due to the many advantages of examination of reports, records, and 

documents. This thesis examines world’s biggest luxury brands, and their sustainability reports. 

The companies are elected based on their commitment to continuously pursue sustainability 

throughout the entire supply chain. The primary data for the research will be gathered with the 

sustainability reports of the biggest luxury brands: Gucci, LVMH, Burberry and Stella 

McCartney. The secondary data will be gathered by the selected companies’ websites, more 

specifically the sustainability sections, as well as other reports and guidelines if additional 

material is required alongside sustainability reports. In case of having used only interviews from 

one or two major luxury companies, the data coverage may not have been as broad as it is with 

examination of reports. Plus, this way reports can entail information that can no longer be 

observed, provide data that informants may have forgotten, and follow change and development, 

thus making this a more valid choice for this thesis.   

4.3 Data analysis 

Data analysis of qualitative descriptive research, as opposed to other qualitative approaches, 

does not use a pre-existing set of rules that have been created from the epistemological or 

philosophical stance of the discipline that generated the particular qualitative research method. 

Contrary, qualitative descriptive research is simply data-derived in that codes are created from 

the data in the course of the study. Similar to other qualitative research methods, qualitative 

descriptive studies in general are characterized by simultaneous data collection and analysis. 

(Lambert & Lambert, 2012) Qualitative data analysis primarily consists of content or thematic 

analyses, which are generally mistakenly utilized indistinguishably. There are several parallels 

in these approaches including searching for patterns, and both can be used with good effect in 

the analysis of data from qualitative description studies. (Doody & Noonan, 2013) Nevertheless, 

qualitative content analysis is the one and only analysis strategy of choice in qualitative 
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descriptive studies, as it may fit better with the straight description of the data linked with 

qualitative descriptive designs (Sandelowski, 2000). Therefore, the empirical part of this thesis 

will be executed by utilizing qualitative content analysis. 

Content analysis is considered to be one of the most essential instruments of qualitative data 

interpretation analysis. According to Shapiro and Markoff (1997, 14) content analysis is “any 

methodological measurement applied to text, or other symbolic materials, for social science 

purposes”. It is an ever changing form of analysis of visual and verbal information that is 

directed toward summarizing the informational contents of that data. There are two analysis 

levels in which content analysis can be converted into. The first one analyses the content of texts 

and documents by statistical approaches. The second one, also applied in this thesis, latent 

content of the text and documents is excavated, thus requires explanation of the underlying 

meaning of terms and arguments. (Mayring, 2000) As opposed to quantitative content analysis, 

where the researcher systematically employs a pre-existing set of codes to the data, qualitative 

content analysis is data-derived, meaning codes are also systematically employed, except they 

are created from the data themselves in the course of the study. Qualitative research is often 

described by the simultaneous gathering and analysis of data by which both collectively shape 

one another. Qualitative content analysis is in the same way reflexive and interactive as 

researchers endlessly accommodate their treatment of data to adjust new data and new insights 

relating to those data. Though researchers may also begin the qualitative content analysis 

process with pre-existing coding systems, these systems are at all times accommodated in the 

course of analysis, or might even be fully discarded in favor of a new system, to ensure the best 

fit to the data. (Sandelowski, 2000) 

Delgado and Gutierrez (2007) have illustrated several steps in planning content analysis: 

I. The interpretation of the pragmatic objectives pursued by the investigation. The 

theoretical level needs to be determined on the foundation of this pragmatic level, which 

includes different analysis strategies. 

 

II. Decisions regarding the level of content analysis pursued: pragmatic, syntactic, or 

semantic level. Pragmatic analysis focuses on the communication process. Syntactic 
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analysis examines the shape of content, focusing on the use of words, grammar and the 

type of expressions utilized. Semantic analysis examines how expressions are utilized to 

describe and evaluate certainty. The semantic level was essential for the analysis of this 

study, as the goal was to identify attributes and units of meanings that would best 

describe the phenomenon of supply chain sustainability. 

 

III. Decisions between an extensive strategy and an intensive strategy. The first one attempts 

to shorten the considered components to a maximum whilst discussing these selected 

components thoroughly. The second one attempts to integrate all components present in 

the text into analysis. The extensive strategy approach was followed in this study, trying 

to filter the most essential components and discussing them in detail.  

 

IV. Decisions between two alternatives for comparison of detected elements: inter-textual 

strategy and extra-textual strategy. The first one establishes sense and meaning of a text 

in contrast to other texts. The second one determines sense and meaning in relation to 

other considerations not related to the text. In this study both strategies were combined, 

inter-textual comparisons were made between the elected luxury companies and the 

considered components were compared to the existing literature.  

 

Furthermore, coding is the most vital instrument of both content and thematic analysis. It is the 

core process of breaking down and shortening text into manageable units of analysis. (Patton, 

2002) The first step, when reading the gathered text, is to identify the main words to form 

meaning units, which can later be classified into categories. Throughout the process of 

preliminary coding, while trying to identify those meaning units, the researcher will have to rely 

on textual or extra-textual standards and to choose on an extensive or an intensive strategy. 

Afterwards, in the process of identifying categorization units, the different levels of 

communication (pragmatic, syntactic, semantic) have a significant part. (Delgado & Gutierrez, 

2007) The researcher will have to continuously confront decisions regarding divergence (what 

to eliminate) and convergence (what fits together) (Patton, 2002). In addition, the results of 

qualitative descriptive studies are a straight descriptive summary of the informational contents 

of data, which are arranged in a logical manner (Sandelowski, 2000). The researcher has the 
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upper hand when deciding how the data is arranged and how the data was rendered. As an 

example, data presentation can be organized by categories and/or subcategories, time of 

occurrence, most prevalent to least prevalent themes, actual or reverse chronological order of 

events, moving from a large context of an event to a narrower context (specific cases), or 

describing an event from the point of view of more than one participant. The results are the 

production of a descriptive summary of the elected event or events arranged in a manner that 

the outcomes will be presented, in the most relevant way, for the audience for whom it was 

written. (Lambert & Lambert, 2012) 

 

In this thesis, the empirical data was collected and coded in the following steps. First, all the 

sustainability reports and websites of the selected luxury companies were read. After countless 

hours of reading them, it was time to identify the main words presented in the texts to establish 

meaning units. During the process, a strategy between an extensive or an intensive strategy 

needed to be chosen in order to understand which approach to follow. As mentioned previously, 

the extensive strategy approach was followed in this study, trying to filter the most essential 

components and discussing them in detail. After forming the meaning units, they were classified 

into categories. Also, in the process of this classification, the semantic analysis approach chosen 

for this study, had an important part. It focused on identifying attributes and units of meanings 

that would best describe the phenomenon of supply chain sustainability. It was difficult to face 

many decisions regarding what parts to eliminate and what fits together. Finally, the findings of 

this study were classified around three main themes: protection of and respect for the 

environment, protection of and respect for the animals, and protection of and respect for human 

rights and employee rights. These three themes were formed because each of the selected 

companies highlighted on various occasions for instance, how they believe in respecting the 

nature, how every human being deserves to be respected, and how animals should be treated in 

the way that is suited for the animals concerned. The findings are a straight descriptive summary 

of the informational contents of data, which are arranged and presented in the most logical 

manner. The findings of this study are discussed in greater detail in chapter 5.  
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4.4 Reliability and validity  
 
The presentation of quality in terms of the research process and subsequently the data collected 

is important for all approaches to research. To illustrate the quality of the data, qualitative 

researchers are concerned with issues of trustworthiness, which incorporate principles of 

reliability and validity. Any qualitative researcher should be concerned about these two factors 

while designing a study, analysing results and assessing the quality of the research. Reliability 

and validity remain the most relevant criteria for attaining rigor in qualitative studies. (Morse, 

Barrett, Maynan, Olson & Spiers, 2002) Qualitative researchers are required to test and illustrate 

that their studies are credible. In qualitative research, the credibility depends on the researcher 

as the researcher is the instrument. Thus, the credibility depends on the ability and effort of the 

researcher. Reliability and validity are not seen independently in qualitative research as it is in 

quantitative studies. Contrary, terminology that encompasses both, such as transferability, 

credibility, and trustworthiness is used. (Patton, 2002) For the purpose of understanding the 

meaning of reliability and validity, it is necessary to take a closer look at them.  

 

The most crucial test of any qualitative study is its quality. A good qualitative study can aid in 

understanding a situation that would otherwise be confusing or enigmatic. The concept of 

quality in qualitative study has the meaning of creating understanding. (Morse et al., 2002) To 

be more specific with the term of reliability in qualitative research, the term dependability can 

be used in qualitative research which is almost equivalent to the concept of reliability in 

quantitative research. Inquiry audit is considered to be one of the measures which might improve 

the dependability of qualitative research. It can be used to examine the process and the product 

of the research in regards to consistency. (Hoepfl, 1997) In addition to reliability, the concept 

of dependability has been endorsed with the concept of consistency in qualitative research. The 

consistency of information will be achieved once the steps of the research are confirmed through 

examination of such items as raw data, data reduction products, and process notes. (Campbell, 

1996) Further, examination of trustworthiness is important when ensuring reliability in 

qualitative research. The trustworthiness of a research report underlines issues generally 

addressed as reliability and validity. (Patton, 2002)  
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Validity refers to correctness or accuracy of the results. The notion of validity is not a single, 

fixed or global concept, however more of a contingent construct, unavoidably grounded in the 

intentions and processes of specific research methodologies and projects. (Hoepfl, 1997) 

Creswell and Miller (2000) propose that the validity in a study is influenced by the researcher’s 

understanding and knowledge of validity in the study and researcher’s choice of paradigm 

presumption. As a consequence, many have developed their own notions of validity and have 

often brought forth or adopted what they consider to be more suitable and right terms, for 

instance rigor, trustworthiness and quality. Testing and enhancing the reliability, validity, rigor, 

trustworthiness and quality will be essential to the research in any paradigm, as long as the issues 

of reliability, validity, trustworthiness, quality and rigor are meant distinguishing a good 

research from a bad research. (Golafshani, 2003) 

 

Simply put, there cannot be validity without reliability, an illustration of validity is sufficient to 

establish reliability. In other terms, reliability is a consequence of the validity in a study. (Patton, 

2002) To employ and present quality or trustworthiness within qualitative research, it is critical 

to provide a detailed audit trail to defend decisions made throughout the research process 

(Finlay, 2006). In this thesis, every step that has been taken starting from the data method, to 

data collection, to data analysis has been presented in detail. Also, content analysis is conducted 

by following strict criteria, which has been described in detail in the data analysis chapter, in 

order to obtain reliability and reproducibility of this study. Nevertheless, qualitative content 

analysis is based on the researcher’s interpretation and evaluation, and thus the subjectivity of 

the research method has to be acknowledged. For the purpose of increasing the validity several 

aspects have been evaluated in order to study the important matters in regards to the research 

questions, which are: the chosen concepts, theory, and the research method. Further, the current 

guidelines on sustainability reporting are useful for determining the subjects that should be 

addressed. However, there is no acknowledged methodology when it comes to how luxury 

companies should collect, validate, and analyze the data contained within their reports, therefore 

the data quality of the sustainable reports cannot be 100 percent guaranteed. Sustainability 

reports are only as impactful as the quality of the data that is being used. In case that data is 

incomplete or inaccurate, the nature of this study could be compromised. 
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4.5 Luxury companies  
 
Gucci is a famous innovative, influential and progressive Italian brand and a symbol of style, 

high fashion, luxury and class, that is recreating a wholly modern approach to fashion. It was 

founded by Guccio Gucci in the 1920s. Now under the new vision, the House has redefined 

luxury for the 21st century, further strengthening its position as one of the world’s most desirable 

fashion houses. Contemporary, eclectic and romantic products represent the pinnacle of Italian 

craftsmanship and are unsurpassed for its quality and attention to detail. Back in the day, Gucci 

adopted two unique brand markings to appeal to the sophisticated persons indulging in horse 

hobbies comprised the chief commissions of that era: the green-red-green weft ribbon, which is 

reminiscent of a saddle girth, and the clamp, which became a fashion icon. Nowadays, Gucci is 

part of the Kering Group, a world leader in apparel and accessories that owns a portfolio of 

powerful luxury, sport and lifestyle brands. (Gucci, 2019a) 

 

LVMH – Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton is the world leader in luxury, that has deployed a 

business model marked by ever changing increase since its creation in 1987. It is home to 70 

genuinely exceptional companies rooted in six different sectors. LVMH’s mission is to ensure 

the development of each of its companies while respecting their identities and their autonomy, 

providing the resources needed to create, produce and market their products and services 

through carefully selected channels. The fashion and leather goods business group comprises 

brands such Louis Vuitton, Christian Dior, Fendi, Celine, Givenchy, and many more. True to 

tradition, each of these brands builds on a specialty legacy while keeping an unwavering 

attention on the exquisite calibre of their products. They create products that embody unique 

savoir-faire, a carefully preserved heritage and a dynamic engagement with modernity. These 

creations make the Houses ambassadors of a particularly refined art de vivre. (LVMH, 2017a) 

 

Burberry is one of the world’s most valuable luxury brand with a unique British identity and a 

leader in digital innovation. It was founded by Thomas Burberry in the 1856. As a global 

company with more than 10,000 employees across 35 countries, creating shared purpose and 

unifying around aligned values and behaviours is important to the successful delivery of its 

vision. Burberry expresses its creativity across multiple product categories, with a diverse 
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offering: a well-balanced mix across apparel and accessories. The company delivers beautifully 

made, authentic and distinctive products, which can dress each client head-to-toe for an array of 

events. Burberry’s customers also receive continuous brand engagement and inspired 

storytelling across all platforms. Over the last year, the company has evolved the way they 

communicate with customers, introducing many new alliances across product, brand and 

experiences, and refreshing its digital platforms with more curated and editorialised content, 

creating enhanced customer engagement. (Burberry, 2017/18) 

 

Stella McCartney is a one of the most innovative designers of her generation best known for 

her eponymous label, who has been honoured as designer of the year throughout the times. She 

launched her very own fashion house under her name in a cooperation with Kering as a 50/50 

joint venture and showed her first collection in 2001. Stella McCartney is a vegetarian company 

operating in 51 freestanding stores in locations, and its collections are distributed in 77 

countries. Stella McCartney’s commitment to sustainability is evident throughout all its 

collections and is part of the brand’s culture to being a responsible, honest, and modern 

company. The company makes luxurious products in a way that is fit for the world we live in 

today and the future: beautiful and sustainable, and continue to look for further ways to be more 

sustainable as it feels responsible for the resources it uses and the consequences its activities 

have on the earth. Responsibility and forward thinking are present when the company designs 

collections, manufactures clothes and even when opening new stores. (Stella McCartney, 2019a) 
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5 RESULTS 

This chapter discusses the results of the data analysis. As mentioned before, the findings of the 

study are divided around three main themes: protection of and respect for the environment, 

protection of and respect for the animals, and protection of and respect for human rights and 

employee rights. In addition, the findings of the enablers and obstacles of each company are 

presented. The last sub-chapter concludes with a summary of the empirical results.  

5.1 Protection of and respect for the environment 
 
For Gucci, sustainability is the engine of a process of continuous enhancement contributing to 

the strengthening of economic performance and controlling as well as mitigating of business 

risks. A responsible attitude towards people, the environment, the land and the community has 

at all times been part of company’s value system. Gucci believes that committing to decreasing 

the environmental impact and protecting biodiversity and ecosystems are vital to the 

preservation of the earth, and are required to ensure risk reduction, competitiveness and the new 

development of the business. That said, Gucci is committed to decreasing its business operations 

environmental impact by focusing on the use of water and energy, waste production, dangerous 

chemicals and the sustainability of raw materials, and also identifying and evaluating direct and 

indirect social and economic environmental impact throughout the supply chain and promoting 

within its own areas of influence actions for the improvement and development of support for 

people and its environment. (Gucci, 2019b) Gucci has been using the Environmental Profit and 

Loss (EP&L) to purposely make its impact visible, quantifiable and comparable. As long as 

there is a cost or saving to the earth, it will be accounted for. (Gucci, 2019c) 

 

LVMH confirmed in 1992 its ambitions to become involved in protecting environmental 

resources, and have continuously strengthened its commitment ever since. In 2012, LVMH 

decided to enhance its environmental approach, through a program, called LIFE (LVMH 

Initiatives For the Environment), structuring around several obstacles that are key to its 

environmental performance, from product design, the procurement of raw materials, industrial, 

the transportation and sale of products. In 2017, LVMH pursued its initiatives towards achieving 

environmental excellency, and made protecting the environment a basis of its growth strategy. 
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It drew up a framework for action and progress enablers, to which were included, in time, a 

growing number of greatest practices to successfully manifest its environmental policy. 

LVMH’s goals are to achieve a high level of environmental performance, optimize the 

management of environmental risks including the environmental aspect in product design, 

create a collective commitment, and become involved and take actions outside LVMH. 

Protecting the environment is a priority, and this approach is not only the brand of a company 

conscious of its duties and responsibilities towards the community. It also means to confirm its 

values of sustainability, excellence, and transmission, along with its development model based 

on a long-term vision. (LVMH, 2017b) 

 

Burberry is fully focused on successfully delivering its sustainability for long-term value, which 

will need a shift in its approach to product, communication and customer experience. 

Company’s sustainability goal is designed to drive positive change and build a more sustainable 

future via innovation. The company has set determining objectives for 2020 that sit across 

Burberry’s whole footprint. Burberry has launched a five-year responsibility strategy called 

Creating Tomorrow’s Heritage. It sets out aspiring goals to face its most material social and 

environmental impacts, whilst supporting the Burberry Foundation in creating long-term 

alliances to excite innovation and transform communities. The development of this strategy has 

involved main functions across company’s business, from supply chain and product 

development to retail. It has also been informed and guided by its Responsibility Advisory 

Committee, including external expert stakeholders from the NGO, social enterprise and 

academic sectors. (Burberry, 2017/18) 

 

Stella McCartney is committed to operating a modern and responsible business. It is the first 

vegetarian luxury brand that has built responsibility into the heart of the business. The company 

believes in respecting the environment and working with nature instead of against it. By 

continuing to source as many sustainable materials as possible, the company hopes to enhance 

the environment and protect it for the future. (Stella McCartney, 2019b) In 2013, the company 

joined the Sustainable Clothing Action Plan (SCAP) commitment to decrease environmental 

impacts by 2020 (Stella McCartney, 2019c). Also, since 2012 Stella McCartney has been 

utilizing the EP&L to measure and understand its impact on the environment. It has enabled the 
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company to substantially reduce its environmental impact each year. Nevertheless, measuring 

is just the first step, it is what is done with the data that matters. Some of the following decisions 

the company makes outlines how they make these reductions. (Stella McCartney, 2019d) 

 

Sustainable water, chemical and energy management 

 

Gucci is committed on improving water management, protecting water sources, reducing water 

and energy consumption, and maintaining water quality in all stores, production sites, offices, 

warehouses and its supply chain. Also, making sure that all dangerous chemicals have been 

phased out and eliminated from production processes by 2020. The company has adopted a 

Manufacturing Restricted Substances List (MRSL), meant to provide a guidance document to 

face the issue of dangerous substances potentially used and discharged into the environment at 

the time of manufacturing and related processes, along with those substances potentially present 

in finished goods. These restrains are meant to stop company’s suppliers and sub-suppliers from 

deliberately employing the substances listed in the MRSL through the adoption of measures. 

From 2015, Gucci has chaired the Sustainability Commission at The National Chamber for 

Italian Fashion, with the goal of guiding the implementation of actions and projects in the field 

of sustainability. The issuance of guidelines for eco-toxicological requirements regarding 

finished goods, as a reference for the entire chain was one of the first results. (Gucci, 2019d) 

 

LIFE has provided a stepping stone for LVMH’s environmental policy, by organizing the 

initiatives implemented about a united view and a collective commitment, as part of a long-term 

approach. A better energy management is listed as one of the main priorities of the policy 

implemented in order to decrease its carbon impact, which is crucial for lowering overall energy 

consumption. To further support and help the companies, the LVMH LIFE in Stores Program 

was launched, which supplements the LVMH Lighting platform. The goal is to promote the 

inclusion of the environmental challenges upstream of projects for boutiques, from the design 

stage. Also, water management is a priority as water is a precious resource for LVMH. 

Companies save and recycle water by introducing solutions such as drip irrigation and 

rethinking production processes. For instance, Bvlgari favours plants that do not need much 

watering, and uses innovative technologies to purify waste water and reduces the consumption 
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of domestic water due to flow restrictors systems. Meanwhile, Louis Vuitton continues to install 

in its workshops tool-cleaning machines that use less water, such as the closed circuit washing 

and rinsing sprays, and the machines for cleaning the colouring pistols without water. Plus, 

Guerlain equipped its facility with separate holding tanks for detergents in the laundry room, 

and has changed the storage equipment, thus not needing large amounts of water to clean its 

vats. (LVMH, 2017b) 

 

Burberry is also committed on improving chemical management, reducing water and energy 

consumption and increasing the use of renewable energy in its supply chain. Company’s 

chemical management program focuses on controlling dangerous substances and effluent 

treatment in supply chain. Testing results and progress against its 2020 commitments are 

reported frequently. Working closely with partners, such as Natural Resource Defence Council 

(NRDC), is vital for Burberry to enhance chemical management practices and support research 

into new technologies, whilst responding to eliminate the use of chemicals, going beyond the 

needed international environmental and safety standards. Further, Burberry aims to achieve a 

zero-carbon footprint by enhancing energy efficiency, decreasing consumption and shifting to 

renewable energy sources, before offsetting any remaining emissions. The company reduces its 

global energy consumption mainly via behavioural changes and LED lighting, while procuring 

its total energy from renewable sources. Burberry assesses its progress towards carbon neutrality 

by looking at the reduction in total market-based carbon emissions yearly. (Burberry, 2017/18) 

 

Stella McCartney has a close working relationship with its suppliers to manage the 

environmental performance of its facilities. The company is engaged in a several of industry 

projects such as Cradle to Cradle and Clean by Design, developed to enrich the environmental 

impact of textile production in factories. Stella McCartney is the first European partner and 

luxury brand to implement Clean by Design at its textile mills. In 2014, along with Kering and 

NRDC’s assist, an initial pilot phase of the program was completed, fully launching Clean by 

Design in 12 of company’s main textile mills, and 24 of the Kering Group’s. As a result, 

implementing over 150 water and energy efficiency actions. All participating mills have ended 

the use of fuel oil, a fossil fuel contributing to climate change. Stella McCartney has expanded 

the Clean by Design program in supply chain by targeting denim laundries. The company also 
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reduces carbon emissions via REDD+ (Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest 

Degradation) reducing emissions by preserving threatened forests. (Stella McCartney, 2019e) 

 

Sustainable waste management 

 

Waste management is another priority for Gucci, as it believes wasting less is the optimum 

solution to live, and it makes perfect business sense. The company is committed on optimising 

waste management and minimising waste production regarding the entire supply chain, starting 

from sourcing of raw materials, packaging and services, as well as any activities outsourced or 

contracted to third parties, and select subcontractors. (Gucci, 2019d) Gucci created an important 

initiative called Scrap-Less, to save on water, waste, energy and chemical use in the leather 

supply chain. Cutting the hide to size before tanning, ables to process only what is needed, whilst 

lessening the number of chemicals and water needed to treat the material. Also, Gucci only 

transports useable leather from the tanneries to the factories, decreasing greenhouse gas 

emissions. The Scrap-less methodology has substantially lowered the environmental impact of 

its leather production compared to traditional methods. Further, Gucci-Up is a circular economy 

initiative focused on the upcycling of waste leather and materials produced during the 

production process. Gucci works in this with many partners, one of which is Green Line, a 

specialist in the recycling of textile scraps. Green Line collects and recycles any material waste 

for re-using. (Gucci, 2019e) 

 

LVMH and its companies are taking steps towards limiting their production of waste, which is 

one of LIFE 2020 goals. Waste generated by companies’ activities are being annually recycled, 

recovered as energy, or re-used, a part of which is treated by CEDRE (Environmental Center 

for Environmentally-Friendly Packaging Elimination and Recycling). Companies have had a 

broad variety of items transported to the facility, ranging from bio-waste to advertising 

uniforms, materials and product testers. Each of the items are treated according to the specific 

features of their recovery process, which may be maximal. CEDRE then sells the product of this 

treatment process to recycling centers. Also, LVMH has taken an interest in the circular 

economy. The shopping bag launched by Louis Vuitton in 2017, was produced with a special 

paper that replaced one fourth of the wood fibers with leather cut-offs that had been ground 
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down to powder, remaining recyclable and compostable. Attracted by the qualities of this new 

paper, Louis Vuitton has considered of using it for other purposes as well. Further, new actions 

are being thought about, for instance Moët & Chandon planned a charity sale of advertising 

items, offering them to its employees at very reasonable prices and passing on the proceeds of 

the sale to two local associations, and Louis Vuitton has drawn up and circulated throughout its 

network lifetime instructions for its merchandising materials. (LVMH, 2017b) 

 

Burberry is moving towards circularity as well, focusing on revaluating waste, by leading a 

makers’ movement and creating innovative solutions to the endemic waste issue addressing the 

industry. The company is committed to reducing, reusing and recycling whatever waste they 

generate. For instance, they recycle damaged garments into geotextile materials and pre-

consumer textile waste into regenerated yarns, fabrics and automotive insulation materials. By 

comprising internal manufacturing and distribution sites and head office and retail stores they 

sent zero waste to landfill. Also, from 2017, Burberry began donating leather offcuts to a 

sustainable luxury company called Elvis & Kresse, that generate lifestyle accessories by re-

engineering waste material via innovative craftsmanship. This supports a larger, five-year 

partnership between the two company aiming to transform no less than 120 tonnes of Burberry 

leather offcuts into a variety of new goods, designed and sold by Elvis & Kresse, and thereby 

influence real change in the leather goods industry. Burberry will donate half of the profits from 

this variety to charitable organisations encouraging renewable energy, whilst the remaining half 

will be reinvested by Elvis & Kresse to further develop their work. (Burberry, 2017/18) 

 

Stella McCartney wants to grow from just decreasing its impact to making a positive impact. 

The company is part of the circular economy, and involved with initiatives and partnerships 

such as: The Ellen MacArthur Foundation, Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute, The 

RealReal, and Clevercare. Stella McCartney believes in The Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s 

vision of a system ensuring clothes, fabric, and fibers are kept at their highest value during use 

and re-enter the economy after use, never ending up as waste, and continues to support 

sustainable and restorative solutions throughout its business. Company’s Cradle to Cradle Gold-

Level certified wool knitwear yarn has been certified as a safe building block for the circular 

economy, meaning it can safely biodegrade or be recycled. Through The RealReal partnership 
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Stella McCartney is changing the way its clothes are produced, sold, shared and reused, by 

creating goods that are built to last and embracing The RealReal’s new business model. The 

company co-launched the Clevercare initiative to offer a reminder to people to take time caring 

for their products making them last longer, for instance washing clothes less often and wearing 

them more can actively aid decrease ones’ sustainability footprint. Further, Stella McCartney 

uses circular materials such as, technical (non-renewable resources) and biological material 

(renewable sources) to promote restorative farming practices and design durable products. 

Technical materials can be employed several times without any loss in quality, staying in a 

continuous cycle, when recycled. Biological materials can safely decompose into the natural 

environment without affecting it in a negative way, providing food for bacteria and 

microbiological life, when manufactured for the circular economy. The company is embracing 

circularity in materials and collections through: ECONYL®, regenerative farming, and fibers 

from forest. (Stella McCartney, 2019f) 

 

Sustainable solutions 

 

Gucci is continuously working on finding more sustainability solutions to develop goods with a 

lower impact on the planet. Company’s own Creative and Product Development Department 

works with Gucci’s recommended list of materials and manufacturing processes along with an 

eco-dictionary and a list of the most innovative, renewable materials. (Gucci, 2019f) Use of 

genetically modified cotton is avoided, instead Gucci uses fibers, yarn and/or fabrics that are 

GOTS certified or recycled or regenerated fibers that are GRS certified, Fairtrade-certified 

cotton. In four years Gucci has quadrupled the number of cotton sourced through GOTS. (Gucci, 

2019d) Gucci is also working to enhance the proportion of recycled and plant-based fibers. The 

company has incorporated Newlife™ polyester into ready-to-wear collections, an engineered 

fiber made 100 percent from bottles. In addition, Gucci is the first luxury brand to use ECONYL 

® regenerated nylon in ready-to-wear pieces, a 100 percent recycled nylon fiber from fishnets, 

textile waste and a thick pile fabric used for carpets and upholstery called moquette. Plus, Gucci  

launched a new project ECONYL®-GUCCI PRE CONSUMER FABRIC TAKE BACK 

PROGRAM recovering any ECONYL® regenerated nylon scraps from production and 

transforms them in to a new high-quality yarn. (Gucci, 2019f) Further, Gucci encourages the 
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use of recycled content plastics and bio-plastics. The company has gotten rid of products of 

problematic plastics that are hard to recycle and reuse, thus no longer using PVC in its products. 

Wherever possible Gucci is switching from virgin plastics, for instance changing virgin plastic 

in the heels of shoes to a recycled Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene (ABS) plastic and producing 

shoes with Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU) soles which contains 50 percent bio-plastic 

content, along with assessing the use of a new generation of solvent-free coated fabric with a 

base of bio-plastic. (Gucci, 2019f) 

 

The use of recycled metals in accessories is also well under way. In a new lease of life, recycled 

palladium from catalytic converters used in healthcare have found their way into Gucci’s 

accessories. Company’s commitment is to make full use of recycled metals in all products by 

2025. (Gucci, 2019f) Moreover, The Kering Responsible Gold Framework has been developed 

to generate a way to source gold in a responsible manner. All gold purchased for jewellery has 

been certified under the Responsible Jewellery Council Chain of Custody certification (RJC 

CoC- certified) to help identify the origin and to ensure verified responsible sources. Gucci has 

been a certified member of the RJC, and continues to work hard along with them to improve not 

only the traceability of its precious stone but also its diamond supply chain. Lastly, regarding 

packaging Gucci uses material exclusively made with certified Forest Stewardship Council’s 

(FSC®). They have changed silica-gel sachets in shoe packaging to organic cotton sachets 

containing a natural clay desiccant and are investigating the possibility of rolling this technology 

out to all of leather goods packaging. (Gucci, 2019d) 

 

LVMH’ companies make use of unique and precious natural raw materials in the formulation 

of their products. Integrating the environment starts at the product design stage, which eco-

design enables. Eco-design is extensively used due to LIFE 2020, as new product goal for 2020 

is activating the companies and promoting them to go further in their eco-design efforts. 

Companies can discover inspiration for their eco-designs in the online materials library 

presented by the LVMH’ Environment Department, offering more than 300 innovative and 

environment-friendly materials that are suited for the luxury goods industry. The companies are 

exploring new avenues that lead to innovative creations, by thinking differently, and in a greener 

and responsible way. Working methods are changing and new tools are emerging, for instance 
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Louis Vuitton is using digital models and 3D printing at every stage in the design of any of its 

products. Further, LVMH has a major advantage in the field of increasing the lifespan of 

products. Some of the companies, such as Louis Vuitton, have set up after-sales services to 

extend the use of the items. (LVMH, 2017b) 

 

Also, all gold purchased for jewellery has been certified by the RJC. Employing this approach, 

the companies have explicitly committed to procure diamonds from sustainable sources. 

Bvlgari, which is specifically committed, even became the first company in its market to obtain 

the CoC certification form gold introduced by the RJC. LVMH’s cotton purchasing principle is 

another presentation of this enhanced use of certified procurement. The companies’ use of 

organic cotton is increasing, for instance 100 percent of the cotton utilized by Baby Dior or for 

Celine’s leather goods are organic. Additionally, LVMH is turning to another sustainable 

alternative, Better Cotton, cultivated in line with the recommendations of the Better Cotton 

Initiative (BCI). It sets the same goal for all the companies, that is adding 70 percent of certified 

or recycled cotton in their collections, packaging, and uniforms by 2020. (LVMH, 2017b) 

 

Burberry is driving positive change with all of its products. As part of the new five-year 

responsibility strategy, the company is committed to guaranteeing that all its products have more 

than one positive attribute by 2022. Positive attributes relate to environmental and/or social 

improvements achieved at either the raw material sourcing or manufacturing stage. Burberry is 

focusing on, along with its responsibility strategy, to more sustainable raw materials. As many 

luxury companies, cotton is also one of the main raw materials of Burberry. The company 

focuses on enhancing the traceability and sourcing of this material and have set a goal for 2022, 

which is to procure 100 percent of cotton through the Better Cotton Initiative. Going back to the 

positive attributes, a product can, for instance, carry a positive attribute if it is made from cotton 

sourced through the Better Cotton Initiative. Besides enhancing supply chain impacts, the goal 

of this program is to stimulate system change and make sustainable materials more widespread 

across the industry. Further, Burberry is focusing on materials innovation, and is supporting the 

Burberry Foundation in establishing a five-year collaboration with the Royal College of Art, to 

set up the Burberry Material Futures Research Group. The new BMFRG applies forward-

thinking to develop more sustainable materials, advance manufacturing processes and change 
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user experiences, which will be made publicly available for the benefit of luxury industry and 

the broader community. (Burberry, 2017/18) 

 

Stella McCartney uses sustainable materials to generate products in a way that enhances the 

environment and improves conditions for farmers. Regarding volumes, cotton is the most used 

raw material. The company is using organic cotton across all of its collections and products, and 

only if it has been certified to the GOTS or OCS standard. Stella McCartney is also engaged on 

gaining farm-level traceability for its cotton. Viscose is another one of its key materials, and it 

is sourced in a way that helps to protect ancient forests and the species that live there. The 

company is able to trace all of its viscose back to where it is from, guaranteeing it is from 

sustainably managed and certified forests. Stella McCartney’s viscose supply chain is fully 

traceable, transparent and European. Other forest based fabrics, such as acetate and modal, also 

originate from sustainably managed forests that are not ancient or endangered. In addition, all 

of the wood and paper used come from sustainably certified sources. In terms of synthetic 

materials, such as nylon and polyester are recycled and come from recycled sources. The 

company has switched all of its current nylon to ECONYL® regenerated nylon, and recycled 

polyester (made from recycled plastic water bottles). Stella McCartney is pursing and supporting 

new technologies that will allow them, and the fashion industry, to recycle polyester fabrics 

back into fabrics. Lastly, the company is investing in recycled or recyclable metals, and has 

developed a stainless-steel and an aluminium alternative with a lower environmental footprint, 

and using more sustainable coating processes. (Stella McCartney, 2019g) 

 

5.2 Protection of and respect for the animals 
 
Gucci is committed to complying with ethical practices in every stage of the capture, 

maintaining, breeding, raising, transportation, handling and slaughter of animals in its leather, 

fur, exotic skins and textile fibers supply chains, and following internationally accepted 

standards for animal welfare such as the standards developed by the World Organisation for 

Animal Health (Gucci, 2019d). In regards to leather, Gucci is working to develop new tanning 

processes that eliminate the use of heavy metals (metal-free tanning). The metal-free leather has 

been integrated into the design of three symbolic bags and wallets. Also, Gucci’s leather does 
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not originate from farms or ranches driving deforestation. Further, Gucci has adopted 

Re.Verso™ for use in its ready-to-wear collections. A breakthrough innovation in re-designed 

cashmere, Re.Verso™ generates a way to change textile-manufacturing scraps into a fine wool, 

that is high quality, fully traceable and 100 percent made in Italy. Company’s goal is to enhance 

the quantity of Re.Verso™ in its goods. Meanwhile, the highest quality cashmere is sourced 

from a Mongolian supplier. (Gucci, 2019f) 

 

Furthermore, Gucci uses ZQ Merino wool, which is supported by an on-farm accreditation 

program that certifies the highest standard of quality and practice. The sheep farmers behind ZQ 

Merino maintain high standards of animal welfare, social sustainability and environmental 

stewardship. In terms of silk, Gucci has assessed the use of organic silk for all its accessories. 

All Gucci scarves are manufactured using GOTS certified silk. Therefore, it can be certain that 

no pesticides, insecticides or dangerous chemicals have been utilized, from the production of 

the silk fiber to the finished cloth. Also, company is evaluating the use of natural dyes in the 

production of silk accessories. (Gucci, 2019f) Last of all, since 2017 Gucci has been fur-free, 

meaning not used animal fur in its products. Gucci quit the use of Kangaroo fur in its loafer line, 

and replaced it with lambswool. Gucci also stopped using angora in its collections, and supports 

the Tigers Forever Program for the recovery of tigers in the wild. (Gucci, 2019c) 

 

Animal welfare is at the core of LVMH’s concerns, and entails many raw materials such as 

leathers, fur, and wools. LVMH has taken part in drafting the new version of the BSR’s Animal 

Sourcing Principles: a document that establishes general principles emphasizing on animal 

welfare in supply chains. Regarding tannery goods, better rearing conditions upstream, for the 

farmers and for the animals, mean higher quality goods downstream. For this reason, LVMH is 

working to improve and control breeding practices. As an example, it takes part in the work 

performed by the Leather Working Group and Textile Exchange Organizations, aiming to 

identify best practices in the sheep and cattle sectors. Moreover, fur is a main raw material for 

LVMH. The fashion companies, particularly Fendi being the historic market leader for fur, 

comply with all local and international regulations relating to the fur trade. LVMH’s aim is to 

provide customers wanting to wear fur with a product that has been made in the most responsible 

and ethical way possible. The fashion companies have stopped using furs from endangered 
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species. That is why, LVMH has a close working relationship with its European and North 

American suppliers assigning priority to certified pelts from farms that are consistently audited. 

Also, LVMH has created the first nature reserve aimed at protecting vicunas, which is home to 

many animals nowadays. (LVMH, 2017b) 

 

Burberry’s Responsible Sourcing Policy includes the sourcing of all raw materials from 

suppliers that are governed by the highest animal welfare standards. Cashmere and leather are 

two of the company’s main animal based raw materials, representing approximately 30 percent 

(together with cotton) of its overall greenhouse gas emissions. Burberry is centering its attention 

on enhancing the traceability and sourcing of these two materials and have set a goal for 2022, 

which is to source 100 percent of leather from tanneries with environmental, traceability and 

social compliance certifications. Burberry has also startup funded the establishment of the 

Sustainable Fiber Alliance and continues to support the organisation to help encourage 

sustainable cashmere production in Mongolia. (Burberry, 2017/18) In terms of fur, Burberry 

does not manufacture or procure any real fur from rabbit, fox, mink, Asiatic racoon and Angora 

rabbit. Burberry has also close relations with the Textile Exchange, peer brands and the wool 

industry to support the promotion and adoption of The Responsible Wool Standard, recognising 

best practices of wool growers worldwide. Further, Burberry commits to working with primary 

stakeholders to encourage the conservation of biodiversity and the sustainable use of sensitive 

raw materials, like exotic skins. The company has a dedicated expert customs team responsible 

for managing compliance with CITES, which limits international trade in endangered species. 

Lastly, Burberry is not allowing the use of hair that is plucked from living animals or from farms 

where there is any concern that there has been inappropriate treatment of animals. The company 

is working with supply chain partners to complete an annual self-declaration of humane 

practices and to grow the percentage of certified down in its products. (Burberry, 2019a) 

 

Stella McCartney wants to show that it is possible to design luxurious products without causing 

unnecessary harm to the world. The company has quit the use of virgin cashmere in its knitwear 

collections, and replaced it with Re.Verso™ re-designed cashmere, offering the same soft, 

insulating qualities as cashmere. Re.Verso™ is also GRS certified which guarantee that all of 

the recycling steps are traceable and verified. In terms of silk, the majority of it comes from 
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traditional sources in Italy, and Stella McCartney uses a mix of traditional silk and Peace Silk. 

The company is also partnering with technology innovator Bolt Threads, that creates the next 

generation of advanced materials, and changing the future of silk as we know. Further, Stella 

McCartney sources its wool from a small group of farms that have been closely elected based 

on their commitment to animal welfare and environmental stewardship. The company has 

achieved, Gold-Level Cradle to Cradle Certification for one of its most used wool yarns. (Stella 

McCartney, 2019g) 

 

Moreover, as many other luxury companies, Stella McCartney has also gone fur-free, believing 

that fashion can be luxurious without using fur or leather. Company’s Fur-Free-Fur is a no 

compromise, modern statement illustrating what the future of fashion looks like nowadays. The 

company has stood by this commitment to never use real fur since its launch in 2001. Instead 

using faux fur, a product that looks and feels like real fur without any of the cruelty elements. 

Last of all, as a vegetarian brand, Stella McCartney never uses leather, fur, skin or feathers. The 

company is choosing vegetarian leather, and the alternatives do not just look good, but are also 

better to the environment. For instance, using recycled polyester instead of Brazilian calf leather, 

and eco alter-nappa for shoes and bags, which is made from polyester and polyurethane and has 

a recycled polyester backing. Also, switching polyurethanes to water-borne and solvent-free 

polyurethanes. Still, Stella McCartney does acknowledge that the synthetic alternatives it uses 

are not without environmental concerns. (Stella McCartney, 2019g) 

 

5.3 Protection of and respect for human rights and employee rights  
 
Gucci commits to ensuring protection of human rights, the health and welfare of employees and 

fair working conditions, guaranteeing a basic living wage for all workers, and not allowing the 

use of child and/or forced labour (Gucci, 2019d). In accordance with its mission and the Code 

of Conduct, Gucci implements a Culture of Sustainability and raises awareness within the Gucci 

system, that is with all parties with a genuine interest in and/or who are impacted by Gucci’s 

activities: employees, suppliers, shareholders, customers, sub-contractors, commercial and 

financial partners, local communities, institutions, NGOs, trade associations and trade unions, 

thus encouraging a policy valuing principles such as business ethics, respect for human rights, 
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promotion of a quality working environment, contribution to socio-economic development, 

relations with stakeholders, and supplier involvement. (Gucci, 2019b) 

 

LVMH identifies couple of priorities for all its companies, that is: preventing all types of 

discrimination whilst respecting individuality, continuous attention to working conditions, 

developing talent and skills, and community engagement to help local populations. These 

priorities form the basis of the LVMH’s social responsibility initiatives throughout the globe. 

LVMH has proven its support for universal values as a signatory of the United Nations Global 

Compact, reflecting its commitment to corporate social responsibility. These commitments are 

laid down in a set of shared ethical guidelines for the LVMH and its companies, the LVMH 

Code of Conduct, adopted in 2009 and revised in 2017. The revised Code outlines all of the 

principles and policies to be implemented by the LVMH in conducting its activities. Plus, it sets 

out the rules to be followed by all employees in their roles and responsibilities, with a special 

focus on the high level of integrity required of everyone. (LVMH, 2017c) 

 

Burberry believes in being a socially responsible business, encouraging fair and sustainable 

employment practices internally and supporting diversity and equal opportunities in the place 

of business across its own operations and within its supply chain, thus requiring all of its supply 

chain partners to comply with its Responsible Business Principles: The Burberry Ethical 

Trading Code of Conduct, Migrant Worker and Homeworker Policy. It has been acknowledged 

by Burberry that, within its supply chain, there are many diverse countries each with their own 

cultures, laws, traditions and norms, which Burberry recognizes and respects. Some business 

associates will hence address more difficult issues than others in implementing the Policy. 

Burberry commits to working with all relevant bodies to deliver efficient action plans for 

change, and believes by working together with all business associates, it can reinforce its 

business and enhance the quality of life of the people who Burberry touches. (Burberry, 2019b) 

 

Stella McCartney wants to have a positive impact for everyone that it depends on and for those 

who depend on the company in exchange. The company believes that everyone in its supply 

chain ought to be treated with both respect and dignity, and that everyone ought to earn a fair 

wage. Stella McCartney also believes in building advanced and flexible supply chains that 
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provide desirable jobs, support people’s skills, strengthen workers’ voices and promote for 

vulnerable groups. Since 2012, Stella McCartney has been a member of the ETI, a leading 

alliance of companies, trade unions and NGOs, and they report to ETI per year on its activities 

and progress in this field. The ETI Base Code is an internationally acknowledged code of labour 

practice established on the conventions of the International Labour Organisation (ILO). As a 

member of the ETI, Stella McCartney has adopted the ETI Base Code as its own Code of 

Conduct. (Stella McCartney, 2019h) 

 

Empowering people 

 

Gucci believes creativity to be important to its culture, thus consistently fostering and 

encouraging innovation, motivation and empowerment among its employees. A positive 

corporate culture helps Gucci gain substantially higher organizational effectiveness, including 

increased productivity, financial performance, employee engagement, and customer 

satisfaction. A strong culture increases commitment and engagement whilst fostering 

collaboration, communication, and teamwork. Gucci has received certification in 2019 by Great 

Place to Work® in Italy and USA, based on its Trust Model which evaluates the employee 

experience all over the world, measuring company workplaces against credibility, fairness, 

respect, comradeship and pride. (Gucci, 2019g) Also, apprenticeships and training contracts are 

encouraged, and Gucci promotes quality working environment through the development of 

professional skills as well as the contribution to socio-economic development (Gucci, 2019b). 

Gucci École de l’Amou is an innovative education program inside ArtLab designed to develop 

the skills associated with the company’s artisanal craft and production. The school offers a 

unique training experience, and the teachers of the courses are artisans and managers from Gucci 

dedicating part of their time to mentoring and education, and also retired former colleagues 

wishing to transmit their own unique knowledge to the new generations. The education, 

nurturing and passing on of artisanal skills and knowhow, is vital for the long-term sustainability 

of a company like Gucci, which relies on a tradition of craftsmanship with an eye to pioneering 

the design of the future. Further, Gucci has a strong collaboration relationship with Bocconi 

University, where they have helped to build the Luxury Talent and Corporate Associate 

programs. Each year, five international students are given the opportunity to develop a field 
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project, together with Gucci, particularly on around sustainability topics. Also, some of the 

graduates from Bocconi will go on to join Gucci. Supporting New Sustainable Fashion, held at 

the Milano Fashion Institute, along with Vogue Talents, is another one of Gucci’s cooperation’s. 

Every year one student has the opportunity to do an internship experience in the Gucci’s CSR 

department. Last of all, Gucci has committed to a four-year scholarship program for students 

studying at Parsons School of Fashion, and will have the opportunity be considered for part-

time employment. (Gucci, 2019h) 

 

For LVMH and its companies, identifying and recruiting talent, together with maintaining 

strategic skills and sharing values, are crucial components in long-term success, thus attracting 

the highest-performing, most suitable and most promising talent is vital. LVMH attracts talent 

from the world of luxury goods, and beyond, from all innovative areas. Plus, focusing on raising 

awareness of the full extent of its highly diverse range of professions to ensure excellence 

through all its business lines. Recruiting the best talent is the key strategic element, thus LVMH 

has established an internal network of 800 recruiters coordinated with forums and committees, 

to maximize effectiveness and knowledge of the market. LVMH has also a program to 

strengthen its ties with the younger generation, aiming to give the elected students and interns 

within the LVMH better understanding of how the luxury industry works and how diverse the 

LVMH’s businesses are. Moreover, LVMH maintains special ties with schools and universities 

via more than 250 face-to-face events at these academic institutions helping students grasp the 

LVMH’s ecosystem. The LVMH – Luxury Brand Management Chair focuses on both practical 

and theoretical knowledge of luxury sector issues, in alliance with employees of the LVMH and 

its companies. LVMH and Central Saint Martin’s partnership are aiming to support sustainable 

development and innovation within the luxury goods sector. The LVMH also entered into a five-

year partnership with Bocconi University, and organizes challenge events with its partners’ 

schools and universities in France and abroad, inviting students to come up with innovative 

solutions to concrete business issues, and enabling them to gain deeper insight into the LVMH 

ecosystem. (LVMH, 2017c) 

 

Further, a different selection of training programs is available to management and non-

management employees for career development, and each of LVMH’s company holds its own 
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induction and awareness seminars for new employs. For instance, at Louis Vuitton, the 

induction day is a main step for all new external recruits and internal transferees, and a chance 

for the company to share its CSR commitments. The induction process for work-linked training 

students and interns has been enhanced by introducing a passport and booklet containing a host 

of practical details about the company and its CSR commitments. The Yammer network allows 

workers to exchange at all times through specific discussion groups about initiatives and projects 

managed by staff at headquarters in the fields of the environment, quality of life at work, and 

occupational health and safety. Also, LVMH has at all times been actively committed to 

training, and apprenticeships, as a way of preserving cultural heritage in the areas of 

craftsmanship and design, by passing along expertise to the next generation. The Institut des 

Métiers d’Excellence (IME) is a work-linked training program, helping to ensure LVMH’s 

expertise is triumphantly passed on by promoting younger generations to pursue careers in the 

areas of craftsmanship, design and sales, hence developing their employability. Some 

companies have in addition entered into special partnerships and many of them have created 

their own training structures to meet ever more difficult issues, for instance Christian Dior 

Couture’s École des Savoir-Faire, School of leather goods established by Louis Vuitton, and 

Fendi’s Massoli Academy in partnership with Sartoria Massoli. (LVMH, 2017c) 

 

Acting in a responsible way and with integrity is a part of Burberry. The company has a years 

of experience investing in the communities in which it operates. Employees around the world 

are offered up to three working days per year to volunteer in their local communities and 

donating every year one percent of adjusted Group profit before tax to charitable causes. 

Activities vary from career inspiration events, employability workshops and long-term 

mentoring programs, to charity events and community revitalisation projects. For instance, 

fostering emerging talent via scholarships at the Royal College of Art, with a substantial 

proportion going to the Burberry Foundation. Plus, Burberry believes that employee 

volunteering reinforces teams further, improves workplace skills, builds community connection 

and contributes to employee motivation and personal fulfilment. (Burberry, 2019c) 

Furthermore, the Burberry Foundation has evolved its agenda in the last year by taking a more 

strategic and long-term course and partnering with leading organisations to support communities 

sustaining the luxury industry. For instance, partnering with these organisations: Teach First, 
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the Careers & Enterprise Company and MyKindaFuture, to support young people in 

disadvantaged communities through Yorkshire and London, aiming to inspire and prepare for 

the world of work and raise their awareness of the variety of career paths possible in the creative 

industries. Also, establishing partnership with Oxfam to support community cohesion and youth 

employability in Tuscany, Italy. The goal is to promote cohesion between local and migrant 

communities through multicultural spaces and events, innovative youth employability programs 

and a network of facilitators dedicated to enhancing access to community support services. Last 

of all, supporting social and economic empowerment of rural communities in Afghanistan, by 

partnering with Oxfam and PUR Project, and launching a five-year program, to develop a more 

inclusive and sustainable cashmere industry and help herders improve their livelihoods. 

(Burberry, 2017/18) 

 

Stella McCartney commits to creating a supportive and inclusive environment in which all 

voices are heard, and where people can work to their maximum potential by providing equal 

opportunities for growth. The company offers training to its employees and suppliers on their 

requirements as well as common social sustainability hindrances. In circumstances where its 

suppliers find it hard to complete the remediation work identified through audits, Stella 

McCartney invites them to participate in supplier improvement projects. These kinds of projects 

aid suppliers to further comprehend and address the root causes of specific issues and to develop 

systems that prevent such issues from happening again. Also, whenever possible, the company 

cooperates with other brands and local stakeholders to maximise its impacts and sustainability 

of improvements. (Stella McCartney, 2019h) Further, Stella McCartney’s partners and 

associates are integral to help fulfilling its mission. For instance, Adidas by Stella McCartney 

follows the Better Place Program, aiming to guide and promote people to the creation of more 

sustainable goods, without compromising functional and quality performance. The company is 

also a brand partner of The Kering Award for Sustainable Fashion, developed by the CSF 

(University of the Arts London research centre), and part of a five-year partnership to support 

sustainable design and viable innovation. In addition, partnering with Parley for the Oceans, 

aiming to raise awareness about the oceans and work together on projects that will save them. 

The Parley Ocean Plastic Program combats marine plastic pollution, which is one of the greatest 

threats to the ocean today. (Stella McCartney, 2019i) 
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Actions in support of human rights 

 

Gucci commits to respecting the human rights within the range of its activities and on fostering 

respect for such rights within its sphere of influence across the entire value chain. Any kind of 

child labour, forced labour and discrimination are rejected, guaranteeing that all workers have 

the same opportunities with regard to employment and career development, and receive equal 

treatment. (Gucci, 2019b) For instance, children or young workers under 18 are not allowed to 

work during night hours and must not be exposed to circumstances that are dangerous or unsafe 

to their physical and mental health and development. Employees are allowed to leave the place 

of work at the end of the working hours or in case of emergencies and should be free to end their 

work contract upon a reasonable notice, as provided for by applicable law or international labour 

standards, whichever is more stringent. (Gucci, 2019d) In terms of discrimination, Gucci has 

signed the UN LGBT Business Conduct Standards, the UN’s new standards to protect the rights 

of LGBTI individuals. These include: ensuring business operations do not contribute to 

discrimination against customers, suppliers or members of the public, eliminating workplace 

discrimination, and working with partners to address discriminatory practices across the supply 

chain. (Gucci, 2019g) 

 

LVMH’s responsibility approach aims at preventing any risk of forced labour, child labour, 

harassment, discrimination, and respecting each person’s individuality. The LVMH Code of 

Conduct asks suppliers to agree with the ethical principles set out in the Supplier Code of 

Conduct, specifying workforce-related requirements, such as prohibition of forced labour, child 

labour, harassment and discrimination as well as provisions on pay, working hours, freedom of 

association, and health and safety. In terms of forbidding discrimination, the Code of Conduct 

elucidates that the LVMH expects its suppliers to treat all workers equally and fairly and not to 

involve in any form of discrimination, including on grounds of political affiliation or trade union 

membership. In addition, all the LVMH’s companies have policies for equal opportunity and 

treatment irrespective of discriminatory features such as race, gender, religion or political 

opinion, as determined in the standards of the International Labour Organization (ILO). This 

culture and these practices also generate respect for freedom of association, respect for the 

individual, and the forbiddance of child labour and forced labour. (LVMH, 2017c) 
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Burberry is committed to respecting and protecting the human rights of all the people whose 

lives are directly or indirectly impacted by it. Therefore, conducting a review of its operations 

and activities and the impacts the company may have on human rights to identify the principal 

human rights risks that could emerge during business activities: A Human Rights Impact 

Assessment. Through the implementation of policies and tools, such as Burberry’s Ethical 

Trading Program, the company is aware that human rights risks might be disproportionately 

found within groups of vulnerable workforces. Thus, Burberry has developed tailored policies 

to address the rights and requirements of its supply chain employees, including migrant and 

homebased employees. Also, Burberry has equal opportunity and anti-harassment policies in 

place across operations. Burberry’s impact assessments highlight its responsibilities towards 

four main stakeholder groups: people, employees in supply chain, customers and communities. 

Burberry’s Human Rights Policy lays down these four constituent groups and the procedures it 

has put in motion to safeguard and uphold human rights, including the mechanisms in motion 

to address any instances of potential infringement. (Burberry, 2019d) 

 

Stella McCartney is committed to fostering good labour standards and safeguarding human 

rights in all parts of its business. Kering’s Code of Ethics provides policies and expectations for 

all stakeholders, prohibiting any kind of slavery including, but not limited to, use of child labour, 

forced or compulsory labour or debt bondage. Stella McCartney has developed further these 

Kering policies. ETI Base Code is an internationally acknowledged code of labour practice 

founded on the conventions of the International Labour Organisation (ILO). As a member of the 

ETI, Stella McCartney has adopted the ETI Base Code as its Code of Conduct. It forbids the use 

of forced, bonded, or involuntary prison labour. Also, Stella McCartney has developed two 

policies and a procedure particularly in terms to modern slavery. The Stella McCartney Modern 

Slavery Policy for Partners and the Stella McCartney Modern Slavery Policy for Internal Staff 

were developed in consultation with four external partners specialising in human rights and 

entail guidance on modern slavery indicators, the most everyday risk areas and suggested due 

diligence. The Stella McCartney Modern Slavery Remediation Procedure lays down the steps 

to be taken if a case of modern slavery is identified. For instance, it asserts that the company 

will act with the well-being of the individuals at risk in mind and that will support its partners 

in developing and implementing a remediation plan. (Stella McCartney, 2019h) 
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Workplace safety & fair working hours and wages 

 

Gucci commits to fostering employment standards respecting workers’ rights, trade union 

agreements and the principles underlying the program of protections for employees in the 

system, effectively ensuring the exercise of freedom of association and the right to collective 

bargaining. Gucci also commits to promoting and complying with health and safety standards 

for the employees and the communities. (Gucci, 2019b) The company enhances its actions, in 

line with the international standard OHSAS 18001, and has set out a Social Performance Team 

ensuring constant development of its social performance, in accordance with The SA8000 

Policy. All of manufacturing operations are supervised by Gucci pursuant to the SA8000 

certification management System, ensuring that business ethics, respect for people, workplace 

health and safety, workers’ rights and equal opportunity are upheld, in accordance with the ILO 

principles. Respecting employees’ rights to a decent salary compensation is important to Gucci 

and ensuring that the salary paid for a standard working week corresponds to legal standards or 

the minimum wage standards. Further, Gucci believes in helping its workers to enjoy a healthy 

work-life balance, thus creating a Welfare Commission, tasking a group of employees to build 

on its current welfare plan. The guidelines that have been developed have enhanced working 

hours and have decreased employee travel with video conferencing. (Gucci, 2019g) 

 

LVMH’s commitment to managing quality of life in the place of work is closely focused on 

meeting workers’ needs. Respecting all employees regardless of gender and guaranteeing their 

health and safety are two underlying elements of its social responsibility policy. LVMH strongly 

highlights the importance of safeguarding employees’ health and safety to its companies through 

their HR departments. Health and safety assessments are initiated by the companies, giving rise 

to structured action plans. Awareness and training initiatives relating to workplace safety and 

risk prevention are growing. Processes to enhance workstation ergonomics are implemented, 

and workstations are redesigned. Regarding certification, many companies such as Fendi has 

put in place several different initiatives based around a health and safety committee and an e-

learning system. Along with ISO 14001 certification, OHSAS 18001 certification has been 

secured for manufacturing facilities. For instance, Louis Vuitton workshop secured OHSAS 

18001 certification for its program applying the Cap Santé health information and risk 
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prevention approach. Work-life balance is also important aspect of quality of life in the 

workplace to which companies are committed, thus flexible working policies are very 

widespread. Plus, in France, the mandatory annual negotiation process enables in particular for 

the discussion of issues relating to salaries. Many companies, such as Christian Dior Couture, 

Givenchy and Kenzo have negotiated agreements and action plans to ensure salary levels, 

enhance gender equality, and decrease wage gaps. (LVMH, 2017c) 

 

Burberry commits to providing a safe, healthy environment for employees, thus managing its 

business in a way that is designed to ensure maintaining the highest standards of health and 

safety which are reasonably achievable throughout its global operations. Burberry’s Global 

Health and Safety Team ensures that relevant global health and safety legislation is identified 

and integrated into the global Health and Safety Management System. To facilitate this process, 

the Global Health and Safety Team maintains a range of minimum standards where this is 

deemed appropriate. The framework of the system will be aligned to the ISO 45001:2018 where 

this is practicable. Communication and implementation of the health and safety management 

system are achieved using innovative technologies and current internal systems. Also, Burberry 

treats all workers equally and without discrimination. Providing each worker, the same rights 

and terms and conditions of employment as national or local workers employed by the business 

associate, including being eligible for the payment of a national living wage, and having 

reasonable working hours. (Burberry, 2019e) Further, Burberry’s ethical trading teams visit 

supply chain partners regularly, engaging with management and workers to review performance 

and drive improvements. Ethical Trading Program developing year-on-year, Burberry focuses 

on how it can make the most meaningful, positive impacts on the lives of people across its 

supply chain. In cooperation with Oxfam, Burberry has developed an innovative Worker 

Wellbeing Survey and piloted it with primary supply chain partners in Europe. (Burberry, 

2017/18) 

 

Stella McCartney believes that everyone in its supply chain ought to be treated with respect and 

dignity, and that everyone ought to earn a fair wage. Safeguarding the rights and well-being of 

workers in its supply chain has always been a top priority to Stella McCartney. The company is 

in collaboration with Ergon Associates, and together they have conducted a modern slavery risk 
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assessment throughout all of their business activities since 2017. The assessment focuses on 

several fields, which are: forced labour, child labour, low living wage, excessive working hours 

and modern slavery. The company has also included its own operations in the assessment, as 

well as its Product Supply Chain, Procurement Supply Chain and franchise partners. 

Furthermore, Stella McCartney has organised training workshops for seven primary product 

suppliers in Italy, which are focused on employment of migrant employees and subcontractor 

management. Also, in India, Stella McCartney works closely with other brands to support 

internal migrant employees through enhancing their working conditions and providing them 

with life skills training. (Stella McCartney, 2019h) 

 

Supplier audits 

 

Gucci commits to continuing the adoption and monitoring of policies focused on the economic 

sustainability of the supply chain, and supporting the sharing of processes leading to the 

determination of suitable fees, agreed on the basis of transparent methods balancing business 

requirements with compliance with rules, and business sustainability. Plus, Gucci requires its 

suppliers and sub-contractors to agree with the company’s Sustainability Principles and to 

comply to unannounced visits and inspections. (Gucci, 2019b) Gucci’s suppliers and 

subcontractors are subject to frequent audits by specialist Kering and third-party teams. Robust 

corrective action plans are assembled after the audits, wherever breaches of compliance are 

recognized. Follow-up audits are then carried out to guarantee any non-conformance has been 

rectified. Gucci has 22 audit pending processes and in case the corrective plan addressed to the 

suppliers are not satisfactorily met, Gucci will right then end the relationship with such 

suppliers. To support suppliers in meeting Sustainability Principles, Gucci holds annually 

training seminars for each category product to share best-practice information relating to 

sustainability strategy and main sustainability impacts in supply chain. (Gucci, 2019i) 

 

At LVMH, social and/or environmental audits are carried out by specialist third parties of its 

suppliers. LVMH’s Code of Conduct provides its companies the right to carry out compliance 

audits at their suppliers at any time to check that the rules are being applied. Some of the audits 

completed are either in line with LVMH’s standards, or there are minor cases of noncompliance, 
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for instance a major requirement for improvement on the supplier’s part, and/or a case of 

significant noncompliance. Corrective action plans are then implemented after the audits, 

wherever breaches of compliance are recognized. Industry audits enables the company to 

validate, in the field, its suppliers’ sustainability practices and the quality of the materials 

obtained. (LVMH, 2017b) Further, to enhance its supply chain’s performance for suppliers and 

beyond, LVMH has joined Sedex since 2014. Its approach is founded on couple of key 

objectives: for suppliers, easing the administrative load related to the proliferation of requests 

for audits, certifications, and so on, and for LVMH, pooling supplier audits and assessments, 

amongst its companies as well as with other Sedex members. (LVMH, 2017c) 

 

Burberry’s Audit Committee monitors policies and processes for identifying, assessing and 

managing business issues. Audits are carried out by independent non-executive directors, in 

charge of reviewing the effectiveness of the company’s internal controls and risk management 

arrangements. (Burberry, 2017/18) Burberry provides reasonable assistance to the suppliers in 

the implementation of the Ethical Trading Code of Conduct and monitors such implementation 

using different approaches including audits and site visits to evaluate performance against the 

Ethical Trading Code of Conduct. Measurable steps, such as the onsite inspection of suppliers’ 

facilities, are conducted to evaluate whether the standards set forth in the Ethical Trading Code 

of Conduct are being appropriately implemented and complied with. Suppliers are expected to 

identify and correct any activities that conflict with the standard of the Ethical Trading Code of 

Conduct through verifiable continuous enhancement programs approved by Burberry. Suppliers 

are also expected to right away report any serious breaches of the Ethical Trading Code of 

Conduct together with a schedule for corrective action approved by Burberry. In case of serious 

breaches of the Ethical Trading Code of Conduct, termination of the relationship with the 

supplier is considered. (Burberry, 2019b) 

 

Stella McCartney does not rely on ethical audits solely, but does find them to be a helpful tool 

in gaining insight and understanding the first layer of information about its manufacturing 

suppliers. The company uses different types of audits, including unannounced audits, depending 

on the situations, which helps the company to comprehend how its manufacturing suppliers 

work and identify potential risk areas. Stella McCartney’s audits are carried out by the Kering 
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audit team or carefully selected specialist third-party auditors. In situations where its suppliers 

find it hard to complete the remediation work identified through audits, they are included in 

supplier improvement projects. Also, in cases of social sustainability standard breaches, Stella 

McCartney investigates all such cases identified during audits and site visits and require that 

remediation steps are taken where practices do not comply. Further, company’s auditors are 

trained to focus on vulnerable groups during audits, such as migrant and refugee employees. 

The company carries out many off-site audits to comprehend the vulnerability of migrant 

employees and the hiring practices in communities where its suppliers work. This helps Stella 

McCartney to verify the accuracy of information obtained via announced evaluations and allows 

to better advise its suppliers on corrective actions. (Stella McCartney, 2019h)  

 

5.4 Enablers 

Gucci, part of the Kering Group, is a large company with all the resources and expertise 

available. In line with its mission, Gucci commits to implementing a Culture of Environmental 

Sustainability and to raising awareness within its system, that is amongst all parties with a 

genuine interest in this and/or who are influenced by its activities. (Gucci, 2019c) One of the 

main enablers is its people. Gucci gives them every opportunity to flourish, as they are the 

backbone of the organization. Also, being a supportive culture, Gucci encourages diversity, 

gender equality and active citizenship within its company, as well as throughout its entire supply 

chain. Creativity is important to its culture and Gucci consistently fosters and encourages 

innovation, motivation and empowerment among its employees, aiming to harness the 

innovation potential of every one of them. The company mentors, trains and supports 

craftsmanship and creativity across all business areas. (Gucci, 2019g) Another major enabler is 

Gucci’s commitment and its involvement and support. As mentioned in the previous chapters, 

the company has implemented numerous programs and activities in regards to sustainability, 

driven to create a meaningful impact. Gucci has partnered with many organisations doing great 

things, and learning from them. Plus, Gucci continues to build programs and initiatives to fulfil 

its responsibilities, and looks at long-term approaches of creating deep, legitimate collaborations 

with a variety of charities and NGOs around the globe. (Gucci, 2019h) Further, Gucci has a past 

of long-term relationships with suppliers. A select network of trusted suppliers, whose skills and 
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knowledge is important to the maintenance of Gucci’s brand. The goal is to work with suppliers 

for generations, not seasons. Also, all of Gucci’s suppliers and sub-contractors agree with 

Gucci’s Sustainability Principles. The company supports suppliers in meeting Gucci’s 

Sustainability Principles, by holding annual training seminars to share information relating to 

its sustainability strategy and primary sustainability impacts in its supply chain. (Gucci, 2019i) 

At a very early stage, LVMH has made protecting the environment a cornerstone of its growth 

strategy. As a global leader, its approach is characterized by very high standards, and a 

substantial financial effort. The existence of an environmental mission is the base of LVMH’s 

sustainability efforts. The launch of the LIFE program has enabled it to structure its 

environmental approach, to identify the challenges most relevant for LVMH, and to adjust them 

to the wide diversity of its companies. Each company has incorporated this program in its 

strategic plan along with involving many employees and creating a common language. With the 

help of LIFE, raising employees’ awareness and involving them, has encouraged internal 

cooperation and joint action, and has accelerated the dissemination of best practices. 

Information, awareness raising, training initiatives, as well as choosing responsible suppliers 

and subcontractors are some of the general enablers of LVMH. (LVMH, 2017b) LVMH has a 

very supportive culture, and passing on skills is an essential element of its culture. Nurturing 

talent is vital, and it is done by encouraging all of its employees to achieve their aspirations and 

reach their full career potential, developing diversity and the wealth of human resources at its 

companies in all the countries where they operate, and promoting initiatives in these sectors, as 

well as contributing to the knowledge and preservation of its crafts outside LVMH. Also, 

maintaining and reinforcing responsible relationships with its partners, suppliers and 

subcontractors, as well as having long-term collective structures within and outside the supply 

chain are essential enablers for the improvement of its environmental policy. Plus, as mentioned 

in the previous chapters, LVMH works together with many public and private participants. 

(LVMH, 2017a) Last of all, certification is one of the main enablers used to develop responsible 

procurement by the LVMH’s companies, guaranteeing the materials and substances included in 

the composition of their items are produced according to the highest environmental standards 

(LVMH, 2017b). 
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Burberry has a strong history of being dedicated to the environment and communities. Acting 

responsibly and with fairness is a part of it. The company’s sustainability strategy is in line with 

its general corporate strategy, and the environmental mission is considered to be the base of its 

sustainability efforts. Burberry’s sustainability goals have been divided into three different 

categories: product, company and communities. With the overall size of a company and the 

availability of resources, including expertise, Burberry has the ability to fully embrace 

sustainability. Also, having a supportive culture is important, therefore recognising the value of 

attracting and retaining different employee talent pool and promoting an inclusive culture. One 

of the main enablers is its people, and Burberry is inspiring them simply by motivating teams, 

strengthening culture, behaviours and values, and investing in leadership, core capabilities and 

talent, as well as building a more sustainable future. Burberry is commitment and its 

involvement and support has shown. For instance, Burberry’s Inspired People program is 

designed to deliver the organisational and people components of its strategy. Work is underway 

to deliver on its commitments of promoting a dynamic and inclusive culture to engage 

employees, strengthen capabilities, empower its leaders, expand its talent plans, simplify how 

Burberry works and drive positive sustainable change through every part of its footprint. 

Burberry’s strategy is predicated on building the skills and capabilities it needs for now and the 

future, via attracting, retaining and developing the right talent throughout all its teams. Further, 

Burberry has a long-lasting collaborative structures within and outside the supply chain: 

strategic collaborations and business partnerships within a sector with NGOs and charities. For 

instance, the Burberry Foundation is devoted to using the power of creativity to drive positive 

change in communities and build a sustainable future via innovation. This is also in accordance 

with the company’s responsibility plans for 2022, enabling the Foundation to maximise impacts 

of its grants by leveraging main Burberry assets, including the vast skills, experience and 

passions of its employees. (Burberry, 2017/18) 

As a vegetarian brand, Stella McCartney has worked with environmental and social issues since 

the beginning. The company is committed to working a modern and responsible business. Its 

sustainability strategy is in line with the company strategy: making luxurious goods in a way 

that is appropriate for the world we live in today and the future: good-looking and sustainable, 

thus the existence of its environmental mission is the foundation of a company’s sustainability 

efforts. Stella McCartney considers its environmental footprint at every point of the design 
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process, even after the products have been sold. A main enabler, apart from company’s 

commitment to sustainability being obvious across all collections, is its people. Stella 

McCartney respects and values the people who create clothes, the farmers who grow the crops 

for materials, and its employees. Therefore, participating employees in sustainability is crucial, 

and providing them with proper training in every facility. (Stella McCartney, 2019h) The 

company is also working closely with its ethically sound suppliers, many of which have worked 

with the brand since the beginning, and has implemented new programs and activities. For 

instance, engaging in many industry projects such as Cradle to Cradle and Clean by Design. 

(Stella McCartney, 2019e) Plus, suppliers are provided with training, and in situations where 

the suppliers find it hard to complete the remediation work, Stella McCartney invites them to 

participate in improvement projects, to help comprehend and address the root causes of 

particular issues and to develop systems that prevent such issues from happening again. (Stella 

McCartney, 2019h) Further, Stella McCartney collaborates with other brands, NGOs and 

industry organisations. Its partners and collaborators are essential to help fulfil its mission. 

(Stella McCartney, 2019i) For instance, some of the company’s partnerships has helped to 

turn its circular vision into reality (Stella McCartney, 2019f). Lastly, Stella McCartney 

believes in standards and certifications, as they can be one of the most powerful tools in the 

industry, when used correctly (Stella McCartney, 2019g). 

 

5.5 Obstacles 
 
Gucci has done an incredible amount of work to be where it is now. The company has taken 

responsibility seriously, encouraged by younger consumers who are more conscious than any 

generation before it of the origins, carbon footprint, composition, and other consequences of 

what they purchase and wear. Compared to its enablers, Gucci’s obstacles are much less. One 

hindrance of Gucci is the guarantee and ensuring of complete traceability of its sourced 

materials. For instance, now the traceability of leather traced up to the country of farming is 80 

percent and leather traced up to the country of slaughterhouse is 97 percent. This has improved 

over the years, but there is still work to be done. Gucci has set goals to guarantee that 100 percent 

of its raw materials are traceable to source by 2025. Also, securing access to new raw materials 

acts as a hindrance. Gucci is continuously working on discovering more sustainable materials 
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to develop goods that have a lower effect on the environment. (Gucci, 2019f) Another hindrance 

of Gucci is making its suppliers and subcontractors more responsible, complying with the 

sustainability principles. As mentioned before, to ensure continued compliance with these 

principles, the suppliers and subcontractors are subject to regular audits. Lastly, regarding exotic 

skins, Gucci ensures the leather is from sustainable sources, but the verification of these 

statements can be an issue. (Gucci, 2019d) 

 

LVMH’s LIFE program is based on different obstacles that are essential to its environmental 

performance, starting at the product design, the procurement of raw materials, industrial, the 

transportation and sale of goods. The obstacles are: integrating environmental performance 

since the design stage, securing access to strategic raw materials, material and product 

traceability and compliance, environmental and social responsibility of suppliers, protection of 

critical know-how, CO2 impact of activities, environmental excellence of production process 

activities, sustainable and repairable goods, and well-handed customer’s request in relation with 

environment. Each company selected its most strategic obstacles based on its activities and 

specific problems. For instance, Bvlgari selected five obstacles: the compliance and traceability 

of raw materials, the securing of access to raw materials, the social and environmental 

responsibility of suppliers, the impact of its business activities on climate change, and the 

environmental excellence of its processes. For every obstacle selected, annual enhancement 

objectives have been set. The companies have then implemented the action plans to achieve 

them, accompanied by indicators that monitor the outcomes. (LVMH, 2017b) 

Burberry keeps in mind obstacles as well, which need to be actively managed. Material and 

product traceability is one of Burberry’s critical obstacles, which the company is focusing on 

improving. In regards to its people, there is a chance that they acknowledge the value of 

sustainable supply chain management and try to put it into practice, but many of them can lack 

experiences and necessary skills. Thus, Burberry’s Inspired People initiative contains targeted 

programs to report and engage employees about the strategy, develop leadership capabilities 

and drive the appropriate behaviours. Another hindrance is securing access to new raw 

materials. Burberry is continuously exploring alternative, high quality and sustainable materials, 

together with the Royal College of Art focusing on driving innovation and generating more 

sustainable materials and processes. Further, regulatory non-compliance and failure by its 
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people to act in an ethical manner consistent with Burberry’s CoC and responsibility strategy 

acts as obstacles. The company monitors to enhance processes to gain assurance that its people 

comply with its ethical and business policies and relevant legislation. Lastly, the impact of 

Burberry’s business activities on climate change, hence continuously reviewing and improving 

long-standing responsibility programs. (Burberry, 2017/18)   

 

The Stella McCartney brand is equivalent with eco fashion. Despite the huge success, Stella 

McCartney’s main hindrance is regarding consumers' thoughts, how they could question if the 

company really is an ethical luxury fashion brand. This is due to Stella McCartney’s choices to 

collaborate with some of the unethical and un-sustainable companies. Over the past years the 

company’s worked with Adidas, Gap, a collection for H&M, and Target. (Stella McCartney, 

2019c) These are all fast fashion brands that sanctum cheap labour in underprivileged countries, 

and thus sweatshop manufacturing practices to generate apparel. However, the notable thing is 

that Stella McCartney is trying and doing something to make a difference. Another hindrance is 

regarding its suppliers, whether they comply with the introduced policies and find it hard to 

complete the remediation work identified through audits. Stella McCartney provides training to 

suppliers and when needed invites them to participate in improvement projects. (Stella 

McCartney, 2019h) Further, securing of access to raw materials acts as a hindrance. Stella 

McCartney continuous to source as many innovative sustainable materials as possible, by 

promoting restorative farming practices. (Stella McCartney, 2019f) Last of all, material and 

product traceability. For instance, in 2016 the company was able to trace the origins of 94 

percent of the cotton used back to the country it came from. The company is working on gaining 

farm-level traceability for its cotton. (Stella McCartney, 2019g) 

 

Figures 6 and 7 summarize the findings from the empirical data on the following pages.  
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Figure 6. Findings from the empirical data, part 1  
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Figure 7. Findings from the empirical data, part 2  
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6 DISCUSSION 
 

This chapter will discuss the findings of empirical part more broadly, answering the research 

questions and evaluating how the empirical results line up with the prior literature. Moreover, 

the managerial implications of this study are assessed to see who could benefit from the 

outcomes and how. This chapter ends by reviewing the limitations that the results have and 

suggesting some fields that could be further researched in the future. 

 

6.1 Theoretical contributions  
 

This sub-chapter assesses whether the theories demonstrated in the second and third chapter 

back the empirical results that were drawn in the fifth chapter. Also, this sub-chapter unveils 

any new findings that the study has been able to bring forth. The results are reviewed by first 

answering the main research question, after which the sub-questions are answered.  

 

RQ. How sustainability is manifested in luxury industry supply chains? 

The importance of sustainability in the luxury industry has been brought up many times by prior 

studies. Gucci, LVMH, Burberry and Stella McCartney have all recognized this as well, and 

have acknowledged that by fully embracing sustainability, they can increase competitiveness 

and further drive innovation. As Fawcett et al., (2015) state, the secret to long term success is to 

genuinely embrace sustainable business ideas and practices. These four companies are all 

aiming to reduce their sustainability footprint through a number of sustainability practices. Still, 

before taking any actions, the companies have identified the enormous sustainability impacts of 

their supply chains, and have made protecting the environment a priority. By first identifying 

the sustainability impacts of their supply chains, the companies have then set out ambitious 

objectives to address their most crucial social and environmental impacts.  

Environment 

 

Sustainable water, chemical, energy and waste management are important components of 

sustainable operations, and major priorities for the four companies. They have all taken actions 
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to improve water and chemical management, protect water sources, maintain water quality, 

reduce water and energy consumption, increase the use of renewable energy in supply chain, 

optimise waste management, minimise waste production, and ensure all dangerous chemicals 

have been phased out and eliminated from production processes. Esty and Winston’s (2006) 5 

R analysis for SSCM is being utilized among these companies. They are all part of the circular 

economy initiative - reducing, reusing and recycling. Gucci’s Scrap-Less methodology reduces 

the amount of chemicals and water required to treat materials, and they only transport useable 

leather from the tanneries to the factories, decreasing greenhouse gas emissions. LVMH’s 

companies save and recycle water by introducing solutions like drip irrigation and rethinking 

production processes: Bvlgari uses innovative technologies, Louis Vuitton installs tool-cleaning 

machines, and Guerlain equips its facility with separate holding tanks for detergents. Each year 

LVMH’s companies’ waste are also recycled, recovered as energy, or re-used. Burberry works 

closely with its partners to improve chemical management practices, and reduces its energy 

consumption via behavioural changes and LED lighting, while procuring total energy from 

renewable sources. Stella McCartney is involved with many partnerships and industry projects 

to improve the environmental impact of textile production in factories, and reduces carbon 

emissions via REDD+ reducing emissions by preserving threatened forests. Also, Stella 

McCartney and Gucci use the EP&L to measure and comprehend their impact on the 

environment. As Li et al. (2014) point out, changing or simplifying business processes help to 

reduce logistic-related wastes and improve workflows, and these four companies are definitely 

re-imagining and re-designing their products in a way that decreases environmental impacts.  

 

Prior studies highlight the use of more environmentally friendly materials. All of the four 

companies have increased the use of more sustainable raw materials, especially certified or 

recycled cotton, across all of their collections and products. Gucci uses materials that are GOTS 

certified or recycled or regenerated fibers that are GRS certified. Lakhal et al. (2008) has listed 

both GOTS and GRS as some of the certifications that offer proof about companies’ business 

environmental claims. Along with GOTS and GRS, Stella McCartney uses materials if it has 

been also certified to the OCS standard. Burberry and LVMH source cotton through the BCI. 

Moreover, prior literature does not provide any findings on regenerated materials in the luxury 

industry. Both Gucci and Stella McCartney use ECONYL ® regenerated nylon. In terms of 
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gold, precious stones and diamond, Gucci and LVMH purchase them for jewellery only if they 

are RJC CoC- certified. Further, Burnes and Towers (2016) point out the importance of reducing 

packaging volume, but not changing the materials that are used, which Gucci has made by using 

materials exclusively made with FSC®. Moreover, LVMH has a major advantage in the field 

of increasing the lifespan of products, and as Cooper et al. (2013) states, making changes in 

design and production practices, considerable improvements could be made on how long the 

clothes could remain usable. Moving on to technologies, each of the four companies are seeking 

and supporting new technologies that lead to innovative creations, which according to prior 

studies is one of the notable sustainability methods. For instance, Louis Vuitton is now using 

digital models and 3D printing that Loker (2008) had mentioned a decade ago. Last of all, the 

four companies are all focusing on enhancing the traceability of the product, which has been 

mentioned in the literature to be an important practice.  

 

Animals 

 

Every one of these companies are complying with ethical practices and following internationally 

accepted standards and regulations for animal welfare. Apart from Stella McCartney who is a 

vegetarian company, they all use sustainable animal materials, such as organic silk, wool and 

cashmere, mentioned in the literature. Also, they have close relationships with their suppliers to 

ensure sustainable use of sensitive raw materials, like exotic skins. As Kapferer and Bastien 

(2012, 103) state, this is called a backward integration, a type of vertical integration in which 

the companies acquire their suppliers to ensure a more reliable or cost-effective supply of inputs. 

In regards to leather, Gucci uses metal-free leather, that Karaosman et al. (2017b) mentions. 

Stella McCartney uses vegetarian leather, which has been brought up in the previous literature, 

but the company has provided new alternatives for its consumers, such as the eco alter-nappa, 

made from polyester and polyurethane. Also, Gucci and Stella McCartney have both adopted 

the Re.Verso™ re-engineered cashmere, offering the same soft, insulating qualities as cashmere. 

In the prior literature, it has been discussed that using rare animal species is unacceptable for 

companies. That said, Burberry and Gucci does not manufacture or procure any real fur from 

rare animal species. LVMH’s fashion companies are also committed to not using furs from 

endangered species. Finally, luxury companies could go entirely fur-free as mentioned in 
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literature. Gucci and Stella McCartney have gone fur-free, ceasing the production of fur in their 

collections ensuring they do not promote killing animals for the sake of fashion. 

 

People 

 

Previous literature mentions the importance of operationalizing an ethical code of conduct for 

luxury companies. Gucci, LVMH, Burberry and Stella McCartney are all in accordance with 

their mission and their code of conduct, promoting a policy valuing principles. Muller-Stewens 

(2017) points out selecting the right employees, as well as training and educating them. All of 

the four companies have always been actively committed to encouraging apprenticeships and 

training, as a way of preserving cultural heritage in the fields of craftsmanship and design, by 

passing along expertise to the next generation. Also, Kirchgeorg and Winn (2006) and Theuws 

(2015) highlight that long-lasting and more stable relationships with key stakeholders, including 

communities, customers, employees and suppliers are essential to be build and maintained. All 

of the four companies are continuously doing so to maximise their impact and sustainability of 

improvements, aiming to inspire and raise awareness in regards to sustainability. However, there 

is very little literature about specifically luxury companies having a strong relationship with 

Universities. Each of these four companies maintain special ties with schools and universities 

to support sustainable design and viable innovation. The companies are helping students grasp 

their ecosystem, as well as aiming to guide and promote people to the generation of more 

sustainable goods, without compromising functional and quality performance.  

 

Gucci, LVMH, Burberry and Stella McCartney have all committed to respecting the human 

rights within the range of their activities and on fostering respect for such rights within their 

sphere of influence across the whole value chain. In the previous literature, the importance of 

respecting human and labour rights at every stage of the luxury fashion supply chains has been 

mentioned many times, and as De Brito, et al. (2008) states, policies against child and/or forced 

labour, low wages and unfair working conditions are a normal part of social responsibility. 

Savitz and Weber (2006) point out that adopting different international standards, sustainability 

certifications, and regulations may help companies to be more efficient and effective in their 

business. All of the four companies are enhancing their efforts, in line with several international 
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standards, policies, and principles. In addition, prior literature has mentioned supplier audits and 

evaluation, but very little almost to nothing, is in regards to luxury companies corrective action 

plans. All of the four companies require their suppliers and sub-contractors to agree to 

unannounced visits and inspections. Corrective action plans are assembled after the audits, 

wherever breaches of compliance are recognized. Follow-up audits are then carried out to 

guarantee any non-conformance has been rectified. The companies terminate the relationship 

with such suppliers and sub-contractors if the corrective plan addressed to them are not 

successfully met. Last of all, the companies also provide training to their suppliers and sub-

contractors in regards to sustainability strategy and primary sustainability impacts in supply 

chain. According to Andersen and Skjoett-Larsen (2009) the development of capabilities related 

to sustainability and overall supply management are vital, particularly this relates to the training 

of employees, such as suppliers and sub-contractors. 

 

sRQ1. What are the enablers of pursuing supply chain sustainability in luxury industry? 

Gucci, LVMH, Burberry and Stella McCartney have the advantage of being a large company 

with all the resources and expertise available, thus having the ability to fully embrace 

sustainability. According to Alvarez et al. (2010) the availability of resources, expertise and the 

overall size of a company constitute enablers as they determine the possible sustainability effort 

of a company. Andersen and Skjoett-Larsen (2009) also point out the history of an organization. 

Apart from Stella McCartney, who has worked with sustainability issues since the beginning, 

all of the companies have at a very early stage made protecting the environment a cornerstone 

of their growth strategy. Prior studies also emphasize the existence of an environmental, which 

these companies all have. Another common enabler among these companies is the existence of 

a sustainability strategy and its alignment with the company’s strategy, which Hervani and 

Helms (2005) mention.  

 

The four companies also have a supportive culture, they are committed and involved in 

sustainability, and consider their people to be the backbone of their organization. Carter and 

Jennings (2004) point out the importance of a supportive culture alongside the support of top 

management for sustainability. Moreover, training (Andersen & Skjoett-Larsen, 2009) 

information sharing (Khan et al., 2014) history of long-term relationships with suppliers (Gold 
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et al., 2010) and suppliers and sub-contractors’ compliance (Day & Lichtenstein, 2006) are 

important enablers for these four luxury companies. Additionally, the companies have a long-

lasting collaborative structures within and outside the supply chain, mentioned by many prior 

studies (Oelze, 2017; Pagell & Wu, 2009; Vachon & Klassen, 2006) Stella McCartney was 

however the only one in collaboration with a competitor brand. Lastly, LVMH and Stella 

McCartney point out certification as one of the main enablers for the company. This has not 

been mentioned in the prior literature as one of the enablers of, specifically, the luxury industry.  

sRQ2. What are the obstacles of pursuing supply chain sustainability in luxury industry? 

 

In the prior literature, product and material traceability is considered to be an important practice 

and one of the main obstacles (Walker et al., 2008). Gucci, LVMH, Burberry and Stella 

McCartney have all recognized this as well, aiming to guarantee and ensure complete 

traceability of their sourced materials. There was however not any literature found to support 

the concept of securing access to new raw materials acting as a obstacle in the luxury industry. 

All of the four companies are working on discovering more sustainable materials to develop 

goods that have a lower impact on the environment, and have acknowledged that securing access 

to new raw materials has its own complications. Another common obstacle among the 

companies is environmental and social responsibility of their suppliers, which Karaosman et al. 

(2017b) also recognize. 

 

In addition, there are some obstacles found which the four companies do not have in common. 

Gucci ensures the exotic skins used for leather are from sustainable sources, but the verification 

of these statements can be an issue, thus the verification of sustainability statements can act as 

an obstacle. There was no literature found supporting this concept as well. LVMH has brought 

up many obstacles, one of them being integrating environmental performance since the design 

stage. The only supporting literature close to this was from Zhu and Sarkis (2006), arguing that 

companies can acknowledge the importance of sustainable supply chain management and try to 

put it into practice starting from the design stage, but many can lack experiences as well as 

necessary tools and management skills. This can also support Burberry’s obstacle, pointing out 

that there is a chance they acknowledge the importance of sustainable supply chain management 

and try to put it into practice, but many of them can lack experiences and necessary skills. 
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Another quite similar obstacle in common by the two companies, which is not found in prior 

literature, is the impact of activities on climate change. Moreover, LVMH’s other obstacles, also 

not found in prior literature, were: protection of critical know-how, environmental excellence 

of production process activities, sustainable and repairable goods and well-handed customer’s 

request in relation with environment. Ending with Stella McCartney’s obstacle regarding 

consumers' thoughts, that is, questioning company’s ‘sustainability’. This could act as an 

obstacle for all luxury companies in general, trying to be sustainable, but have collaborated or 

are collaborating with unethical and un-sustainable companies. In the literature this has been 

brought up as an issue.  

 

6.2 Managerial implications 
 
This thesis provides valuable insights to various parties within the scope of sustainable supply 

chain. First and foremost, by looking from the point of view of managers of the luxury fashion 

companies that are aiming to enhance their sustainability performance within their business, this 

study can offer many things to them, as it proves useful in that it presents a comprehensive view 

of exemplary practices of long-lasting companies in the luxury fashion industry. This could help 

managers from those striving companies to recognize appropriate practices and implement 

accordingly, contingent upon their resources and characteristics. These days, as a result of 

consumers increasing awareness of the sustainability issues, and the pressure that NGOs and 

media are giving, sustainability seems to no longer be just a competitive advantage, but rather a 

prerequisite for companies’ profitability, resilience, or capability to maintain in the luxury 

industry. 

 

Moreover, there is always room for further improvements, as there are most certainly some 

aspects of sustainability impacts that have still not been taken into consideration by companies’ 

current sustainability practices. It could be useful for managers to conduct research and 

development for alternative solutions, and they should also invest further into developing 

sustainable technologies to reach the ultimate goal that is ‘zero waste, zero emissions’. 

Coordinating collaborative joint efforts with industry associates, industry alliances, NGOs, 

academic institutions, and such like is important to take into account, as innovation will likely 
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ensue, sustainability obstacles will be addressed, and overall sustainability performance of the 

luxury fashion industry will enhance. 

 

Lastly, in light of existing reporting practices of luxury companies, managers should make an 

effort to deliver a precise and complete sustainability report focusing on issues that are important 

and covering all the disclosures suggested by the reporting framework of their choice. In 

addition, managers should enhance the reliability of their reports by having all indicators 

externally verified. A common reporting standard or framework should be determined in order 

to compare data fairly and transparently. Companies could for instance use the Global Reporting 

Initiative (GRI) Standards as the sustainability reporting framework. The GRI Standards 

represent the best practice for reporting publicly on a range of sustainability impacts. 

 

6.3 Limitations and future research  
 
Needless to say, this thesis is not without few limitations. The first limitation is regarding the 

size of the sample when compared to the big size of the sector. The four companies, which are 

selected for this study are the most frequently mentioned, hence widely known and well-

established, in media publications among those in the luxury industry. Regardless of the fact, 

the size of the sample reduces the generalizability of the results to the entire sector. In case this 

study would have aimed to more generalizable results, a larger sample size within the sector 

would have been an appropriate method. Still due to constraints on research structure and design, 

it was reasonable to select four companies for this study.  

 

The second limitation concerns the luxury sectors. This study focused only on the luxury 

fashion, leaving other sectors aside. Therefore, no final conclusions can be made referring to all 

the luxury sectors, as there is no assurance that same kind of results would be drawn when 

assessing for instance, cosmetics and perfumes, watches and jewellery, selective retailing, wines 

and spirits, and other luxury activities.   

 

The third limitation relates to the data source. This study can have the limitation where words 

speak louder than actions, when taking into account, the fact that this study only relies on 
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companies’ sustainability reports and websites as its data source. Companies report about their 

environmental and social actions, but do they actually take actions? Simply put, companies 

could just claim to be eco-friendly to draw more customers and grow sales without truly 

fulfilling the promises. Their sustainability reports can just be a means of greenwashing.  

 

Last of all, throughout the content analysis process, there is always a chance of some 

unconscious biases and involvement of subjectivity of the author. Further, it is possible for some 

information to have been missed, when considering that the analysis was conducted by one 

person. These factors could have had an impact on the analysis procedure and therefore the 

outcomes to some degree. 

 

In terms of future research, there are few ideas for ways in which it could broaden on the results 

of this study. For instance, a larger sample size could be integrated to present a more overall and 

reliable view of the luxury fashion industry. Plus, future researchers could also choose a case 

study as a research method in which they obtain information directly from companies’ managers 

and observe the operations first hand, with or without a larger sample. This way the researchers 

could find a more detailed information regarding the sustainability practices of the companies 

as well as conduct a more well-versed, accurate and crucial assessment of their performance.  

 

Another future research suggestion is regarding the relationship between sustainability practices 

and sustainable performance, in which they could be analyzed in further depth, with in-depth 

investigation of the results that a particular initiative produces. In this way, companies’ 

managers would have a better understanding of them. As a result, they would be able to make 

more knowledgeable decisions and invest effort and resources in more economical ways, as they 

could see which sustainability practices are efficient and effective and which practices are not. 

Furthermore, researchers could carry out a quantitative study instead of qualitative, providing 

desired knowledge of the most beneficial sustainable business practices.  
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7 CONCLUSIONS  
 
This thesis studied supply chain sustainability in the luxury industry. The purpose was to 

describe how sustainability is taken into account throughout the luxury supply chain from the 

company perspective. In addition, this study aimed to identify the key enablers for this success, 

and at the same time explore the challenges that arise with it. The theoretical background gave 

a profound overview to the supply chain sustainability, as well as the enablers and obstacles 

theme. Analysis revealed that following sustainability policies, standards, procedures, and 

guidelines is important when sustainability is manifested in luxury industry supply chains. 

Sustainable water, chemical, energy and waste management are all essential for companies to 

achieve sustainable development; meeting the needs of the present without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their own needs. Achieving sustainable water, chemical, 

energy, and waste management require a multidisciplinary and comprehensive approach in 

which environmental, technical, economic, landscape aesthetic, societal and cultural issues are 

addressed. Additionally, sustainable raw materials, technologies, and innovations, along with 

animal welfare are all critically important for manifesting the agenda for sustainable 

development, and for achieving the sustainability goals. Furthermore, taking actions such as 

empowering people, supporting human rights, guaranteeing health and safety at work, fair 

working hours and wages, as well as supplier audits, are ways for companies to end poverty, 

reduce inequalities, and tackle climate change.   

 

In regards to enablers, analysis revealed that size of a company matters, meaning bigger 

companies have more resources and expertise available when sustainability is manifested in 

luxury industry supply chains. Other significant enablers for luxury companies are: tradition of 

working with sustainability issues, existence of an environmental mission, existence of a 

sustainability strategy and its alignment with the company’s strategy, supportive culture, 

company’s commitment and its involvement, people, training, information sharing, history of 

long-term relationships with suppliers, suppliers and sub-contractors’ compliance, partnerships 

with other brands, charities and NGOs, as well as certification. Moreover, many notable 

obstacles stand in front of applying sustainability on a wide scale: material and product 

traceability, securing access to new raw materials, environmental and social responsibility of 
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suppliers, verification of sustainability statements, integrating environmental performance since 

the design stage, lack of experiences and necessary skills, impact of activities on climate change, 

protection of critical know-how, environmental excellence of production process activities, 

sustainable and repairable goods, well-handed customer’s request in relation with environment, 

and last of all, questioning company’s ‘sustainability’. Underlining these obstacles help 

companies to develop solutions for these issues and subsequently increase the sustainability 

practices inside organizations. Climate change, carbon emissions and pollution are all part of 

current and future challenges. That is why, rapid actions and plans should be taken with the 

purpose to enhance the implementation of sustainability, and focus on a strategy that is viable 

for companies in the luxury fashion industry.
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